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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation and background

The rising population and economic growth have caused the global demand
for energy resources to increase drastically. Most of this global energy demand
currently is met by fossil fuels. However depleting fossil fuel reserves and
growing concern over climate change has spurred a transformation within
the energy sector to place a larger emphasis on meeting the global energy
demand at least partly through renewable or sustainable means. Geothermal
energy is a promising sustainable energy source and given its insensitivity
to daily and seasonal cycles, well-suited for the base load energy demand (as
opposed to other sustainable solutions such as e.g. wind and solar energy).
Geothermal power generation to date is mainly restricted to regions with
high volcanic activity [1]. Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGSs) offer a way
to greatly expand the area of application of geothermal power generation
[2]. EGSs namely recover heat from hot dry rock (HDR) layers at depths
typically of several kilometers through active circulation of a production fluid
via injector-extractor wells. However field experiments by [3–5] reveal that
in current systems generally only a fraction of the geothermal reservoir is
effectively accessed by the production fluid, thereby limiting the heat recovery.
A more efficient distribution of production fluid throughout the entire reservoir
volume as illustrated in Fig. 1.1a using a carefully designed pumping scheme
can vastly improve the potential of geothermal energy.

In addition to energy resources, sustaining economic development requires
a secured supply of metals and minerals. Depletion of easily accessible conven-
tionally mineable resources in addition to rising environmental and economic
costs associated with open pit mining [6], have consequently resulted in the
industry’s focus to shift to non-conventional mining techniques such as in
situ mining. In situ mining employs treatment (leaching) solutions which are
pumped underground into ore rich zones through injection wells. The leach-
ing solution dissolves the metal ore, which is then pumped out through the
extraction well thereby facilitating recovery of metals [7, 8]. Consequently the
environmental impact and the restoration cost associated with mining opera-
tion can significantly be reduced. Furthermore in situ mining enables recovery
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1. Introduction

of metals from sites which would have been economically or technologically
unfeasible to extract via conventional mining techniques. However critical for
the success of in situ mining is effective or targeted delivery of leaching solution
to the ore rich zone as shown in Fig. 1.1b in a cost-effective manner. Further-
more additional care must be taken to ensure that the leaching solution does
not leak away from the zone of interest which could lead to wastage or even
potential contamination of nearby groundwater. In situ methods compared to
conventional mining techniques therefore require a deep understanding of the
subsurface transport processes and needs to be explored in detail to accelerate
its mainstream adoption.

(a) Geothermal system (b) In situ mining (c) In situ groundwater remediation

Figure 1.1.: The transport goals addressed in this study: a) Efficient distribution of produc-
tion fluid within a geothermal reservoir, b) Targeted delivery of leaching solution to ore-rich
zones of the reservoir in in situ mining and c) Confinement of treatment solution within the
reservoir for in situ groundwater remediation.

The rising urbanisation and industrial activities without adequate waste
management practices have also inevitably lead to a progressive deterioration
in quality of groundwater thereby posing serious concerns over potential health
risks. Traditional methods for remediation involved pump-and-treat schemes
which have only had limited success due to potential immobility, weak solubility
or higher density of pollutants, thereby rendering the same unsuitable both
from a technical and economic standpoint [9]. In situ groundwater remedia-
tion techniques offer an alternative means to treat contaminated groundwater
wherein treatment solution is directly pumped into the aquifer to treat and
neutralise the contaminant species [10, 11]. The efficiency of in situ groundwa-
ter remediation however depends on a variety of factors such as for example
the potency of the treatment solution, mixing efficiency between treatment
solution / contaminated groundwater and preservation of treatment solution
by preventing wastage or leakage to surroundings as illustrated in Fig. 1.1c.
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1.2. Subsurface transport

An improvement in any of the above mentioned factors can potentially yield
huge cost benefits making in situ groundwater remediation more effective.

1.2. Subsurface transport

Studies seeking to improve heat recovery from geothermal reservoirs have ex-
plored the use of different well configurations such as doublet, triplet, quadruplet
as well as various placement patterns using an array of wells to ensure a uni-
form and efficient sweep of the reservoir using production fluids [12–18]. Novel
well configurations in the form of micro hole arrays were investigated by [13]
to enable access to an even larger reservoir volume. Attempts to improve the
geothermal lifetime and enhance recovery was further examined by investigat-
ing a time dependent pumping scheme through the use of a production-recovery
cycle by [19]. Bore hole heat exchangers used traditionally for heat recovery
from shallow low enthalpy reservoirs [20–22], was investigated by [23] as a po-
tential means to recover heat from hot dry rock layers by circulating production
fluid within the wellbore thereby enabling guided access of production fluid
to thermal or resource rich zones, enabling targeted recovery of heat from the
designated subregion of reservoir. In order to solve two of the above mentioned
problems, namely an efficient distribution of production fluid throughout the
reservoir volume and targeted exploitation of heat from a specific resource
rich region, [24–26] investigated the use of implementing a reoriented injector-
extractor well pair system.

Similar to investigation of geothermal reservoirs, studies on in situ leaching
operations have investigated the impact of different well configurations such
as the five-spot or the seven-spot well pattern to enhance recovery from the
reservoir while minimising costs [27, 28]. However a continuous circulation of
leaching agents within the reservoir by operating a static well configuration
often leads to widening of the primary flow channels which can result in in-
creased flow channeling or short circuiting thereby reducing recovery with time
[29]. Reconfiguration of injection-extraction wells or alternating injection and
recovery cycle have been explored as a means to prevent flow channelling and
thereby arrest or reduce the decline in recovery [30]. Additionally polymer
injection to prevent preferential flow of the leaching agents [31], similar to
usage in the oil industry [32, 33] have been proposed. A carefully implemented
injection of polymers can facilitate targeted delivery of leaching solutions to
specific ore-rich zones [32]. Furthermore through the effective use of polymer
injection, the risk of groundwater contamination due to leakage of leaching
solution to the surroundings from the leaching zone can be arrested, wherein
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1. Introduction

the injected polymers can be used to form a physical barrier [29]. Preventing
leakage of leaching solutions to the surrounding has also been investigated by
exploring the possibility of freezing water trapped within the rock pores so as
to create a large scale physical barrier which helps isolate the leaching zone
from the surroundings [34, 35]. The reoriented injector-extractor well pair as
introduced by [24–26] was shown to be equally applicable for in situ mining by
effectively confining leaching solution within the reservoir domain or enabling
targeting of ore-rich zones as illustrated in Fig. 1.1b, thereby preserving the
usage of leaching solution while at the same time preventing contamination of
surrounding groundwater.

Currently in situ groundwater remediation is facilitated by use of permeable
reaction barriers (PRB) which involves planting reactive materials across the
path of contaminated groundwater [36–39]. PRB serves as a reaction front
for treatment of contaminated groundwater and thereby selectively allows for
passage of clean groundwater. Several studies [37, 40–43] have been undertaken
to improve the performance of PRB such as by increasing the reactivity or
permeability by use of alternate materials. However the throughput is depen-
dent on the flow trajectory of the contaminated groundwater which is governed
by the hydrothermal gradient within the aquifer [36, 37]. Therefore several
studies have investigated a more active approach of manipulating subsurface
transport so as to enable a more efficient treatment of groundwater as opposed
to the passive approach employed in permeable reaction barriers. Studies by
[44–47] investigating time dependent pumping schemes using variables flow
rates facilitated by an array of wells have shown that transient velocity fields
enable better mixing between the contaminated groundwater and treatment
solution by increasing the surface area in contact thereby speeding up the
remediation. In addition to enhanced mixing, the reoriented injector-extractor
well pair [24–26] was shown to offer better control over the in situ treatment
process by enabling confinement of the contaminated groundwater by treat-
ment solution as depicted in Fig. 1.1c thereby facilitating treatment across the
separation boundary.

1.3. Rotated Potential Mixing

Traditional subsurface intervention techniques utilises a fixed injector-extractor
well pair system. The flow field generated by a fixed injector (blue) and ex-
tractor (red) well pair located along the vertical axis is illustrated in Fig. 1.2a.
Reorientations of this initial injector-extractor well pair yields the so-called
Rotated Potential Mixing (RPM) flow [24–26] wherein the RPM flow pumping
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1.4. Research objectives

protocol consists of consecutive time intervals (k − 1)Tstep ≤ t < kTstep, with
k = 1, 2, . . . , during which the throughflow is driven by reorientations of the
initial injector-extractor pair by angle Θk = (k− 1)Θ. Step-wise reorientations
Θ = 2πj/N , with N and j co-prime integers, are commensurate with 2π and
thus yield a time-periodic pumping scheme with period time Tperiod = NTstep.
For example, Fig. 1.2a,b,c illustrates the piece-wise steady velocity field for a
3-step pumping scheme (i.e. N = 3) which results from employing a reorien-
tation angle of Θ = 2π/3. This admits practical implementation by a static
array of wells separated by an angle Θ = 2π/3 (circles in Fig. 1.2d) that are
pair-wise activated.

(a) 0 ≤ t < Tstep (b) Tstep ≤ t < 2Tstep (c) 2Tstep ≤ t < 3Tstep(d) Well configuration

Figure 1.2.: Piece-wise steady velocity field a) u1, b) u2, c) u3 produced by reorientation
of the injector (blue) - extractor (red) dipole (source-sink pair) in a 2D circular domain and
d) static well configuration required for implementing a 3-step pumping scheme (Θ = 2π/3).

1.4. Research objectives

Investigation of RPM flows using a Lagrangian based analysis in isotropic
reservoirs by [24–26] was shown to facilitate efficient distribution, confinement
and targeted delivery of production fluid through use of a carefully chosen
pumping protocol, thereby potentially improving the performance of geother-
mal, in situ mining or groundwater related applications. The aforementioned
Lagrangian based studies concerned isotropic reservoir conditions, however the
majority of underground reservoirs tend to be anisotropic, the impact of which
on Lagrangian transport characteristics needs to be investigated to determine
the applicability of RPM flows towards achieving the stated transport goals
under anisotropic reservoir conditions. Furthermore to conclusively establish
the suitability of RPM flows in geothermal, in situ mining or groundwater
related applications, it is important to investigate in detail the scalar transport
characteristics of RPM flows. Heat or species concentration represents essen-
tially a scalar quantity, governed by the advection-diffusion equation, therefore
implying that the conclusions drawn by investigation of a generalised scalar
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1. Introduction

quantity can be applied equally to any of the above stated transport goals.
However, based on the reservoir conditions, the two phases namely the solid
and fluid phase may or may not exist in local thermal equilibrium depend-
ing on the interfacial heat transfer between phases. Hence scalar (thermal)
transport is investigated using both the Local thermal equilibrium (LTE) and
the Local thermal non equilibrium (LTNE) assumption separately. This study
therefore seeks to expand on the aforementioned studies by addressing two
major research objectives which can be summarised as follows:

• Investigation of the impact of anisotropy on the Lagrangian transport

• Advective-scalar transport and its connection with Lagrangian transport.

The scalar transport analysis of RPM flow complements the Lagrangian
based analysis and helps to conclusively determine the suitability and appli-
cability of RPM flow in the above mentioned areas of subsurface transport
such as enhanced heat recovery, confinement and targeted delivery of scalars.
The scalar transport characteristics of RPM flows is further investigated in
detail using Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD), which help extract spa-
tially coherent structures within the scalar field called DMD mode(s) and its
corresponding decay time. The DMD algorithm therefore yields the shape of
the scalar confinement (targeted delivery) zone and the time scale over which
the scalar field can be maintained thereby enabling quantification of efficiency
of confinement and targeted delivery based on the system parameters such as
the pumping protocol.

1.5. Thesis outline

The thesis is structured as follows. Ch. 2 describes the theoretical framework
for modelling and investigating flow and (scalar) thermal transport (under both
LTE and LTNE assumption) in subsurface flows. The non-dimensionalization
of the governing equations, as introduced in Ch. 2, enable the investigation of
the transport characteristics of RPM flows in general related to any area of ap-
plication such as, for example, in enhanced recovery, confinement and targeted
delivery of scalars. The Lagrangian transport characteristics of RPM flows
is investigated in Ch. 3 using Poincaré sections to visualize the Lagrangian
dynamics of distribution of production fluid in underground reservoirs driven
by RPM flows. The Hamiltonian nature of Lagrangian transport of RPM flows,
in both isotropic and anisotropic reservoirs, as well as the role of symmetries on
imposing order and coherence on the Lagrangian dynamics, forms the focus of
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1.5. Thesis outline

the chapter. Ch. 4 complements the Lagrangian transport analysis by investi-
gating (scalar) thermal transport characteristics of RPM flows under the LTE
assumption for isotropic reservoirs. The impact of Péclet number on thermal
transport characteristics of RPM flows is investigated so as to determine the
applicability of RPM flows in accomplishing enhanced recovery, confinement
and targeted delivery under different reservoir operating conditions. The LTE
assumption may not be valid in reservoirs wherein the heat transfer between
phases is limited, thereby making it necessary to investigate thermal trans-
port characteristics of RPM flows under the more generic LTNE model and is
done so in Ch. 5. The heat transfer coefficient forms a key parameter which
influences thermal transport characteristics under the LTNE model and its
impact on the same is investigated in this chapter, so as to design effective well
configurations and pumping schemes for optimizing thermal transport based
on reservoirs conditions. Ch. 6 explores the potential utility of Dynamic Mode
Decomposition (DMD) as a means to characterise thermal transport in RPM
flows. The DMD algorithm enable extraction of modes or spatially coherent
structures within the temperature field and their corresponding decay rates
which enable quantification of the efficacy of a given pumping protocol in es-
tablishing confinement or targeted delivery. Ch. 7 presents the conclusions of
the study on RPM flows along with recommendations for future work.
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2. Theoretical framework and
numerical modelling

2.1. Flow in porous media

The throughflow in an underground reservoir driven by reoriented injector-
extractor well pair is, in accordance with [25], modelled by a Darcy-type dipole
flow in a two-dimensional (2D) circular domain of radius R due to reoriented
source-sink pairs. Time-periodic pumping schemes result, on account of laminar
flow conditions in underground reservoirs (Sec. 2.1.1), in time-periodic velocity
fields u(x, t+Tperiod) = u(x, t) that are period-wise composed of N piece-wise
steady flows uk(x) as illustrated in Fig. 1.2 for a 3 well-pair configuration with
N = 3. For isotropic reservoir conditions, the reorientation in the pumping
scheme yields step-wise flows (uk of the kth time interval) as reorientations of
the base flow (u1 of the first time interval) following

uk+1(r, θ) = uk(r, θ −Θ) = u1(r, θ − kΘ), (2.1)

implying a highly-structured velocity field where Θ and {r, θ} represents the
reorientation angle and coordinates of cylindrical system respectively. The
fundamentals of transport in porous media enable investigation using potential
flow theory which deliver greater insight while simplifying analysis [24]. The
steady base flow u1 as obtained from potential flow theory is given analytically
by

u1 = (ux, uy) =

(
4r2 cos θ sin θ

(1− r2)2 + (2r cos θ)2
,
−2− 2r2 cos2 θ + 2r2 sin2 θ

(1− r2)2 + (2r cos θ)2

)
,

(2.2)
produced by a source-sink pair of unit strength located on the vertical axis of a
disc of unit radius at {r, θ} = (1, π/2) and (1,−π/2) respectively [24–26]. Note
that the velocity field u1 is expressed in terms of ux and uy, which represents
its components along the x and y axis respectively.

The system under isotropic reservoir conditions therefore becomes the ro-
tated potential mixing (RPM) flow employed in the studies by [24–26] and
serves as reference for the investigation of the impact of anisotropy on the
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2. Theoretical framework and numerical modelling

Lagrangian transport properties. The reorientation of the pumping scheme
under anisotropic conditions no longer transfers to the internal flow and, as a
consequence, the structure (2.1) is broken. This has fundamental implications
for the Lagrangian transport properties and is investigated in detail in Ch. 3.

2.1.1. Governing equations

To investigate the transport characteristics of RPM flows under generic (anisotropic)
porous media conditions, the present study adopts the Darcy modelling ap-
proach by representing the throughflow by the so-called Darcy velocity u,
relating to the true velocity v within the pores via the Dupuit-Forchheimer
relation u = ϕv, with ϕ the porosity [48]. The Darcy velocity is in generic
anisotropic porous media governed by the Brinkman equation

ρf

[
1

ϕ

∂u

∂t
+

1

ϕ
∇
(
u · u
ϕ

)]
= −∇p+

µ

ϕ
∇2u−µK−1u−cFρfK−1/2|u|u, (2.3)

which Fluent resolves, with p the pressure, ρf and µ the fluid density and
viscosity, respectively, K the (to be specified) permeability tensor and cF the
Forchheimer drag coefficient [48].

Scaling analysis using characteristic operating parameters for subsurface
reservoir flows enable a further reduction of the flow model. Reservoir dimen-
sions and corresponding permeability and porosity typically are R ∼ 1000 m,
K = |K| ∼ O(10−16 − 10−12 m2) and ϕ ∼ O(0.1 − 0.4) for geothermal
and groundwater remediation related applications [49–53]. Fracture widths
and pore size vary over several orders of magnitudes from w = 1 mm to
w = 100 mm [54, 55] and studies by [56, 57] reveal true fluid velocities V =
|v| ∼ O(0.1−10 mm/s). Based on these ranges, we choose characteristic values
for the physical parameters of underground reservoirs as per Table 2.1.

Table 2.1.: Characteristic values for physical parameters of subsurface reservoirs. Table
reproduced from [58].

K [m−2] ϕ [−] R [m] w [m] V [m/s] ρf [kg/m3] µ [Pa s]

10−14 10−1 103 10−3 10−3 103 10−3

The low Reynolds and Darcy numbers as obtained via the characteristic
values in Table 2.1 in conjunction with incompressibility ∇ ·u = 0, zero specific
storativity, homogenous porosity and omission of the Forchheimer term (due
to low velocities) reduces the Brinkman equation (2.3) under step-wise steady
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2.1. Flow in porous media

conditions to the anisotropic Darcy model

uk = −µ−1K∇P, (2.4)

for the step-wise Darcy velocities uk [48]. The permeability tensor in Eq. (2.4),
under the assumption of homogenous anisotropy, reads

K = RΛRT = κ1e1e1 + κ2e2e2, Λ =

[
κ1 0
0 κ2

]
, (2.5)

with κ1,2 the principal permeabilities along the axes delineated by the unit
vectors e1,2. The latter, on account of symmetry, are orthogonal and described
by

e1(α) = er(α) = R(α)ex, e2(α) = er(α+ π/2) = R(α)ey (2.6)

where er(α) = cosαex + sinαey is the radial unit vector of the polar reference
frame and R is the standard rotation matrix accomplishing counter-clockwise
rotation by an angle α about the origin.

2.1.2. Lagrangian transport analysis

Lagrangian transport of the production fluid is governed by the kinematic
equation

dx

dt
= v(x, t) = ϕ−1u(x, t), (2.7)

describing the position of fluid parcels x(t) at time t and released at initial
location x(0) = x0. Here v and u are the true Eulerian velocity and associated
Darcy velocity, respectively, introduced before. For time-periodic flows v(x, t+
Tperiod) = v(x, t), the solution to Eq. (2.7) is formally given by

xn+1 = Φ(xn), (2.8)

for integer n and xn = x(nTperiod), where the map Φ transforms the position
of a fluid parcel xn into the position xn+1 after a time interval of Tperiod.
Periodically plotting the location of fluid parcel every Tperiod, using the map
(2.8), in turn yields the stroboscopic map of the Lagrangian fluid trajectory
(described by (2.7)). Stroboscopic maps are alternatively denoted “Poincaré
map” or “Poincaré section” in literature. The step-wise flows uk associated
with step k of the pumping scheme, yield corresponding step-wise maps Φk,
as solution to 2.7, for the given step k. RPM flows which are period-wise
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2. Theoretical framework and numerical modelling

composed of N step-wise flows uk, consequently yields Poincaré maps which
are composed of step-wise maps Φk, and therefore takes the composite form

Φ = ΦNΦN−1 · · ·Φ1. (2.9)

Reorientation property (2.1) translates for isotropic conditions into

Φk = RΦk−1R
−1 = Rk−1Φ1R

1−k, R : θ → θ + Θ, (2.10)

with R the step-wise reorientation operator, tying the step-wise map Φk to
the base map Φ1.

Poincaré sections in general are obtained by plotting the stroboscopic images
of a set of tracer particles (labelling fluid parcels) released at strategic different
initial locations, periodically after Tperiod, as given by the map (2.8).1 These
maps fully captures the Lagrangian transport in time-periodic flows [59], and
enable the identification of the chaotic regions (signifying efficient transport)
and transport barriers. Thus Poincaré sections facilitate systematic investiga-
tion of the transport characteristics and the effect of anisotropy. Important is
that the reservoir flows are open, i.e. tracers may enter and exit the domain
through sources and sinks, respectively. Mass conservation is maintained by
injection of a new tracer at the source for any tracer that leaves the domain via
the sink. This injection, given that all step-wise streamlines run from source
to sink, is along the same streamline via which the exit occurs. This is consis-
tent with [25]. Map (2.8) is hereafter determined by numerical integration of
kinematic equation (2.7) using a standard fourth-order Runge-Kutta method
and a bilinear scheme for velocity interpolation [60].

2.1.3. Non-dimensional form and system parameters

Expression of the Darcy equation (2.4) and Lagrangian equations of motion
(2.7) and (2.8) in non-dimensional form enables identification of the relevant
system parameters. To this end, the physical quantities are scaled following
(primes indicate non-dimensional quantities)

x = Rx′, u = Uu′/2, v = V v′/2, K = κ2K
′, p = Pp′, t = τt′,

(2.11)
with (R, κ2, V ) as before, U = ϕV the characteristic Darcy velocity, P =
µUR/2κ2 the characteristic pressure and τ = 2R/V = 2ϕR/U the characteris-
tic time. Characteristic true velocity V (and thus U) is, in accordance with [25],

1Poincaré sections in this study are obtained by releasing 200 tracers along the symmetry
lines of the flow (to be specified in Ch. 3).
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2.1. Flow in porous media

defined as the velocity at the origin of the circular reservoir. Typical values
are given in Table 2.1. Note that u = ϕv and U = ϕV implies v′ = u′. Hence,
Darcy and true velocities identify in the non-dimensional representation.

Substituting (2.11) into (2.4) yields the non-dimensional Darcy equation

u′k = −K ′∇′p′, K ′(α, κ) = RΛ′RT = κe1e1+e2e2, κ =
κ1

κ2
, (2.12)

revealing that the (step-wise) velocity field depends solely on the anisotropy
via the permeability orientation, α, and the permeability ratio, κ. The corre-
sponding non-dimensional kinematic equation and stroboscopic map become

dx′

dt′
= v′ = u′, x′n+1 = Φ′(x′n), (2.13)

with T ′period = Tperiod/τ = V Tperiod/2R = UTperiod/2ϕR and T ′step = Tstep/τ =
V Tstep/2R = UTstep/2ϕR as corresponding non-dimensional time period and
time step duration respectively. The reservoir parameters in Table 2.1 yield τ ≈
20 days. Thus T ′step = 1 corresponds to an operating time of Tstep = 20 days
for one injector-extractor well pair, which is practicable in actual underground
reservoir systems.

Parameters (Θ, T ′step) characterising the pumping scheme together with pa-
rameters (α, κ) characterising the anisotropic permeability constitute the pa-
rameter space (Θ, T ′step, α, κ) for the system to investigate Lagrangian transport.
The Lagrangian analysis is performed entirely in terms of these parameters.
Note that primes are dropped hereafter for brevity.

2.1.4. Numerical modelling in Fluent

For isotropic media, in which case κ = 1, the non-dimensional permeability
tensor according to (2.12) simplifies to the identity tensor: K = I. The step-
wise Darcy velocity described by (2.12), in consequence, becomes a potential
flow: uk = −∇p. Moreover, the period-wise flow under isotropic conditions
consists of reorientations of base flow u1 following (2.1) with the base flow
given analytically by (2.2). Thus the system becomes the rotated potential
mixing (RPM) flow [24–26] which serves as reference for the investigation of
the impact of anisotropy on the Lagrangian transport properties.

For anisotropic media, two complications come into play in that (i) analytical
solutions comparable to (2.2) are no longer available and (ii) the reorientation
property (2.1) breaks down. Hence, determination of the (step-wise) flow uk
requires numerical simulation of the Darcy equation (2.12) for each step of
the pumping scheme, which is facilitated by use of the commercial flow solver
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2. Theoretical framework and numerical modelling

Fluent. Representation of the injector/extractor wells in Fluent by a point
source/sink (as in the analytical RPM flow) is not an option, since this implies
locally unbounded velocities and, in consequence, results in computational
instabilities. The step-wise source-sink pairs are therefore represented by cir-
cular wells of r0 � R as shown in Fig. 2.1a which forms the domain Ω1 for
the initial source-sink pair operating for the time interval 0 ≤ t < Tstep. The
domain Ωk for the subsequent time intervals (k − 1)Tstep ≤ t < kTstep is then
obtained by reorienting Ω1 by an angle (k − 1)Θ. Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions for uk according to (2.1) are then prescribed on the step-wise finite-size
source-sink pair, as shown in Fig. 2.1b, thereby ensuring identical step-wise
boundary conditions irrespective of the pumping scheme or anisotropy. Though
anisotropy breaks the structure (2.1), it however leaves the time-periodicity
u(x, t+Tperiod) = u(x, t) and the composition of step-wise steady flows uk(x)
intact.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1.: a) Computational domain Ω1 for the initial source-sink pair operating for the
time interval 0 ≤ t < Tstep and b) the velocity boundary condition prescribed on the inlet
accordingly for the domain in a 3-step pumping scheme. The domain Ω2, Ω3 for the subsequent
time intervals Tstep ≤ t < 2Tstep and 2Tstep ≤ t < 3Tstep and the corresponding velocity
boundary conditions is obtained by reorienting Ω1 and boundary conditions by an angle Θ
and 2Θ respectively. Note that the magnitude of the inlet velocity is not constant (but varies
marginally across the inlet) as given via (2.2) which is represented by the color code.

Fluent resolves porous-media flows via the Brinkman equation (2.3). The
non-dimensional domain and corresponding Darcy equation (2.12) are imple-
mented by defining a circular reservoir of radius R = 1 m with wells of radius
r0 = 0.1 m, prescribing boundary conditions through (2.2) and setting physical
parameters such that the corresponding Darcy and Reynolds numbers match
thereby effectively reducing the Brinkman equation (2.3) to the Darcy equation
(2.12). Well radius r0 = 0.1 is chosen so as to preclude numerical instability and
inaccuracy in Fluent due to excessive (local) velocities and at the same time
minimise influence on the Lagrangian transport properties. This may suggest
a significant departure from a realistic situation yet numerical investigation of
the impact of well radii up to this size on the Lagrangian transport properties
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2.1. Flow in porous media

reveals an only marginal effect as demonstrated in App. A. The simulated flow
field under isotropic conditions is compared with the analytical flow field given
by (2.2) in Fig. 2.2, which reveals a close agreement and thus signifies adequate
modelling and accurate resolution of Darcy equation (2.12).
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(a) X-velocity (vx)
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Figure 2.2.: Comparison of velocity field obtained from Fluent simulation results (circle
markers) with analytical solution (solid line) for isotropic media plotted at y = 0 (red), y =
sin(π/4) (blue) and y = sin(−π/4) (green) indicate the close agreement between numerical
and analytical results.

(a) κ = 1 (b) κ = 2 (c) κ = 5

Figure 2.3.: Impact of anisotropy demonstrated for the streamline patterns of the first
pumping step with permeability orientation α = π/4 and permeability ratio κ as indicated.
With increasing anisotropy, κ, the streamlines progressively aligns itself with the permeability
orientation, α. Figure reproduced from [58].

Reservoir anisotropy can vary widely, with permeability ratios ranging from
the isotropic limit κ = 1.0 to strong anisotropy κ ∼ O(10) and basically any
permeability orientation α. Fig. 2.3 demonstrates the impact of anisotropy
on the flow field by way of the streamline patterns for the first pumping step
k = 1 with α = π/4 for increasing degree of anisotropy. This clearly reveals a
progressive alignment of the streamlines with the permeability orientation α
with growing κ both at the injection and extraction wells, manifesting itself
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2. Theoretical framework and numerical modelling

in increasingly S-shaped streamlines that connect both wells. The impact of
this anisotropic permeability, characterised by (α, κ), on fundamental aspects
of Lagrangian transport of RPM flows is therefore investigated in Ch. 3 with a
goal to accomplish the desired distribution of production fluids in underground
reservoirs.

2.2. Heat transfer in porous media

Lagrangian analysis which investigates the distribution of production fluid
within an underground reservoir is complemented with a (scalar) thermal
transport analysis. A scalar transport analysis is necessary to understand the
role of RPM flows in achieving the transport goals of enhanced extraction,
confinement and targeted delivery. Two models are used generally to model
(scalar) thermal transport in porous media based on the reservoir conditions,
namely, the local thermal equilibrium (LTE) model and the local thermal
non-equilibrium (LTNE) model [17, 48, 61]. The (scalar) thermal transport
characteristics of RPM flows is investigated using both models with the ob-
jective of designing well configurations and pumping schemes to achieve the
desired transport goals.

2.2.1. Local thermal equilibrium (LTE) model

2.2.1.1. Governing equations

Most numerical studies modelling (scalar) thermal transport in underground
reservoirs employ the local thermal equilibrium (LTE) model because of its
simplicity in simulations [62]. The LTE model assumes that there is thermal
equilibrium between the solid and fluid phases, i.e T = Ts = Tf , where T , Ts,
Tf refer to the local equilibrium temperature, to the solid phase temperature
and to the fluid phase temperature respectively; a valid assumption for porous
media with a high heat transfer rate between phases thereby facilitating an
instantaneous equilibration of fluid and solid phase temperatures.

The energy equation under the LTE assumption is given by

(1− ϕ)(ρc)s
∂T

∂t
= (1− ϕ)∇ · (ks∇T ) (2.14)

for the solid phase and

ϕ(ρcp)f
∂T

∂t
+ (ρcp)fu ·∇T = ϕ∇ · (kf∇T ) (2.15)
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2.2. Heat transfer in porous media

for the fluid phase [48]. Subscripts s and f refer to the solid and fluid phases
respectively, ρ is the density, c is the specific heat, cp is the specific heat at
constant pressure for the fluid2, k is the thermal conductivity. Adding Eq. 2.14
and Eq. 2.15 with the assumption of homogenous isotropic thermal conductivity
k yields

(ρc)m
∂T

∂t
+ (ρcp)fu ·∇T = km∇2T (2.16)

where the overall heat capacity (ρc)m and thermal conductivity km of the
media are given by

(ρc)m = (1− ϕ)(ρc)s + ϕ(ρcp)f , (2.17)

km = (1− ϕ)ks + ϕkf . (2.18)

As a first step towards understanding the (scalar) thermal transport character-
istics of RPM flows, thermal transport is investigated using the local thermal
equilibrium model. Important to note is that though the LTE model is generally
used to study thermal transport and the evolution of temperature field, non-
dimensionalizing the LTE energy equation facilitates study of any scalar field
evolution governed by the advection-diffusion equation. The non-dimensional
LTE equation can therefore be used to model scalar species concentration for
example which makes the study equally valid for cases of targeted delivery and
confinement of scalars in applications such as in situ groundwater remediation
and mining operations.

2.2.1.2. Non-dimensional form and system parameters

To non-dimensionalize the LTE energy equation, further to the scaling intro-
duced earlier in relation to the flow variables (Sec. 2.1.3), the additional scalar
variable temperature is scaled using

T =
T ′ − c
1− c

(Th − Tc) + Tc, (2.19)

where Tc, Th corresponds to the (cold) fluid injection temperature and (hot)
initial reservoir temperature respectively, with c a bounded constant chosen
arbitrarily without any loss of generality such that 0 < c < 1 in order to facili-
tate spectral decomposition as explained in Ch. 6. The LTE energy equation is
therefore non-dimensionalized by substituting (2.11), (2.19) into (2.16) which
yields

2For incompressible fluids, as considered in this study, the specific heat at constant pressure
follows cp = c.
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2. Theoretical framework and numerical modelling

∂T ′

∂t′
+ Πϕ u

′ ·∇′T ′ = 1

Pe
∇′2T ′ (2.20)

where Πϕ = ϕ
(ρc)f
(ρc)m

and Pe is the (thermal) Péclet number given by Pe =
RV (ρc)m

2km
which is defined as the ratio of convective to diffusive heat transfer.

The density, specific heats and thermal conductivity for water, granite and
soil which constitute the phases in geothermal and groundwater remediation
related applications are listed in Table 2.2 [16, 17, 62–64] which yield Pe =
0.419 × 106 and Pe = 2.71 × 106 respectively. However Pe can be lowered
by reducing the fluid velocity or the flow rate in subsurface reservoirs. The
parameter Πϕ however is solely dependent on the reservoir properties and hence
is fixed for a given reservoir, whose numerical value as calculated from Table
2.2 yield Πϕ = 1.87× 10−1 and Πϕ = 2.56× 10−1 for the case of geothermal
and groundwater remediation respectively. In this computational study using
the LTE model, therefore Πϕ is held constant at 0.1 whereas Pe is varied
from 102 − 106 to determine its influence on the (scalar) thermal transport
characteristics of RPM flows.

Table 2.2.: Typical order of thermal parameters for underground reservoirs.

Material ρ(Kg/m3) c(J/KgK) k(W/mK)

water 1000 4200 0.60

rock 2700 750 2.90

soil 1600 850 0.27

Thus the two parameters constituting the pumping protocol (Θ, Tstep) to-
gether with Pe forms the parametric space for the study of RPM flows based
on LTE model. All future results and discussions pertaining to investigation
of RPM flows using the LTE model are expressed in terms of these system
parameters namely (Θ, Tstep, P e).

2.2.1.3. Numerical modelling in Fluent

The LTE equation is resolved using Fluent in a computational domain as
shown in Fig. 2.4a, composed of all wells (both active and inactive well pairs)
which constitute the full pumping scheme. This is done in order to ensure
continuity of the domain for the purpose of solving the LTE equation. On the
same lines as Lagrangian analysis, a well radius of r0 = 0.1 is chosen so as
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2.2. Heat transfer in porous media

to have minimal impact on the thermal transport characteristics while at the
same time ensuring numerical stability as discussed earlier in 2.1.4 [58].

To accurately predict the temperature evolution in a reservoir, thermal
boundary conditions and initial conditions need to be correctly prescribed
[65, 66]. These are typically determined from geological data which tend to
be reservoir specific [67] and thus introduce additional variables which could
influence the mass and thermal transport processes. Instead of modelling spe-
cific geothermal fields, numerical simulations are used to study generic issues
of thermal transport in geothermal reservoirs subjected to rotated potential
mixing by prescribing the simplest initial and boundary conditions. This makes
the study equally valid for application areas related to modeling a given scalar
field of interest under the influence of RPM flow.

(a) Domain (b) Temperature evolution in RPM flow

Figure 2.4.: a) Computational domain for the LTE model initialised with temperature
T = Th (red) and b) the temperature field distribution at the end of the first three time-steps
for a 3-step pumping scheme (Θ = 2π

3
, Tstep = 1) due to injection of fluid at temperature

T = Tc (blue) into the domain via the designated inlet for the given time step with Pe = 106.

The domain is thus initialised with temperature Th (red) as shown in
Fig. 2.4a. Fluid at temperature Tc (blue) is pumped in through the active
inlet with velocity boundary conditions prescribed according to (2.2). All walls
are prescribed adiabatic boundary conditions (n ·∇T = ∂T/∂r = 0). The inlet-
outlet wells are pairwise activated following the pumping protocol as described
in Sec. 2.1.1 which results in a temperature field evolution as illustrated in
Fig. 2.4b for the case of a 3-step pumping scheme (Θ = 2π/3) with a high
Péclet number (Pe = 106).

2.2.2. Local thermal non-equilibrium (LTNE) model

Though most numerical studies which investigate (scalar) thermal transport in
underground reservoirs assume local thermal equilibrium between phases, such
an assumption need not necessarily hold under certain reservoir conditions
for example in case of a highly conducting fluid flowing through a poorly
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2. Theoretical framework and numerical modelling

conducting porous solid matrix [17, 48, 61, 68]. As a consequence, the solid
phase temperature will only gradually tend towards the fluid phase temperature,
unlike the case of LTE wherein instantaneous equilibration takes place between
the two phases due to high interfacial heat transfer. Therefore thermal transport
characteristics of RPM flows is investigated additionally using the LTNE model
to determine the deviation from the LTE model so as to chose an optimum
pumping protocol to achieve the stated transport goals based on the reservoir
conditions.

2.2.2.1. Governing equations

The LTNE model assumes a solid domain spatially coincident with the fluid
domain thereby allowing local thermal non-equilibrium to exist between the
two phases which interact with each other only with regard to heat transfer
[48]. The energy conservation equations therefore are solved for both domains
with

ϕ(ρcp)f
∂Tf
∂t

+ (ρcp)fu ·∇Tf = ϕkf∇2Tf + ~(Ts − Tf ) (2.21)

representing the fluid phase domain and

(1− ϕ)(ρc)s
∂Ts
∂t

= (1− ϕ)ks∇2Ts + ~(Tf − Ts) (2.22)

representing the solid phase domain where subscripts s and f refer to the solid
and fluid phases respectively, T is the temperature, ρ is the density, c is the
specific heat, cp is the specific heat at constant pressure for the fluid3, k is the
thermal conductivity and ~ is the heat transfer coefficient. Note that adding
(2.21) and (2.22) under the assumption of thermal equilibrium between phases
(i.e. Ts = Tf = T ), effectively yields the LTE energy equation (2.16) with the
averaged phase properties given by (2.17), (2.18).

The key parameter which influences thermal transport characteristics in
LTNE model is the heat transfer coefficient given by ~ = hfsAfs, with hfs as the
interfacial heat transfer coefficient and Afs the interfacial area per unit volume
between phases or the volumetric fracture density (intensity). As the interfacial
heat transfer coefficient or the interfacial area per unit volume decreases the
assumption of local thermal equilibrium becomes less valid [48, 69]. In general,
the value of ~ depends on many factors including the detailed geometry of
the porous medium, the porosity, the flow field and the conductivities of the

3For incompressible fluids, as considered in this study, the specific heat at constant pressure
follows cp = c.
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phases [68]. The interfacial heat transfer coefficient hfs ranges from 1 to 100
W/m2K [17, 70–72] for the reservoir conditions mentioned in Table 2.1, 2.2
with the fracture density (intensity) Afs ranging from 0.001 to 10 m−1 [73, 74].
Therefore a wide range of ~ (~ = 10−2 to ~ = 103) is investigated to determine
its impact on thermal transport characteristics of RPM flows under the LTNE
assumption in Ch. 5.

2.2.2.2. Non-dimensional form and system parameters

The LTNE energy equation is non-dimensionalized on the same lines as the
LTE energy equation by substituting (2.11), (2.19) into (2.21), (2.22) to obtain

∂T ′f
∂t′

+ u′ ·∇′T ′f =
1

Pef
∇′2T ′f + Πh(T ′s − T ′f ) (2.23)

Πsp
∂T ′s
∂t′

=
1

Pes
∇′2T ′s + Πh(T ′f − T ′s), (2.24)

where Πh,Πsp, P ef , P es forms the non-dimensional parameters governing the
LTNE model. The non-dimensional parameter Πh which governs the rate of
heat transfer between phases and Πsp the ratio of heat capacities is given by

Πh =
~

(ρcp)f

2R

ϕV
, Πsp =

1− ϕ
ϕ

(ρc)s
(ρcp)f

, (2.25)

and the parameters Pef , P es which denotes the rate of diffusion for both phases
compared to the rate of advection in the fluid phase is given by

Pef =
(ρcp)f
kf

RV

2
, P es =

(ρcp)f
ks

RϕV

2(1− ϕ)
. (2.26)

The above non-dimensionalization of the LTNE energy equation thereby
facilitates study of scalar fields in general as was the case with LTE model.
The typical numerical values for these non-dimensional groups for geothermal
and groundwater related applications based on Table 2.1, 2.2 as obtained from
literature [16, 17, 62–64] are listed in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3.: Non dimensional parameters and their typical values.

Non-dimensional group Πh Πsp Pef Pes

Geothermal 4.76 4.34 3.5 × 106 0.080 × 106

Groundwater remediation 4.76 2.91 3.5 × 106 0.864 × 106
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Combining equation (2.23) and (2.24) under the assumption of thermal
equilibrium between phases (Ts = Tf = T ) yields

∂T ′

∂t′
+

1

1 + Πsp
u′ ·∇′T ′ =

1
Pef

+ 1
Pes

1 + Πsp
∇′2T ′ (2.27)

which, on comparison with the non-dimensional LTE equation (2.20), reveals
that the non-dimensional groups for the LTNE and LTE model need to relate
via

1

1 + Πsp
= Πϕ,

1
Pef

+ 1
Pes

1 + Πsp
=

1

Pe
(2.28)

in order to maintain consistency between the two models thereby reducing the
LTNE model under high heat transfer coefficient regimes to the LTE model.

The influence of heat transfer coefficient via the non-dimensional group Πh on
the heat transport characteristics of RPM flows forms the additional parameter
of interest for investigation using the LTNE model. The non-dimensional group
Πsp in the LTNE model which is solely dependent on the reservoir properties
should relate to Πϕ of the LTE model via

Πsp =
1

Πϕ
− 1. (2.29)

Therefore the numerical value of Πsp for LTNE simulations is set to Πsp = 9

based on the chosen value of Πϕ = 0.1 for the LTE simulations. Since
Pef
Pes
∼

1−Πϕ
Πϕ

, the ratio
Pef
Pes

is held constant for LTNE simulations at

Pef
Pes

=
1−Πϕ

Πϕ
= 9, (2.30)

which yields

Pef = Pe, Pes =
Πϕ

1−Πϕ
Pe, (2.31)

thereby maintaining consistency between the two models. Therefore for exam-
ple, corresponding to a Pe = 106 for the case of the LTE model, (Pef , P es)
in the case of the LTNE model needs to be set to (106, 0.11 × 106) in order
to ensure that the LTNE model under high heat transfer coefficient reduces
to the LTE energy equation. Thus the two parameters constituting the pump-
ing protocol (Θ, Tstep) together with Πh and Pe forms the parametric space
for the study using LTNE energy equation. All future results and discussions
involving the LTNE model are expressed in terms of these parameters namely
(Θ, Tstep,Πh, P e).
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2.2.2.3. Numerical modelling in Fluent

The LTNE energy equation is resolved using Fluent in a computational domain
as shown in Fig 2.5a, composed of all wells (both active and inactive) on the
same lines as the modeling approach used for resolving the LTE equation as
explained in Sec. 2.2.1.3. However the LTNE model resolves the temperature
field for both the solid and fluid phase domain which are identical and spatially
coincident, interacting solely via the interfacial heat transfer term.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.5.: a) Computational domain for both fluid (left) and solid (right) under the
LTNE model initialised with temperature T = Th (red) and b) c) d) the temperature field
distribution for both phases at the end of the first three time-steps for a 3-step pumping
scheme (Θ = 2π

3
, Tstep = 0.2) due to injection of fluid at temperature T = Tc (blue) into the

fluid domain via the designated inlet for the given time step with Pe = 106 and Πh = 10.

The temperature evolution in the case of LTNE model significantly depends
on the imposed initial and boundary conditions [75, 76], and are chosen so as
to facilitate a one to one comparison between the LTNE and the LTE model.
Both phases are therefore initialised with temperature Th (red) as illustrated in
Fig 2.5a, as was the case with LTE model. Fluid at temperature Tc is pumped
into the fluid domain through the active inlet prescribed with velocity boundary
condition according to (2.2), with outflow boundary conditions (n ·∇T = 0)
imposed at the outlet of the fluid domain. All other boundaries for both fluid
and solid phases are prescribed with adiabatic boundary conditions (n ·∇T =
∂T/∂r = 0) in line with the LTE model. Similar to the approach adopted for
modeling transport in RPM flows using LTE equation, the inlet-outlet wells
are pairwise activated following the pumping protocol as described in Sec. 2.1.1.
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2. Theoretical framework and numerical modelling

The temperature evolution which is distinct for each phase under the LTNE
assumption is illustrated in Fig. 2.4b for the case of a 3-step pumping scheme
(Θ = 2π/3) for both fluid (left) and solid (right) phase with a high Péclet
number (Pe = 106) and moderate heat transfer coefficient (Πh = 10).
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3. Lagrangian transport analysis of 2D
RPM flows

3.1. Introduction

Recent studies by [24–26] on Rotated Potential Mixing (RPM) flow, demon-
strated that well configurations and pumping schemes designed on the basis
of chaos theory enable systematic and efficient distribution of the production
fluids throughout the reservoir. Key to this is chaotic advection, i.e. the rapid
dispersion and stretching of material fluid regions, which can be accomplished
by a “proper” flow forcing. This concept originates from dynamical-systems
theory [77–79] and has found widespread application in a broad range of (practi-
cal) fluid systems [59, 80]. An efficient distribution of production fluid through
chaotic advection in enhanced geothermal reservoirs for a carefully chosen
pumping protocol can in principle enhance heat recovery. Whereas confine-
ment and targeted delivery of production fluid, contrary to chaotic advection,
which can equally be achieved through RPM flows, using islands which form
kinematic transport barriers entrapping the production fluid within a desired
region of the reservoir, enables its use in in situ groundwater remediation and
in situ mining related applications. However, the studies on RPM flows by
[24–26] concerned isotropic reservoir conditions, while reservoirs typically con-
sist of (man-made) fracture networks that are highly anisotropic. This study
expands on said RPM flow studies by investigating the impact of anisotropy
on fundamental aspects of the Lagrangian transport of production fluids.

The study therefore aims to contribute towards the optimal design of pump-
ing schemes by deepening insight into Lagrangian transport characteristics of
subsurface flows so as to achieve the desired transport goal of enhanced mixing
through chaotic advection or targeted delivery and confinement of production
fluid using kinematic barriers established by Lagrangian Coherent Structures
(LCS). The study is organised as follows.1 Sec. 3.2 investigates the Hamilto-
nian nature of Lagrangian transport of RPM flows in isotropic reservoirs and

1This chapter has been published in Transport in Porous Media 119, 225-246 (2017): S.
Varghese, M.F.M. Speetjens, R.R. Trieling, Lagrangian transport and chaotic advection
in two-dimensional anisotropic systems.
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3. Lagrangian transport analysis

the influence of symmetries on imposing order and coherence in the Poincaré
sections. Sec. 3.3 determine the impact of anisotropy on these symmetries and
the consequent impact on Lagrangian transport characteristics. Conclusions
are then drawn in Sec. 3.4.

3.2. Lagrangian transport in isotropic media

3.2.1. Influence of pumping scheme on Lagrangian transport

Incompressibility ∇ · u = ∇ · v = 0 (where u and v represents the non-
dimensional Darcy and true velocity respectively) causes the equations of
motion to adopt the Hamiltonian form

dx

dt
= vx =

∂H

∂y
,

dy

dt
= vy = −∂H

∂x
, (3.1)

with H(x, t) = H(x, t + Tperiod) the corresponding Hamiltonian [25]. This
Hamiltonian structure has the fundamental implication that time-dependence
is imperative for attaining non-trivial dynamics. Time-independence namely
puts system (3.1) in its so-called integrable state, i.e. the state in which the
Hamiltonian becomes H = H(x) and acts as a stream function. Here tracers
are restricted to level sets of H, thus ruling out chaotic advection [78, 79].
Hence, non-integrability (e.g. accomplished by time-periodicity) is a necessary
(yet not sufficient) condition for chaotic dynamics [78].

Chaotic advection follows from breakdown of the integrable state through
well-known Hamiltonian scenarios. For isotropic conditions, the extent of this
breakdown is entirely dependent on the pumping scheme (parameterized by
step duration Tstep = Tperiod/N and reorientation angle Θ).

(a) Tstep = 0.05 (b) Tstep = 0.2 (c) Tstep = 1.0

Figure 3.1.: Lagrangian dynamics as a function of Tstep in isotropic reservoirs demonstrated
for an 8-well configuration (Θ = 3π/4). The central island disintegrates in favour of chaotic
seas with increasing Tstep thereby improving fluid distribution. Figure reproduced from [58].

For given well configuration (i.e. given Θ), the fluid distribution is governed
solely by Tstep. Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 respectively show the progression of the
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3.2. Lagrangian transport in isotropic media

Lagrangian dynamics versus Tstep for well-configuration Θ = 3π/4 (N = 8
well-pairs) and Θ = 2π/3 (N = 3 well-pairs). This reveals a classical Hamil-
tonian progression in that islands (entrapment of production fluid) tend to
disintegrate in favour of chaotic seas (efficient dispersion of production fluid)
with increasing Tstep. Hence, increasing the step duration Tstep (corresponding
with a “lower” reorientation frequency between source-sink pairs) promotes
the onset of chaotic advection and thus efficient fluid distribution. Conversely,
decreasing Tstep (“higher” reorientation frequency) promotes the formation
of islands and thus (via entrapment) impedes fluid distribution. This qualita-
tive correlation between reorientation frequency and nature of the Lagrangian
dynamics is consistent with behaviour in generic time-periodic and spatially-
periodic flows [59, 77, 81].

(a) Tstep = 0.05 (b) Tstep = 0.2 (c) Tstep = 1.0

Figure 3.2.: Lagrangian dynamics as a function of Tstep in isotropic reservoirs demonstrated
for a 3-well configuration (Θ = 2π/3) shows the improvement in fluid distribution with
increasing Tstep. Figure reproduced from [58].

The investigation below on the generic impact of anisotropy on Lagrangian
transport in underground reservoirs concentrates on two fundamental aspects:
(i) the integrable state associated with the Hamiltonian structure; (ii) symme-
tries in the stroboscopic map. The integrable state is the entity that must be
“deconstructed” in order to accomplish chaotic advection and thus its structure
is key to this goal. Symmetries play a central role in the generic route from
integrable to chaotic state upon perturbation by time periodicity. Secs. 3.2.2
and 3.2.3 elaborate on the integrable state and symmetries, respectively, under
isotropic conditions. Sec. 3.3 investigates the impact of anisotropy on these
elements and the generic ramifications for Lagrangian transport.

3.2.2. Integrable state

The progressions in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 reveal the emergence of global island
structures with diminishing Tstep and thus suggest that the limit of vanishing
Tstep (signifying very high reorientation frequencies) results in Poincaré sections
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3. Lagrangian transport analysis

that consist entirely of islands, or equivalently, are completely devoid of chaotic
regions. It can be rigorously shown that the above behaviour is generic and
limit Tstep = 0+ (i.e. infinitesimally close yet essentially different from zero)
defines the integrable state of system (3.1). The corresponding velocity is given
by

v̄(x0) =
1

N

N∑
k=1

vk(x̃k) =
1

N

N∑
k=1

v1(R1−kx̃k), (3.2)

with

H̄(x0) =
1

N

N∑
k=1

Hk(x̃k) =
1

N

N∑
k=1

H1

[
R1−kx̃k

]
, (3.3)

as associated Hamiltonian where x̃k is the step-wise initial tracer position
(i.e. x̃1 = x0 and x̃k+1 = x̃k + εvk(x̃k)) (Appendix C) and R the step-wise
reorientation operator as defined in (2.10).

The Hamiltonian is time-independent, i.e. H̄ = H̄(x), and defines the before-
mentioned stream function of the integrable state (Sec. 3.2.1). This has the
fundamental implication that the sought-after integrable state indeed corre-
sponds with limit Tstep = 0+ (and not Tstep = 0; Appendix C). The practical
ramification is that a necessary (yet not sufficient) condition for chaotic ad-
vection of the production fluid is setting Tstep beyond some minimal value so
as to induce disintegration of the integrable state by Hamiltonian breakdown
mechanisms [78].
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(a) Θ = 3π
4
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(b) Θ = 2π
3

Figure 3.3.: Integrable limit for the Lagrangian dynamics in isotropic reservoirs: Poincaré
section for Tstep = 0.01 (left) versus level sets of Lagrangian-averaged Hamiltonian (3.3)
(right) for ε = 10−3 and Θ as indicated demonstrates the difference in the integrable state
between an even and odd well-pair configuration. While the even case entraps production
fluid within a large central island, the odd case favours transport of production fluid between
the adjacent sources and sinks. Figure reproduced from [58].

Fig. 3.3 gives H̄ versus the Poincaré section for Tstep = 0.01 for Θ as indi-
cated and ε = 10−3. This demonstrates its convergence on the level sets of H̄
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3.2. Lagrangian transport in isotropic media

with diminishing Tstep. Moreover, this exposes an essential difference between
pumping schemes with an even and odd number of source-sink pairs. The even
case (here Θ = 3π/4) gives rise to a predominant (central) island that entraps
production fluid within the reservoir and “short-circuiting zones” attached to
each of the well positions (which rapidly alternate between source and sink
functions). The latter consist of reconnecting streamlines via which production
fluid is injected and subsequently extracted through the same well. The odd
case (here Θ = 2π/3) comprises entirely of “short-circuiting zones” yet here
these form between adjacent sources and sinks.

3.2.3. Symmetries and their impact on Lagrangian transport

Symmetries in the stroboscopic map are key organizing mechanisms in the
Poincaré sections and thus vital to the “route to chaos” [24, 81, 82]. The sym-
metry analysis of the isotropic case expands on that following [24]. Substituting
relation (2.10) in (2.9) enables expression of map Φ entirely in terms of the
base map Φ1 via

Φ =
(
R−1Φ1

)N
. (3.4)

Symmetry of base flow v1 yields the time-reversal reflectional symmetry

Φ1 = SxΦ
−1
1 Sx, Sx : θ → −θ, (3.5)

with Sx reflection about the x-axis Ix : θ = 0. Furthermore, the step-wise maps
relate in a time-reversal way similar to (3.5) via

Φ2 = SxΦ
−1
N Sx, Φ3 = SxΦ

−1
N−1Sx, . . . , ,ΦN = SxΦ

−1
2 Sx. (3.6)

The above properties result in several global symmetries of map Φ that play
a key role in the Lagrangian dynamics.2 This is elaborated below.

3.2.3.1. Symmetry between sampling levels

Map (2.9) corresponds with sampling times tn = nTperiod, where n = 0, 1, . . .
However, the system is periodic relative to any sequence of sampling times

t
(i)
n = nTperiod+iTstep, with 1 ≤ i < N . This admits definition of the alternative

stroboscopic maps

Φ(i) = ΦN+iΦN−1+i · · ·Φ1+i, (3.7)

2Considering symmetry of the step-wise maps Φk about an axis other than the x-axis Ix,
reveal additional set of global symmetries of the map Φ as explained in App. B.
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3. Lagrangian transport analysis

where Φk+1 = Φk mod N+1 for k ≥ N . Maps (3.7) relate to “parent map” (2.9)
via

Φ(i) = DiΦD
−1
i , Di = Φi · · ·Φ1, (3.8)

exposing Φ(i) (and thus the associated Poincaré sections) as diffeomorphisms
of Φ. For isotropic conditions a second class of diffeomorphisms exist. Relation
(2.10) namely implies Φk+i = RiΦkR

−i, which enables expression of (3.7) as

Φ(i) =
(
RiΦNR

−i) (RiΦN−1R
−i) · · · (RiΦ1R

−i) = RiΦR−i, (3.9)

constituting simple rotations of (2.9).3

The existence of diffeomorphisms (3.8) and (3.9) has the important practical
consequence that the coherence of material regions within the production fluid
(determined by the arrangement of islands and chaotic seas) is qualitatively
the same at all sampling times. Islands entrapping production fluid cannot
e.g. suddenly vanish or emerge. Hence, the stroboscopic map Φ(i) – and thus
the corresponding Poincaré sections – are reorientations of that of the original
sampling times tn = nT . This qualitative invariance in coherence – and the
inherent order this imposes onto the Lagrangian dynamics – is illustrated in
Fig. 3.4 for Θ = 3π/4 and Tstep = 0.2. Since the initial conditions for the
alternative stroboscopic map Φ(i) given by xi (xi = ΦiΦi−1 · · ·Φ1x0) are
different, the Poincaré sections shown in Fig. 3.4 differ, though only in minute
details of subsidiary islands.

(a) Φ (b) Φ(1) (c) Φ(2)

Figure 3.4.: Time-reversal reflectional symmetries (3.10) and (3.12) in isotropic reservoirs
demonstrated for pumping scheme Θ = 3π/4 and Tstep = 0.2 by symmetry axes I2 (blue), I1

(red) and I′1 (green) for sampling levels t
(i)
n associated with (3.8) as indicated. Symmetries are

responsible for imposing order and coherence on the Lagrangian dynamics. Figure reproduced
from [58].

3Relations (3.8) and (3.9) do not imply that Di and Ri identify; they imply the same effect.
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3.2. Lagrangian transport in isotropic media

3.2.3.2. Symmetry within sampling levels

Substitution of (3.5) and (3.6) into (2.9) and employing S2
x = I and Sx = S−1

x

yields

Φ = S1Φ
−1S−1

1 , (3.10)

with S1 = SxΦ1. Symmetry (3.5) implies S1 = SxΦ1 = Φ−1
1 Sx = S−1

1 and
thus S2

1 = I, exposing S1 as a global time-reversal reflectional symmetry with

I1 = S1I1 = SxΦ
1/2
1 Ix as corresponding symmetry curve [81]. For isotropic

conditions a second time-reversal symmetry exists. Substitution of (3.5) in
(3.4) through identities R = SxR

−1Sx and Sx = RR−1Sx leads to

Φ = S2Φ
−1S2, (3.11)

with S2 = R−1Sx : θ → −(θ + Θ). This constitutes a time-reversal reflectional
symmetry with symmetry axis I2 = S2I2 given by I2 : θ = −Θ/2. Note that
S2 coincides with the time-reversal symmetry identified in [25].

Co-existence of two time-reversal reflectional symmetries, i.e. (3.10) and
(3.11), implies a further time-reversal reflectional symmetry, conjugate to S1,
given by

Φ = S′1Φ
−1S′1, S′1 = S2S1S2, (3.12)

with corresponding symmetry axis I ′1 = S2I1 the reflection of I1 about I2

[82, 83].

Fig. 3.4 gives the symmetry axes I1 (red), I ′1 (green), I2 (blue) corresponding
with the set of time-reversal symmetries (S1, S

′
1, S2) for the Poincaré sections

at Θ = 3π/4 and Tstep = 0.2. This demonstrates the strong impact of symme-
tries on the Lagrangian dynamics by imposing order and coherence onto the
Poincaré sections. The LCSs in the Poincaré sections namely must be either
self-symmetric (if isolated) or emerge as symmetry pairs about the symmetry
axes (I1, I ′1, I2) [81]. This property e.g. dictates the three-fold symmetry for
the isolated predominant (central) island. The two upper satellite islands in
Fig. 3.4 e.g. form a symmetric pair about I2 and are self-symmetric about
either I1 or I ′1. Hence, said symmetries are key to shape and arrangement of
the islands and thus play an essential role in the entrapment of production
fluid. Moreover, the co-existence of multiple time-reversal symmetries implies
periodic points Φ(x) = x at intersections of their symmetry axes [82]. Thus
the elliptic point upon which the predominant island is centered, e.g. sits at
intersection x = I1 ∩ I2 ∩ I ′1.
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3. Lagrangian transport analysis

3.3. Lagrangian transport in anisotropic media

3.3.1. Hamiltonian nature of the Lagrangian transport

The Hamiltonian structure of the kinematic equation (3.1) emanates solely
from the incompressibility of the flow and thus is preserved under anisotropic
conditions. This has the fundamental consequence that the Lagrangian trans-
port retains the generic Hamiltonian nature as established in Sec. 3.2.1. Fig. 3.5
demonstrates this by way of the progression of the Poincaré section versus the
step duration Tstep for two arbitrary anisotropic cases. This reveals behaviour
essentially similar to that shown in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2 for two isotropic coun-
terparts: progressive disintegration of islands in favour of chaotic seas with
increasing Tstep.

(a) Tstep = 0.05, κ = 2(b) Tstep = 0.2, κ = 2 (c) Tstep = 0.5, κ = 2

(d) Tstep=0.05, κ=10 (e) Tstep = 0.2, κ = 10(f) Tstep=0.5, κ=10

Figure 3.5.: Lagrangian dynamics as a function of Tstep in anisotropic reservoirs demon-
strated for an 8-well configuration (Θ = 3π/4) and permeability orientation α = 0: medium
anisotropy κ = 2 (top) versus strong anisotropy κ = 10 (bottom). Increasing Tstep in
anisotropic media, as was the case with isotropic media, promotes chaotic advection and
consequently an efficient distribution of production fluid. Figure reproduced from [58].

The above qualitative similarity includes the convergence on an integrable
state with diminishing Tstep according to Sec. (3.2.2). The conditions underly-
ing the emergence of such a state namely are entirely independent of the kind
of porous medium (i.e. isotropic versus anisotropic). Isotropic and anisotropic
cases differ only on a technical level in that, given the reorientation property
(2.1) breaks down for the latter, the Hamiltonian H̄(x0) according to (3.3)
associated with the anisotropic integrable state is described by the generic
form based on the step-wise Hamiltonians Hk(x̃k) instead of the form incor-
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3.3. Lagrangian transport in anisotropic media

porating reorientations of the base flow. Fig. 3.6 gives Poincaré sections for
Θ = 3π/4 and Tstep = 0.01 for anisotropy conditions (α, κ) as indicated versus
the corresponding level sets of H̄. This demonstrates that vanishing Tstep also
under anisotropic conditions leads to an integrable state. Hence, the necessary
(yet not sufficient) condition established in Sec. 3.2.2 that Tstep must exceed a
threshold value in order to admit chaotic advection is upheld.
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(a) α = 0, κ = 1.5
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(b) α = π/6, κ = 1.5

Figure 3.6.: Integrable limit for the Lagrangian dynamics in anisotropic reservoirs: Poincaré
section for Tstep = 0.01 (left) versus level sets of Lagrangian-averaged Hamiltonian (3.3)
(right) for Θ = 3π/4, (α, κ) as indicated and ε = 10−3. Chaotic advection follows from the
breakdown of this integrable state, as was the case with isotropic media, which is achievable
by lowering the reorientation frequency. Figure reproduced from [58].

3.3.2. Impact of anisotropy on Lagrangian transport

The above established that Lagrangian transport – and the route to chaotic
advection – is subject to one and the same generic Hamiltonian scenario.
However, despite this generality, the actual Lagrangian dynamics for a given
system may nonetheless depend substantially on the particular pumping scheme
and anisotropy. This is investigated below through a parametric study involving
the pumping scheme (Θ, Tstep) and anisotropy parameters (α, κ).

For a given pumping scheme (Θ, Tstep), the degree of anisotropy has a strong
influence on the Lagrangian dynamics. Fig. 3.7 demonstrates this for a number
of pumping schemes specified by step duration Tstep = 0.2 and reorientations
Θ = (2π/3, π/6, π/2, 3π/4) (columns). The reservoir anisotropy is for each
pumping scheme specified by permeability orientation α = 0 and permeability
ratio κ (rows) increasing from κ = 1 (isotropic limit) to κ = 5 (strongly
anisotropic). This reveals that anisotropy tends to diminish the (predominant)
islands of the isotropic case and thus promotes the onset of chaotic advection
and, in consequence, the efficient distribution of the production fluid. However,
the extent of this effect varies greatly with pumping scheme. For Θ = 2π/3
and Θ = π/2 the islands reduce dramatically or even disappear altogether; for
Θ = π/6, on the other hand, the predominant (central) island remains largely
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3. Lagrangian transport analysis

intact. Furthermore, cases Θ = π/2 and (in particular) Θ = 3π/4 reveal that
an intriguing “order within chaos” may happen within the emerging chaotic
sea in that tracers are largely confined to a subregion (i.e. the “dark” region in
Figs. 3.7k and 3.7l that progressively aligns with the permeability orientation
(here α = 0). This phenomenon is examined in more detail below.

(a) Θ = 2π
3
, κ = 1 (b) Θ = π

6
, κ = 1 (c) Θ = π

2
, κ = 1 (d) Θ = 3π

4
, κ = 1

(e) Θ = 2π
3
, κ = 2 (f) Θ = π

6
, κ = 2 (g) Θ = π

2
, κ = 2 (h) Θ = 3π

4
, κ = 2

(i) Θ = 2π
3
, κ = 5 (j) Θ = π

6
, κ = 5 (k) Θ = π

2
, κ = 5 (l) Θ = 3π

4
, κ = 5

Figure 3.7.: Impact of anisotropy and pumping scheme on the Lagrangian dynamics demon-
strated for step duration Tstep = 0.2 and permeability orientation α = 0: permeability ratio
κ (rows) versus reorientation angle Θ (columns). Anisotropy in general promotes the onset
of chaotic advection, and thereby the efficient distribution of production fluids, the extent of
which varies greatly with pumping scheme. Figure reproduced from [58].

The impact of anisotropy is further investigated by way of pumping scheme
(Θ, Tstep) = (3π/4, 0.2). Fig. 3.8 gives the Poincaré sections as a function of
both permeability ratio κ (rows) and permeability orientation α (columns).
This overall confirms the above observation that anisotropy tends to promote
chaotic dynamics in that the (central) islands for all cases undergo a substantial
reduction with increasing κ. Moreover, these results reveal a strong influence
of the permeability orientation α on the Lagrangian transport. Cases α = 0
and α = π/4 exhibit the abovementioned confinement of tracers to a subregion
within the emerging chaotic sea that progressively aligns with the permeability
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3.3. Lagrangian transport in anisotropic media

orientation as κ increases. Important to note is that these subregions are
not strictly separated from the remaining parts of the chaotic sea. Tracers
in fact typically visit both regions in the course of time yet residence times
are substantially larger in the “dark” region. Hence, confinement is prolonged
yet not indefinite. Cases α = π/12 and α = π/6, in striking contrast, are
entirely devoid of such confinement and Poincaré sections with increasing κ
develop into a chaotic sea with a uniform residence-time distribution, signifying
an equal likelihood for a tracer to visit any region. An explanation for this
dramatic difference in behaviour must be sought in the fact that for cases
α = 0 and α = π/4, (at least) one of the source-sink well pairs of the pumping
scheme always aligns with the permeability orientation. For cases α = π/12
and α = π/6, on the other hand, this does not occur. This well alignment
namely has fundamental implications for symmetries and thus, in consequence,
for the Lagrangian transport (Secs. 3.3.3.2 and 3.3.3.3).

(a) α = 0, κ = 1.5 (b) α = π
12
, κ = 1.5 (c) α = π

6
, κ = 1.5 (d) α = π

4
, κ = 1.5

(e) α = 0, κ = 2.0 (f) α = π
12
, κ = 2.0 (g) α = π

6
, κ = 2.0 (h) α = π

4
, κ = 2.0

(i) α = 0, κ = 5.0 (j) α = π
12
, κ = 5.0 (k) α = π

6
, κ = 5.0 (l) α = π

4
, κ = 5.0

Figure 3.8.: Impact of anisotropy on the Lagrangian dynamics demonstrated for pumping
scheme (Θ, Tstep) = (3π/4, 0.2): permeability ratio κ (rows) versus orientation α (columns).
Alignment of the wells with α (case α = 0 and α = π/4) can cause the confinement of tracers
to a subregion aligned along α. However non-alignment of the wells with α (cases α = π/12
and α = π/6) does not lead to confinement. Figure reproduced from [58].
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3.3.3. Symmetries and their impact on Lagrangian transport

Properties (2.10) and (3.4–3.6) no longer hold for generic anistropic media and,
as a consequence, the symmetries found for the isotropic case in Sec. 3.2.3
typically break down. Thus anisotropy eliminates important organizing me-
chanisms for the Lagrangian dynamics, causing a fundamental reduction in
ordering and coherence within/between Poincaré sections. This is consistent
with the above finding that anisotropy overall tends to diminish islands and
promote chaos. However, symmetries remain important yet in a less generic
way. This is elaborated below.

3.3.3.1. Symmetry between sampling levels

The composition (3.7) of stroboscopic map Φ and, in consequence, the corre-
sponding diffeomorphisms Φ(i) according to (3.8) remain valid unconditionally
for anistropic media. Hence, the qualitative invariance of the Poincaré sections
established in Sec. 3.2.3.1 is retained. The primary difference between isotropic
and anisotropic cases is that, due to the breakdown of (3.9) for the latter,
Poincaré sections at different sampling levels in general no longer relate via
simple rotations.

(a) Φ(8) = Φ (b) Φ(4) = RπΦ(8)Rπ (c) Φ(1)
(d) Φ(5) = RπΦ(1)Rπ

Figure 3.9.: Symmetry between sampling levels for even N according to (3.14) demonstrated
for pumping scheme (Θ, Tstep) = (3π/4, 0.2) and anisotropy (α, κ) = (π/6, κ = 2.0). For even
N , Poincaré sections for Φ(i+N/2) and Φ(i) relate via simple reorientation by Rπ, thereby
indicating a higher degree of ordering and coherence. Figure reproduced from [58].

An exception to the above exists in pumping schemes employing an even
number of source-sink pairs. An even N implies diagonally-opposite source-sink
pairs for steps k and k +N/2, meaning the associated step-wise maps relate
via

Φk+N/2 = RπΦkR
−1
π , Rπ : θ → θ + π, (3.13)

exposing a reorientation property akin to (2.10). Substituting (3.13) into (3.7)
yields

Φ(i+N/2) = RπΦ
(i)Rπ, Φ(i) = RπΦ

(i+N/2)Rπ, (3.14)
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using R−1
π = Rπ, which constitutes a diffeomorphism similar to (3.9) in that

Poincaré sections for Φ(i+N/2) and Φ(i) relate via simple reorientation by Rπ.
Thus an even N accomplishes a greater degree of ordering and coherence
compared to oddN in that effectively onlyN/2 (instead ofN) Poincaré sections
relate non-trivially via diffeomorphism (3.8); the remaining N/2 Poincaré
sections are simple rotations of this set following (3.14). Fig. 3.9 demonstrates
property (3.14) for the relations Φ(8) ⇔ Φ(4) and Φ(5) ⇔ Φ(1) for pumping
scheme (Θ, Tstep) = (3π/4, 0.2), employing N = 8 well pairs, and (α, κ) =
(π/6, 2.0).

3.3.3.2. Symmetry within sampling levels

Properties (3.5) and (3.6) remain valid for anisotropic media in the special case
of alignment of the first source-sink well pair with the permeability orientation
(i.e. α = 0 or α = π/2). Hence, time-reversal reflectional symmetry S1 according
to (3.10) is preserved under these conditions. However, reorientation property
(2.10) breaks down, thus eliminating the time-reversal reflectional symmetry S2

following (3.11) and, inherently, conjugate symmetry S′1 following (3.12). This
advances S1 as sole time-reversal symmetry for said anisotropic cases.4 Fig. 3.10

illustrates symmetry S1 by way of its symmetry curve I1 = SxΦ
1/2
1 Ix (red) for

pumping scheme (Θ, Tstep) = (3π/4, 0.2) and permeability direction α = 0 as a
function of permeability ratio κ. This reveals a progressive concentration of the
beforementioned tracer-confinement region (Sec. 3.3.1) around I1, signifying
an intimate relation of this phenomenon with symmetry S1.

(a) κ = 2 (b) κ = 5 (c) κ = 10

Figure 3.10.: Preservation of time-reversal reflectional symmetry S1 according to (3.10)
in anisotropic reservoirs with permeability orientations α = 0 and α = π/2 demonstrated
by symmetry curve I1 (red) for α = 0, pumping scheme (Θ, Tstep) = (3π/4, 0.2) and κ as
indicated. Time-reversal reflectional symmetry S2 and S′1 are no longer preserved. Figure
reproduced from [58].

4A larger set of time-reversal symmetries obtained for the isotropic media by considering
symmetry of the step-wise maps about an axis different from Ix gets preserved (of which
S1 forms a subset) as elaborated in App. B.
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The breakdown of reflectional symmetry S2 in particular results in a reduced
ordering and coherence in that islands off the symmetry axes must, in contrast
with the isotropic case, no longer emerge in pairs. Symmetry S1 namely admits
isolated islands off I1, as evidenced in Fig. 3.10 by e.g. the lower isolated island
for κ = 5 and κ = 10. This island is invariant to symmetry S1 in that the
contained material region as whole returns to its initial position by period-wise
extraction and subsequent reinjection through the wells.

Preservation of time-reversal symmetry S1 for permeability orientation α = 0
and α = π/2 generalises to cases αi = iΘ and αi = π/2+ iΘ, respectively, with
1 ≤ i < N , which corresponds with systems that exhibit alignment of (at least)
one of the well pairs with the permeability orientation. This is elaborated in
Sec. 3.3.3.3.

3.3.3.3. Symmetry between permeability orientations

Anisotropy introduces a new kind of symmetry that has no counterpart in
isotropic media. Consider to this end map Φ for a given well configuration Θ and
given (arbitrary) permeability orientation α. For the same well configuration
Θ, define Φ[i] as map associated with the set of permeability orientations
αi = α+ iΘ, where 1 ≤ i < N . Expressing map Φ[i] in its composite form (2.9)
gives

Φ[i] = Φ
[i]
N Φ

[i]
N−1 · · · Φ

[i]
1 (3.15)

where Φ
[i]
k corresponds with step k for the permeability orientation αi. The

latter relates to map Φk associated with step k for the permeability orientation
α via

Φ
[i]
k = RiΦk−iR

−i, R : θ → θ + Θ, (3.16)

with R as before. Substituting (3.16) in (3.15) ties map Φ
[i]
k to Φ(i) following

(3.7) via
Φ[i] = RiΦ(N−i)R−i, (3.17)

which, upon substituting (3.8) in (3.17), bridges the gap to map Φ through

Φ[i] = RiDN−iΦD
−1
N−iR

−i = GiΦG
−1
i , Gi = RiDN−i, (3.18)

where 1 ≤ i < N . Relation (3.18) reveals that, for given permeability ratio
κ, the maps Φ[i] associated with permeability orientations αi relate to Φ via
diffeomorphisms Gi. This has the fundamental implication that all these maps
exhibit (qualitatively) the same Lagrangian transport properties (e.g. chaotic
advection in one map implies this in all maps). This property is of great prac-
tical relevance for the design of pumping schemes by admitting a tremendous
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3.3. Lagrangian transport in anisotropic media

reduction in effort for optimization of the reservoir throughflow; examination
of subrange 0 ≤ α ≤ αmax, with αmax = Θ/j = 2π/N and integer j according
to Sec. 3.2.1, is for given pumping scheme and permeability ratio κ namely
sufficient.

Fig. 3.11 demonstrates a typical relation between the Lagrangian dynam-
ics for permeability orientations αi by way of the previous pumping scheme
(Θ, Tstep) = (3π/4, 0.2) and anisotropy (α, κ) = (0, 5). Note that here an even
N (i.e. N = 8) implies αi+N/2 = αi + π = αi (due to the fact that invariance
of the anisotropy to rotation by π restricts the relevant range to 0 ≤ α ≤ π)
and thus Φ[i+N/2] = Φ[i]. Hence, only N/2 = 4 distinct cases occur. Moreover,
a linear transformation between map Φ and Φ[7] emerges from substitution of
time-reversal symmetry (3.10), which is preserved for α = 0 (Sec. 3.3.3.2), in
conjunction with its definition S1 = SxΦ1 into (3.18), yielding

Φ[7] = S3Φ
−1S−1

3 , S3 = R−1Sx, (3.19)

with S3 a reflection about the x-axis and subsequent reorientation with angle
−Θ. This readily extends to other maps through relations Φ[4] = Φ and
Φ[3] = Φ[7].

(a) Φ[4] = Φ (b) Φ[5] = Φ[1] (c) Φ[6] = Φ[2] (d) Φ[7] = Φ[3]

Figure 3.11.: Symmetry between permeability orientations according to (3.18) demonstrated
for pumping scheme (Θ, Tstep) = (3π/4, 0.2) and (α, κ) = (0, 5.0). The illustrated Poincaré
sections exhibit qualitatively the same Lagrangian transport characteristics on account of
the relation (3.18). Figure reproduced from [58].

Permeability orientations α = 0 and α = π/2 result in time-reversal symme-
try S1 according to (3.10) for Φ (Sec 3.3.3.2). This generalises to maps Φ[i] for
the associated αi = iΘ and αi = π/2 + iΘ upon substituting (3.18) in (3.10),
yielding

Φ[i] = S[i]

(
Φ[i]
)−1

S[i], S[i] = GiS1G
−1
i , (3.20)

with S[i] = S−1
[i] . Thus alignment of any well pair with the permeability orienta-

tion leads to a time-reversal symmetry. Reconsider for illustration e.g. pumping
scheme (Θ, Tstep) = (3π/4, 0.2) for permeability orientation α = π/4 shown in
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Fig. 3.8, which corresponds with Φ[3] = Φ[7] in Fig. 3.11. Combining (3.10) and
(3.19) readily yields time-reversal symmetry S[3] = S3S1S

−1
3 for (3.20). The

corresponding symmetry curve S[3]I[3] = I[3] can, consistent with reorientation
(3.19), be shown to be given by I[3] = S3I1, with I1 the symmetry curve of S1

(Fig. 3.10).

The “dark” confinement regions within the chaotic sea in Fig. 3.11 for all
maps Φ[i] concentrate around the corresponding symmetry curves I[i] (not
shown). This substantiates the earlier conjecture that this phenomenon inti-
mately relates to time-reversal symmetries (3.20) and, inherently, to well align-
ment. Thus (temporary) alignment of the wells with the anisotropy (through
a suitable well configuration and pumping scheme) in principle enables sys-
tematic confinement of production fluid for a pre-defined time window. An
important practical application may exist in e.g. heat extraction primarily from
the confinement region so as to induce a global temperature gradient within
the reservoir for the purpose of stimulating internal heat distribution. This
may benefit overall heat recovery and performance.

3.4. Conclusions

The study investigates Lagrangian transport characteristics of production fluids
under Rotated Potential Mixing (RPM) flows (versus well configurations and
pumping schemes) in both isotropic and anisotropic media. The Hamiltonian
structure for the Lagrangian equations of motion imply that systems take a
generic route to chaos, upon lowering the reorientation frequency. Therefore
pumping schemes with reorientation frequency below a certain upper bound is
necessary (yet not sufficient) for global chaotic advection, which (in principle)
enables efficient fluid distribution thereby potentially improving heat recovery
from geothermal reservoirs. However subsurface transport other than chaotic
advection through the formation of islands offer a way to entrap and circulate
(production) fluid in designated subregions of the reservoir, thereby paving the
way towards application in in situ mining and groundwater remediation.

Symmetries are key organising mechanisms which are responsible for im-
posing a high degree of order and coherence upon the Lagrangian dynamics
and thus play a vital role in the “route to chaos”. Symmetries which exist for
the isotropic case, breaks with the introduction of anisotropy and thus brings
about a fundamental reduction in ordering and coherence within/between
Poincaré sections, thereby promoting chaos and diminishing islands. However,
symmetries – and thus increased ordering/coherence – nonetheless occur yet
for non-generic cases, for example by employing an even well pair configuration
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(as opposed to odd well pair configuration) or by aligning the wells with the
permeability direction.
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4. Scalar transport analysis of 2D
RPM flows using LTE model

4.1. Introduction

Lagrangian based analysis of RPM flows, as carried out in Ch. 3, suggests that
a carefully designed pumping scheme can help facilitate a systematic and effi-
cient distribution of production fluids in underground reservoirs making RPM
flow a suitable candidate in manipulating subsurface transport in applications
areas related to enhanced recovery, confinement and targeted delivery. The
Lagrangian analysis of distribution of production fluid is complemented by a
scalar transport analysis in the current chapter which investigates the transport
of scalar quantity of interest in the above mentioned application areas under
the assumption of local thermal equilibrium (LTE) between solid and liquid
phase. The scalar transport analysis of RPM flow helps ascertain the earlier
drawn conclusions from the Lagrangian study regarding the suitability and
applicability of RPM flow in the above mentioned areas of subsurface transport.
Investigation of scalar transport characteristics in this study readily generalises
to advective-diffusive transport of any scalar quantity for example heat in case
of geothermal applications or species concentration in case of in situ mining or
groundwater remediation. In addition to the pumping protocol which dictate
Lagrangian transport characteristics of RPM flows, Péclet number has a major
influence on the (scalar) thermal transport characteristics. The study therefore
investigates the impact of Péclet number on RPM flows so as to determine
the applicability of RPM flows towards achieving the transport goals under
different reservoir conditions.

The study is organised as follows.1 Sec. 4.2 discussed the general charac-
teristics of (scalar) thermal transport under the LTE assumption for the case
of base flow generated by a fixed injector-extractor well pair. The impact of
Péclet number in addition to the pumping protocol on (scalar) thermal trans-
port characteristics of RPM flows is investigated in detail in Sec. 4.3, so as

1Parts of this chapter has been accepted for publication by Journal of Contaminant Hydrol-
ogy: M.F.M. Speetjens, S. Varghese, R.R. Trieling, Lagrangian approach to analysis and
engineering of two generic transport problems in enhanced subsurface flows.
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4. LTE transport analysis

to determine the applicability of RPM flows in accomplishing enhanced re-
covery, confinement and targeted delivery under different reservoir conditions.
Conclusions are then drawn in Sec. 4.4.

4.2. Thermal transport characteristics of base flow

4.2.1. Thermal transport versus Péclet number

The thermal response of a porous media to fluid injection was originally studied
by [84] as a means for cold water reinjection in geothermal operations. Several
analytical studies since then have investigated the propagation of thermal
front under isotropic [18], temperature-dependent [85] and heterogeneous [86]
reservoir conditions, in addition to several numerical studies [12, 14, 15] under
complex reservoir conditions. Diffusion under typical operating conditions of
high Péclet number can be assumed to be negligible, thereby reducing the LTE
energy equation (2.20) (after dropping primes) in the limit of infinite Pe to

lim
Pe→∞

∂T

∂t
+ Πϕu ·∇T =

d̃T

d̃t
= 0, (4.1)

with d̃/ d̃t the material derivative relative to velocity ũ = Πϕu. It follows that
the thermal front which travels at velocity ũ lags behind the fluid front which
travels at u, given Πϕ < 1 as was shown by [84, 85, 87]. For this advective
limit, the motion of the temperature front can therefore be described by the
kinematic equations

d̃x

d̃t
= ũ ⇐⇒ dx

dt̃
= u, (4.2)

wherein temperature front is represented in two equivalent ways, namely as
material elements travelling in the current time frame t at velocity ũ or as
material elements travelling at velocity u2 in the rescaled time frame

t̃ = Πϕt. (4.3)

For a high (yet finite) Péclet number (Pe = 106), the propagation of thermal
front in a fixed source-sink pair system due to the injection of cold fluid (Tc = c)
through the inlet with velocity u1 (as per (2.2)) into a domain initially at
temperature Th = 1 is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The propagating thermal front
appears nearly sharp due to dominating influence of advection compared to
diffusion and travels approximately at velocity ũ = Πϕu1. By integrating the

2The Darcy and true velocity identify in non-dimensional form [58] (i.e. v = u).
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4.2. Thermal transport characteristics of base flow

velocity field ũ, it may be shown that the reservoir reaches the final homogenous
state (T = c) at time th = 19.6 (which corresponds with the material element
with the largest residence time [26]) beyond which there is no longer a change
in the state of the reservoir with further cold fluid injection. Furthermore it
may be noted that the thermal front emanating from the inlet strikes the
outlet outlet at time tb = 6.6 (corresponding to the residence time of the
material element with the shortest residence time [26]) resulting in thermal
breakthrough, consistent with study of geothermal doublets by [18].

Figure 4.1.: Propagation of thermal front under a fixed source-sink pair at time t =
1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20 (left to right) for Pe = 106, where blue and red depicts T = c and T = 1
respectively, reveals the sharp thermal front due to dominating influence of advection under
high Péclet number conditions.

Figure 4.2.: Propagation of thermal front under a fixed source-sink pair at time t =
1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20 (left to right) for Pe = 102, where blue and red depicts T = c and T = 1
respectively, reveals a smooth thermal front due to the increased contribution of diffusion
under reduced Péclet number conditions.

In the advective-diffusive regime3, the propagating thermal front in a fixed
source-sink pair system is no longer sharp due to diffusion as observed in Fig.
4.2 for Pe = 102. Consequently the thermal breakthrough time tb and the
time for homogenisation th is therefore different compared to the advective
case and can be explained by considering the isothermals T+

Iso = 0.9 and
T−Iso = 0.1 respectively. The isothermal TIso = 0.5 irrespective of the Péclet
number propagates approximately with the velocity u1 driven by the fixed
source-sink pair as illustrated in Fig. 4.3b for the case of Pe = 106, 102 at
time t = 5. However diffusion facilitates thermal transport across the thermal
boundary thereby causing the isothermals to be spread around on either side of
the isothermal TIso = 0.5, where the extent of spread increases with increasing

3Péclet number under typical operating conditions is discussed in Sec 2.2.1.2.
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diffusion. As a result, the higher temperature isothermals appear to propagate
with a higher velocity αbu1 and lower temperature isothermals to propagate
with a lower velocity αhu1 compared to the isothermal TIso = 0.5, such that
αb ≥ 1 ≥ αh. In the advective limit αh = αb = 1, signifying a sharp thermal
front which propagates with the velocity u1, without the influence of diffusion.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 4.3 by plotting isothermals T+

Iso = 0.9, T−Iso = 0.1
and TIso = 0.5 for the Péclet numbers Pe = 106, 102 at time t = 5. It may
be pointed out that αb increases monotonically with decreasing Pe revealing
that thermal breakthrough is advanced. Whereas the monotonically decreasing
behaviour of αh with decreasing Pe, reveal that homogenization gets delayed
with decreasing Pe.

(a) T−Iso = 0.1 (b) TIso = 0.5 (c) T+
Iso = 0.9

Figure 4.3.: Isothermals a) T−Iso = 0.1 b) TIso = 0.5 and c) T+
Iso = 0.9 at time t = 5

for Pe = 106 (green) and Pe = 102 (blue). The higher temperature isothermal T+
Iso = 0.9

propagates faster and the lower temperature isothermal T−Iso = 0.1 propagates slower than
the mean isothermal TIso = 0.5 on account of diffusion. The difference in velocity of the
isothermals increases with decreasing Pe.

4.2.2. Integral analysis of heat extraction

Several studies have investigated the transient temperature response of a
geothermal reservoir both analytically [18, 85, 88] for simple static well con-
figurations and reservoir properties as well as using numerical simulations
[12, 14, 15] for systems with multiple static wells and complex reservoir charac-
teristics. As a first step towards investigating heat extraction from geothermal
reservoirs using RPM flows compared to a fixed source-sink system, an analy-
sis based on global energy balance is carried out. Assuming adiabatic thermal
boundary condition wherein the diffusive heat flux into the domain is negligible,
the change in net internal thermal energy of the system (or the rate of heat
extraction from the domain) is accounted solely due to net advective heat flux
into the domain. This facilitates a global analysis of heat extraction using the
integral energy balance corresponding with (2.20), given by

τ∗
dT̄

dt
= Tc − Tout(t), T̄ (t) =

1

A

∫
A
T (x, t)da, (4.4)
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4.2. Thermal transport characteristics of base flow

with T̄ and Tout the average internal and outlet temperatures, respectively, and
A the area of the domain. Here τ∗ = A/Πϕq̇ where q̇ denotes the volumetric
flux into the domain (in this case q̇ = π obtained by integrating the velocity
field u1 as per (2.2)).

The highest possible rate of heat extraction from the domain as per (4.4),
is given by

|dT̄
dt

M

| = Th − Tc
τ∗

, (4.5)

which is theoretically achievable in the advective limit (Pe→∞) for a velocity
field uM1 designed such that the entire thermal front reaches the outlet exactly at
t = τ∗.

4 Denoting this limit case with the superscriptM , the outlet temperature
is then given by

TMout = Th for t ≤ τ∗ (4.6)

which via (4.4) yields the evolution of average reservoir temperature according
to

T̄M (t) =

{
(Tc − Th)t/τ∗ + Th t ≤ τ∗
Tc t > τ∗.

(4.7)

which denotes a linear decay of the average temperature from Th = 1 to
Tc = c in time τ∗. However since the velocity field under current study is given
by u1 (as per (2.2)), the front passes through the outlet in a finite interval
tb ≤ t ≤ th. This leads to a consequent decrease in the outlet temperature
during the period (tb, th) [18, 85], where the outlet temperature dips below the
maximum production temperature (TBFout < TMout = Th). As a result the rate of
heat extraction in the case of base flow is bounded by the limit established by
4.5 and is given by

|dT̄
dt

BF

| ≤ |dT̄
dt

M

| = Th − Tc
τ∗

. (4.8)

Away from the advective limit, with reducing Péclet numbers, the increasing
diffusion progressively homogenises the temperature distribution anywhere
outside the direct proximity of the injection well (where T = Tc is imposed).
Thus Tout, which is bounded from below by T̄ , tends towards T̄ with decreasing
Pe as shown in Fig. 4.4a and, to good approximation, meets Tout = T̄ for some
Pe = Pemin, yielding

T̄m(t) = (Th − Tc)e−t/τ∗ + Tc, (4.9)

4Note that for t > τ∗, the temperature field reaches the final state (TC = c) beyond which
T̄ = Tout = Tc = c.
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as analytical solution to (4.4) for the average internal temperature, provided
the assumption of negligible diffusive heat flux across the inlet holds. Note
that the initial decay rate always reads

|dT̄
dt t=0

| = Th − Tc
τ∗

(4.10)

since the outlet temperature at time t = 0 stands at Tout = Th.
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Figure 4.4.: a) The evolution of average reservoir temperature (T̄ ) and outlet temperature
(Tout) for Pe = 106 (green) and Pe = 102 (blue) reveals that the average reservoir temperature
is bounded from below by T̄M (t) (black line) and above by T̄m(t) (red line). b) The decay
rate of average reservoir temperature (T̄ ) for a given Pe relative to the decay rate of T̄ in
the advective limit, for the base flow, reveals that the assumption of negligible diffusive heat
flux into the domain holds well for Pe > 102.

For Pe > Pemin, the outlet temperature is bounded from below Tout > T̄ ,
and hence we obtain

|dT̄
dt

BF

| ≥ |dT̄
dt

m

|, (4.11)

for all Pe, thereby establishing Pe = Pemin as the slowest decay rate for the
average internal temperature given by

|dT̄
dt

m

| = Th − Tc
τ∗

e−t/τ∗ . (4.12)

Since the decay rate for the base flow in the case of advection-diffusion flows
is bounded according to 4.8, 4.11, the average internal temperature of the
reservoir is consequently bounded

T̄M (t) ≤ T̄ ≤ T̄m(t) (4.13)
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4.3. Thermal transport characteristics of RPM flow

as shown in Fig. 4.4a from below by T̄M (t) (black line) and above by T̄m(t)
(red line).5 Important to note is that the above analysis is based on global
integral energy balance 4.4 and remains valid under the assumption of negli-
gible diffusive heat flux into the domain via the inlet. Comparing the initial
temperature decay rate of the base flow for the advective-diffusive regime with
the decay rate in the advective limit as shown in Fig. 4.4b indicates that the
assumption holds for Pe > 20 within an error margin of less than 10%.

4.3. Thermal transport characteristics of RPM flow

4.3.1. Thermal transport versus Péclet number

The applicability of RPM flows towards achieving the stated transport goals
of enhanced recovery, confinement and targeted delivery is investigated by
analysing the temperature field evolution. The temperature field evolution for
a pumping protocol of (Θ = 3π

4 , Tstep = 1) and (Θ = 2π
3 , Tstep = 1) representing

an 8 well-pair (even) and a 3 well-pair (odd) configuration respectively as
illustrated in Fig. 4.5a,b for a high yet finite Pe = 106, reveal an isolated
hot central region within the reservoir domain irrespective of the pumping
protocol.

(a) 8 well-pairs (Θ = 3π/4)

(b) 3 well-pairs (Θ = 2π/3)

Figure 4.5.: Temperature field for well configuration as indicated at time t = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 20
(left to right) for Pe = 106, where blue and red depicts T = c and T = 1 respectively, reveals
the formation of an isolated hot central region.

Away from the (high Pe) advective limit for lower Péclet numbers, RPM
flows continues to establish a warmer central region within the reservoir as

5The temperature evolution for the base flow though continuous, however appears to piece-
wise linear due to plot being obtained at discrete time instants.
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demonstrated in Fig. 4.6a,b under the same pumping protocol namely (Θ =
3π
4 , Tstep = 1) and (Θ = 2π

3 , Tstep = 1) for Pe = 102. However heat is no longer
strictly trapped within the central region due to the contribution of diffusion.
The emergence of this warmer central region is a key characteristic of RPM
flows, and has consequences for enhanced recovery, confinement and targeted
delivery related applications, which is investigated in detail in this chapter as
a function of pumping protocol and Péclet number.

(a) 8 well-pairs (Θ = 3π/4)

(b) 3 well-pairs (Θ = 2π/3)

Figure 4.6.: Temperature field for well configuration as indicated at time t = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 20
(left to right) for Pe = 102, where blue and red depicts T = c and T = 1 respectively, indicates
the formation of a warmer central region. Owing to the increased contribution of diffusion
heat is less effectively entrapped within the central region and therefore no longer isolated
when compared to Pe = 106.

4.3.2. Thermal transport versus Lagrangian transport

The equivalent relation (4.2) between Lagrangian and thermal transport char-
acteristics has the fundamental consequence that thermal fronts for infinite Pe
travelling at velocity ũ behave in the current time frame t as Lagrangian fluid
fronts travelling at velocity u in the rescaled time frame t̃. Consequently the
Poincaré sections which capture the Lagrangian transport of production fluid
in the rescaled time frame t̃, exhibits a one-to-one correlation in the advec-
tive limit with the temperature field distribution in the current time frame t.
Fig 4.7, Fig. 4.8 demonstrates this close correlation between Poincaré sections
and temperature field distribution under a high (yet finite) Péclet number
(Pe = 106) for 8-well (even) pair and 3-well (odd) pair configuration with time
step T̃step and Tstep respectively.
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(a) T̃step = 0.1, Tstep = 1 (b) T̃step = 0.2, Tstep = 2 (c) T̃step = 0.4, Tstep = 4

Figure 4.7.: Poincaré sections and temperature field for Pe = 106 (at time t = 96) with
T̃step and Tstep as indicated for an 8 well-pair configuration (Θ = 3π

4
). The equivalent

relation between Lagrangian and thermal transport characteristics yield temperature field
distributions in current time frame t which resemble Poincaré sections in the rescaled time
frame t̃.

(a) T̃step = 0.2, Tstep = 2 (b) T̃step = 0.2, Tstep = 2 (c) T̃step = 0.4, Tstep = 4

Figure 4.8.: Poincaré sections and temperature field for Pe = 106 (at time t = 96) with
T̃step and Tstep as indicated for a 3 well-pair configuration (Θ = 2π

3
) reveals the resemblance

between the two. The hot fluid is entrapped within the central island of the Lagrangian flow
topology and is reflected in the temperature field, however the satellite islands formed due
to systematic reinjection are no longer observed.

A key characteristic of RPM flows in the advective limit is the entrapment of
hot fluid in the central island of the Lagrangian flow topology. The associated
satellite islands observed in the Poincaré sections, corresponding with material
regions that are systematically extracted and re-injected with cold fluid at Tc,
however are no longer observed in the temperature field. The central island
which is formed due to material regions that remain within the domain entrap
fluid indefinitely and therefore has important consequences for enhanced heat
recovery, confinement and targeted delivery.

Assuming the area fraction of the central island to be α ≡ A/A, with A the
area of the domain as defined earlier and A the area covered by the central
island such that 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, effectively yields β = E/Etot = (1−α) as proportion
of the total thermal energy accessible to the production fluid (heat recovery
factor), implying

lim
t→∞

T̄ (t) = Th − β(Th − Tc) = (1− α)Tc + αTh ≥ Tc, (4.14)

as the average internal asymptotic temperature. Therefore α signifies the degree
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of thermal confinement and β denotes the recoverable heat. This decay of
average reservoir temperature to the asymptotic state for the 8 well-pair and
3 well-pair configuration as a function of Tstep is shown in Fig. 4.9.
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Figure 4.9.: The asymptotic behaviour of T̄ in case of RPM flows with well configuration as
indicated with Pe = 106. The average reservoir temperature in the advective limit asymptotes
to the relative size of the central island compated to the area of the domain as captured by
the Poincaré sections.

The equivalence between thermal and fluid transport (4.2) weakens with
reducing Péclet number, thereby reducing the correlation between Poincaré
sections and temperature field distribution with decreasing Pe irrespective of
the pumping protocol as illustrated in Fig. 4.10 for the case of 8 and 3 well-pair
configuration. As may be observed from the figure, the central region remaining
within the domain no longer causes indefinite entrapment of heat under the
advective-diffusive regime irrespective of the pumping protocol, due to the
action of diffusion which favours thermal transport across the island boundary.
However RPM flow continues to establish relatively warmer central regions
even for lower Pe, from which heat continually leaks into the surrounding.

The principal difference with the advective limit is that eventually all thermal
energy reaches (one of) the extraction well(s). For the case of advective-diffusive
regime, α which describes the degree of confinement or the relative size of the
central island due to the diffused nature of the thermal boundary is defined
as the area of the region bounded by the isothermal TIso = 0.5. Therefore α
in this case continuously decreases over time due to the combined influence of
diffusion aiding thermal transport across boundaries and extraction of thermal
energy from the extraction well. The system therefore in the advective-diffusive
regime at some point always cools down to Tc (and α → 0) as illustrated by
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4.3. Thermal transport characteristics of RPM flow

the decay of average reservoir temperature in Fig. 4.11. With reducing Pe
the dependence of thermal transport characteristics on the pumping protocol
weakens and finally disappears in the limiting case of Pe = Pemin with Pemin
as defined earlier.

(a) 8 well-pair (Θ = 3π
4

) (b) 3 well-pair (Θ = 2π
3

)

Figure 4.10.: Temperature field for Pe = 106, 104 (left-right) for well configuration as
indicated with Tstep = 1 at time t = 96. The ability of RPM flow to strictly confine heat
within the central island, reduces with reducing Pe, due to the increasing contribution of
diffusion.
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Figure 4.11.: The impact of Pe on the asymptotic behaviour of T̄ in case of RPM flows with
well configuration as indicated. For finite Pe (away from the advective limit), the average
reservoir temperature asymptotes to T = 0 irrespective of the well configurations.

4.3.3. Heat extraction using RPM flow

In order to compare heat extraction rates in RPM flows with base flow, energy
balance (4.4) is invoked by noting that irrespective of the pumping protocol
(Θ, Tstep) and Péclet number, the outlet temperature Tout in RPM flows con-
tinues to be bounded from above by Th. Furthermore reorientation generally
result in a (temporary) drop in Tout as may be observed from Fig. 4.12b due
to advanced thermal breakthrough therefore yielding TRPMout ≤ TBFout . Energy
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balance therefore yields

|dT̄
dt

RPM

| ≤ |dT̄
dt

BF

| ≤ |dT̄
dt

M

| = Th − Tc
τ∗

, (4.15)

which implies that heat extraction in RPM flows irrespective of pumping
protocol and Péclet number is at best equally fast as the base flow in the
advective limit. The evolution of average reservoir temperature shown in Fig.
4.12a, illustrates the superior performance of base flow (depicted by the solid
black line as derived from the expression (4.7)) compared to RPM flow in
achieving faster homogenization.6
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Figure 4.12.: The evolution of T̄ and Tout for the case of base flow and RPM flow with
Pe = 106, 102 reveals the superior performance of base flow (black) in terms of achieving
faster homogenization when compared to both 8 (blue) and 3 (green) well-pair configuration,
irrespective of the Péclet number.

Furthermore, in the advective limit, the central island which is formed due
to material regions that remain within the domain entrap fluid indefinitely at
Th making the thermal energy inaccessible. The entrapment of the hot fluid
by said islands in the interior of the domain with α ≥ 0, has the fundamental
implication that performance of the RPM flow in terms of total heat extraction
is (at least) in the advective limit always inferior to that of the base flow. Note

6As was the case with base flow evolution, the average reservoir temperature appears to be
piece-wise linear due to discreteness of data as was the case with Fig. 4.4. However RPM
flows can in fact yield a discontinuous outlet temperature evolution which can be caused
by reorientation of well locations such that the temperature of the fluid surrounding the
outlet well during the current time step is essentially different from the outlet well during
the previous time step.
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4.3. Thermal transport characteristics of RPM flow

that size of the central island for the case of (even) 8 well-pair configuration is
substantially larger than that of the (odd) 3 well-pair configuration particularly
for higher reorientation frequency or lower Tstep as was established by the
Lagrangian analysis in Sec. 3.2.1, thereby making the former more detrimental
for the purpose of heat extraction. Away from the advective limit, heat is
no longer effectively trapped within the central island which shrinks in size
over time indicated by the reducing α. Heat therefore gradually leaks into the
surrounding which is then extracted via the wells which inevitably makes RPM
flow in the advective-diffusive regime to perform better in terms of total heat
extraction compared to RPM flow operating in the advective limit. However
the non-zero value of α results in base flow outperforming RPM flow even in
the advective-diffusive regime.

The base flow therefore sets the upper performance limit for both the rate
of heat extraction and the total heat extraction in RPM flows and is given by

|dT̄
dt

M

| = Th − Tc
τ∗

, α = 0, (4.16)

irrespective of the pumping protocol and Péclet number. RPM flow however
proves to be useful in transport applications which demand confinement and
targeted delivery of scalars such as for in situ groundwater remediation or
mining [7, 26, 89], wherein this entrapment denoted by a non-zero α can prove
beneficial as discussed further in Sec. 4.3.4. RPM flow therefore is investigated
henceforth with the objective of achieving confinement and targeted delivery
of scalars, having shown that base flow outperforms RPM flow for the purpose
of heat extraction.

4.3.4. Confinement and targeted delivery using RPM flow

Increasing reorientation frequency or lowering Tstep as established by Lagrangian
analysis in Sec. 3.2.1 yields increasingly larger central island for the Poincaré
sections in the case of even well-pair configuration. The equivalence between
Lagrangian and thermal transport characteristics in the advective limit (4.2)
ensures that the temperature field distribution resembles the Poincaré sec-
tions, wherein decreasing Tstep yields increasingly larger central hot regions
for the case of even well configurations as shown in Fig. 4.13,4.14 (here an 8
well-pair configuration). The large central island from the Poincaré section, es-
tablished via kinematic transport barriers which entrap production fluid within
the domain, gets preserved and is reflected in the temperature field. This en-
trapment or confinement of scalars within a large central island, as discussed in
Sec 4.3.2, is of great practical relevance in areas involving in situ groundwater
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remediation and mining. RPM flow for example facilitates isolation of contami-
nated groundwater within a large central island thereby enabling its treatment
along the reaction front (boundary of the central island) with chemicals. Away
from the advective limit, for the advective-diffusive regime, the thermal front
no longer behaves as the Lagrangian front. Consequently, the link between
Lagrangian and thermal transport characteristics progressively weakens with
reducing Péclet as demonstrated in Fig. 4.13,4.14 for Pe = 106, 104, 103, due
to the increasing contribution of diffusion.

(a) (b) Pe = 106 (c) Pe = 104 (d) Pe = 103

Figure 4.13.: a) Poincaré section with T̃step = 0.1 and b), c), d) temperature field with
Tstep = 1 for Pe as indicated at time t = 96 for an 8 well-pair configuration. An even well
pair configuration yields a large central island for high reorientation frequencies (lower Tstep).

(a) (b) Pe = 106 (c) Pe = 104 (d) Pe = 103

Figure 4.14.: a) Poincaré section with T̃step = 0.2 and b), c), d) temperature field with
Tstep = 2 at time t = 96 for an 8 well-pair configuration. The link between Lagrangian and
thermal transport characteristics weakens with reducing Pe.

In the advective limit, the hot central island is indefinitely entrapped within
the domain due to reorientations as a consequence of which the temperature
field distribution is maintained indefinitely. Reducing Péclet number however
causes diffusion to act upon the entrapped hot central island, as a result of
which the central warmer region reduces in size over time ultimately leading
to homogenization of the temperature field. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.15
by plotting the time evolution of the central island defined as bounded by
the isothermal TIso = 0.5. As can be observed form the figure, under lower
Péclet number conditions, the central island shrinks at a faster rate compared
to higher Péclet number conditions, thereby making confinement increasingly
difficult for lower Pe.
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4.3. Thermal transport characteristics of RPM flow

(a) Tstep = 1 (b) Tstep = 2

Figure 4.15.: The time evolution of the central island defined by the isothermal TIso = 0.5 for
Tstep as indicated for an 8 well-pair configuration with Pe = 106, 104, 103 (as arranged from
left to right) reveals the detrimental impact of reducing Pe on confinement. The central island
for a lower Pe shrinks at a faster rate thereby yielding shorter time interval for effectively
confining a scalar. The isothermals represented by black, red, blue and green here correspond
to time t = 48, t = 64, t = 80 and t = 96 respectively.
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Figure 4.16.: The degree of confinement α for an 8 well-pair configuration with time, for
Tstep as indicated, under different Péclet number conditions, reveal the detrimental impact
of lowering Pe on the degree of confinement due to the increased contribution of diffusion.

For lower Péclet numbers, though indefinite entrapment can no longer be
achieved, confinement up to a degree is still achievable for a limited time interval.
Plotting the size of the central island (defined by the isothermal TIso = 0.5)
as a function of time yields the degree of confinement α. This is illustrated
in Fig. 4.16a and Fig. 4.16b for the case of an 8 well-pair configuration with
Tstep = 1 and Tstep = 2 respectively under different Péclet number conditions.
Decreasing Péclet number progressively reduces the size of the central island
with time due to the increasing contribution of diffusion, thereby yielding
shorter time intervals for which a desired degree of confinement can be achieved.
Furthermore, the size of the central island captured in the Poincaré section
(which reflects the material regions entrapped within the domain and depends
on the pumping protocol) too has an impact on the time interval. A smaller
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island is more sensitive to diffusion thereby causing the island to homogenise
quicker than a larger island. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4.16a,b for the case of
an 8-well pair configuration with Tstep = 1 and Tstep = 2, wherein confinement
with a larger central island obtained for Tstep = 1 can be maintained over a
longer time duration compared to a smaller sized island resulting for Tstep = 2.
The time scale for which confinement can be achieved within an acceptable
range therefore depends on both the Péclet number as well as the pumping
protocol. A further investigation of this dependence is carried out in Ch. 6
using dynamic mode decomposition, so as to design effective pumping schemes
based on reservoir operating conditions to achieve effective confinement of
scalars.

Odd well-pair configurations unlike even well-pair configurations, for the case
of high reorientation frequency or lower Tstep, does not yield a large central
island due to different behaviour in the integrable limit as was revealed by La-
grangian analysis in Sec. 3.2.2. This failure is reflected in the temperature field
distribution for the 3 well-pair configuration as shown in Fig. 4.17 for high re-
orientation frequency Tstep = 1, 2, thereby making odd well-pair configurations
unsuitable for the purpose of confinement within large central islands.

(a) T̃step = 0.1, Tstep = 1 (b) T̃step = 0.2, Tstep = 2

Figure 4.17.: Poincaré section and temperature field for an 3 well-pair configuration for
Pe = 106 (center) and Pe = 104 (right) at time t = 96 with T̃step, Tstep as indicated
demonstrates the inability of odd well-pair configurations to produce a large central island
for high reorientation frequency (lower Tstep).

Away from the integrable limit resulting on account of high reorientation fre-
quencies, moderate Tstep or reorientation frequency establishes moderate sized
central islands in Poincaré sections as established by the Lagrangian analysis
in Sec. 3.2.1. The equivalence between Lagrangian and thermal transport char-
acteristics thereby ensures that in the advective limit the temperature profile
under RPM flows yield a hot region corresponding to the central island in
the Poincaré section formed due to entrapment of material regions within the
domain on account of reorientations. Both odd and even well pair configuration
for moderate reorientation frequency or Tstep, yields moderate sized isolated
hot regions as shown in Fig. 4.18, the shape and structure of which depends
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on the chosen Tstep as was established by the Lagrangian analysis in Sec. 3.2.2
which forms an approximation for the temperature field for higher Péclet num-
bers. With reducing Péclet number diffusion progressively homogenises the
entrapped hot region, however continues to establish a warmer region within
the domain as illustrated in Fig. 4.18.

(a) 8 well-pair (b) 3 well-pair

Figure 4.18.: Poincaré section and temperature field for well configuration as indicated with
T̃step = 0.4, Tstep = 4 for Pe = 106 (center) and Pe = 104 (right) at time t = 96 reveals
that both even and odd well-pair configuration yields moderately sized warmer regions for
moderate reorientation frequency.

Formation of a smaller localised island may have practical relevance for
targeting multiple yet specific region of the reservoir for example in in situ
mining applications where ore-rich zones are scattered across the reservoir
volume as shown in Fig. 4.19a. A 3 well-pair configuration operating a 3-step
pumping scheme with Tstep = 4, say for example enables delivery of scalars
to specific subregions of the reservoir as illustrated in Fig. 4.19b,c,d which
corresponds to the scalar field established by the pumping protocol at the
end of each time step for the 3-step scheme. Such a scheme therefore enables
enhanced mineral recovery from multiple reservoir regions without the need
for providing direct physical access to the mineral rich zone via wells thereby
reducing costs. RPM flow with a moderate Tstep with either an odd or even
well pair configuration makes targeted delivery of scalars possible. Important
to note is that such a scheme for targeted delivery can only be effectively
exploited for cases in which the ore-rich zones sufficiently lie along the path
of the island, which reduces its scope for application. However, based on the
distribution of ore-rich zones, a carefully designed pumping scheme adapted to
specific reservoir conditions can possibly facilitate targeted delivery of scalars.
Moreover, dynamically changing the pumping scheme enable changing the
shape and location of the hot region thereby facilitating targeting additional
zones of interest by using the same well configuration.
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(a) Ore-rich zones (b) Step 1 (c) Step 2 (d) Step 3

Figure 4.19.: a) Ore-rich zones if scattered within the reservoir as shown, then implementing
a 3 well-pair configuration with Tstep = 4 enables targeted delivery of treatment solutions
to the depicted ore-rich zones. The scalar field distribution for the chosen pumping protocol
at the end of three consecutive time steps is shown in b) c) and d) where the location of
treatment solution coincides with that of the ore-rich zones thereby enabling effective targeted
delivery.

Targeted delivery can be easily achieved for high Péclet number conditions,
however for lower Pe the resulting smaller island size is sensitive to diffusion
as illustrated in Fig. 4.18. Plotting the evolution of isothermal TIso = 0.5 with
time for the case of 8 well-pair and 3 well-pair configuration for Tstep = 4 in
Fig. 4.20, reveals that the island progressively diminishes with time, rate of
which depends on the Péclet number. The moderately smaller sized island is
more severely impacted by reducing Péclet number, compared to the larger
sized island established for high reorientation frequencies as was shown in Fig.
4.15. It may be pointed out that for Pe ≤ 103, the central island defined by the
isothermal TIso = 0.5 is no longer effectively sustainable due to the increased
impact of diffusion on the moderately sized island. Therefore targeted delivery
using a precise moderately sized island becomes difficult for a lower Péclet
number, as a consequence of which the time interval for which such a targeted
delivery is achievable reduces and below a certain Pe becomes unfeasible.

(a) 8 well-pair (b) 3 well-pair

Figure 4.20.: The time evolution of the central island defined by the isothermal TIso = 0.5
for Tstep = 4 for well configuration as indicated with Pe = 106, 104 (as arranged left to right)
reveals the severe impact of reducing Pe on moderately sized island which shrinks at a much
faster rate aided by diffusion, thereby indicating increased difficulty of achieving targeted
delivery compared to confinement. The isothermals represented by red, blue and green here
correspond to time t = 64, t = 96, and t = 128 respectively for 8 well-pair and t = 60, t = 84,
and t = 120 respectively for 3 well-pair case.
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The time interval over which targeted delivery can be effectively achieved
is investigated by plotting α as a function of time as shown in Fig. 4.21a
and Fig. 4.21b for the case of an 8 well-pair configuration and a 3 well-pair
configuration with Tstep = 4 both of which yield a moderately sized island. As
evident from Fig. 4.21a,b, the time interval over which a scalar field can be
maintained decreases with decreasing Péclet number. This is on account of the
increased contribution of diffusion which progressively diminishes the size of the
island as shown in Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.20 irrespective of the pumping protocol.
As may be observed from Fig. 4.21a, targeted delivery can be achieved for
Pe = 106, 104, though the degree of confinement depends on the time. However
for the case of Pe = 103, the greater impact of diffusion on moderately sized
islands yields α = 0 thereby making Péclet numbers lower than this limit
to be unsuitable for the purpose of targeted delivery. Important to note is
that the time interval for maintaining the scalar field also decreases with
decreasing island size. This implies that confinement within a large central
island resulting from high reorientation frequencies can be maintained over a
longer time duration compared to a moderate sized island used for the purpose
of targeted delivery. The impact of Péclet number and pumping protocol on
the time scale over which a desired scalar field is to be maintained is further
investigated in detail using dynamic model decomposition in Ch. 6.
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Figure 4.21.: The degree of confinement α with time for well configuration as indicated
and Tstep = 4, under different Péclet number conditions, reveals the severe impact of Pe on
moderately sized islands. Targeted delivery therefore can no longer be achieved for Pe < 103

for either well configurations for the given Tstep.
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4.4. Conclusions

The study investigates the (scalar) thermal transport characteristics of reori-
ented injector-extractor well pair systems and its applicability in enhanced
recovery, confinement and targeted delivery of scalars. The influence of pump-
ing protocol and Péclet number on the ability of RPM flow in achieving these
transport goals is examined under the assumption of local thermal equilib-
rium. This reveals that a fixed injector-extractor well pair system generally
outperforms RPM flows for the purpose of enhanced heat extraction. The es-
tablishment of a warmer central region in RPM flows which causes suboptimal
heat recovery, however is of great practical relevance in the field of confinement
and targeted delivery.

Effective confinement within a large central island is achievable using an even
well-pair configuration for high Péclet numbers, the size of which increases with
reducing Tstep, thereby enabling deployment for example in in situ groundwater
remediation applications. Away from the advective limit, RPM flow continues
to establish warmer central regions for lower Tstep, however complete and indef-
inite entrapment of the scalar quantity of interest is no longer possible due to
the contribution of diffusion. The difference in behaviour for high reorientation
frequencies between even and odd well-pair configuration, renders the latter un-
suitable for scalar confinement within a large central island. However both even
and odd well-pair configuration for moderate Tstep, establish warmer islands
of moderate size which entrap the scalar quantity of interest, which enable
its application in targeted delivery. The time interval for which confinement
and targeted delivery can be achieved reduces with reducing Péclet number
or with reducing size of the island entrapping material regions and is further
investigated in Ch. 6.
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5. Scalar transport analysis of 2D
RPM flows using LTNE model

5.1. Introduction

The (scalar) thermal transport characteristics of RPM flow was investigated in
Ch. 4 as a first step using the local thermal equilibrium (LTE) model. Though
most numerical studies which investigate thermal transport in underground
reservoirs assume local thermal equilibrium between phases, such an assump-
tion need not necessarily hold. For example, in case of reservoirs wherein a
highly conducting fluid flows over a poorly conducting porous solid matrix
[17, 48, 61, 68], the solid and the fluid phase need not necessarily exist locally
in thermal equilibrium due to limited interfacial heat transfer between phases.
The interfacial heat transfer coefficient which dictates the heat transfer rate
between the solid and fluid phase has a profound impact on the thermal trans-
port characteristics of RPM flows. The applicability of RPM flows towards the
stated transport goals of enhanced extraction, confinement and targeted deliv-
ery therefore needs to be examined using the more generic local thermal non
equilibrium model, wherein the impact of interfacial heat transfer coefficient
along with the Péclet number is assessed.

This study investigates the thermal transport characteristics of RPM flows
using the LTNE model, on the same lines as LTE model (Ch. 4), and is organ-
ised as follows. The general properties of thermal transport under the LTNE
assumption for the case of base flow generated by a fixed injector-extractor
well-pair and the impact of system parameters namely the heat transfer co-
efficient and Péclet number is discussed in Sec. 5.2. Investigation of the base
flow helps determine the range of system parameters, namely the heat transfer
coefficient and Péclet number, which results in non-trivial behaviour. RPM
flow which is composed of reorientations of the base flow, exhibit non-trivial be-
haviour for a similar range of system parameters, and is therefore investigated
in detail in Sec. 5.3 to determine the applicability of RPM flows in enhanced
heat extraction, confinement and targeted delivery under different regimes of
heat transfer coefficient and Péclet numbers. Conclusions are then drawn in
Sec. 5.4.
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5.2. Thermal transport characteristics of base flow

5.2.1. Thermal transport versus heat transfer coefficient

Temperature evolution under the LTNE model essentially differs from the LTE
model, for the reason that the solid and fluid phase generally have a differ-
ent temperature profile which in turn depends on the heat transfer coefficient
between phases. In the limit of infinite heat transfer coefficient, both phases
exist locally at thermal equilibrium and therefore the LTNE model given by
(2.23), (2.24), reduces to the LTE model (2.20) as was established by (2.27)
wherein the parameters for both models relate via (2.28). This enables approxi-
mation of the LTNE model with the less computationally intensive LTE model
for a relatively high heat transfer coefficient. Whereas in the limit of zero heat
transfer coefficient, the phases effectively remain decoupled from each other
in terms of interfacial heat transfer. Consequently the LTNE energy equation
(2.23), (2.24) reduces to

∂T ′f
∂t′

+ u′ ·∇′T ′f =
1

Pef
∇′2T ′f ,

∂T ′s
∂t′

= 0. (5.1)

Therefore in the limit of zero heat transfer coefficient, (5.1) which governs the
LTNE temperature field evolution for the fluid phase, relates in form to (2.20)
which governs the LTE temperature evolution. This enables approximation of
the former by the latter for sufficiently low heat transfer coefficient provided
the non-dimensional parameters are scaled appropriately.

For moderate heat transfer coefficients, reduced order form for thermal trans-
port as was the case with zero and infinite heat transfer coefficient is no longer
obtainable, and the full LTNE equation for both phases given by (2.23), (2.24),
is to be considered for resolving the energy equation, which can result in non-
trivial behaviour. Temperature field evolution under the influence of a fixed
injector-extractor well or the base flow for a moderate heat transfer coefficient
of (Πh = 10) and Péclet number Pe = 106 is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The ther-
mal front for moderate heat transfer coefficients (here defined by the average
isotherm T = 0.5) propagates with a velocity αfu and αsu in the fluid and
solid phase respectively. The strict one way heat transfer from the solid to
the fluid phase, irrespective of the heat transfer coefficient, implies that the
thermal front in solid phase lags behind the fluid phase, i.e. αs < αf as can be
observed in Fig. 5.1.
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(a) t = 0.1 (b) t = 0.2 (c) t = 1.0

Figure 5.1.: Fluid (left) - solid (right) phase temperature field for fixed well-pair at time t
as indicated with Pe = 106 for moderate heat transfer coefficient (Πh = 10). The thermal
front in the solid phase lags behind when compared to the fluid phase due to the strict one
way heat transfer from the solid to the fluid phase.

To determine the range of Πh which can potentially result in non-trivial
thermal transport characteristics as was the case with Πh = 10 as illustrated in
Fig. 5.1, the temperature field distribution for both solid and fluid phase in the
case of base flow across a range of heat transfer coefficient 10−2 ≤ Πh ≤ 103

is depicted in Fig. 5.2 for Pe = 106 at time t = 1. As may be observed
from the figure, heat transfer coefficient Πh ' 103, essentially yields identical
temperature field distribution with a sharp thermal front for both the solid
and fluid phase, thereby enabling approximation of the LTNE model using the
LTE model. Whereas for heat transfer coefficient such that Πh / 10−1, the
injection of cold fluid into the fluid domain fails to effectuate a change within
the solid phase domain which appears to maintain its initial state isolated from
the fluid phase, while the fluid phase temperature field can be approximated
using the LTE model.

(a) Πh = 10−2 (b) Πh = 10−1 (c) Πh = 1

(e) Πh = 101 (f) Πh = 102 (g) Πh = 103

Figure 5.2.: Fluid (left) - solid (right) phase temperature field for fixed well-pair at time t = 1
with Pe = 106 for heat transfer coefficient Πh as indicated. A low heat transfer coefficient
(Πh / 10−1) enables approximation of the fluid phase temperature using the simplified LTE
model whereas a high heat transfer coefficient (Πh ' 103) implies the LTE model can be
used to approximate the temperature field evolution of both the fluid and solid phase.
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Though analytical expression for propagation velocity of thermal front are
no longer obtainable for moderate heat transfer coefficients due to non-trivial
behaviour, it may be observed from Fig. 5.2 that the propagation velocity
(αfu) in the fluid phase decreases monotonically with increasing heat transfer
coefficient. Whereas the propagation velocity of thermal front (αsu) in the
solid phase on the contrary increases monotonically with increasing heat trans-
fer coefficient. Noting that the propagation velocity of thermal front in the
advective limit, for infinite heat transfer coefficient is Πϕu for both phases,
while for zero heat transfer coefficient is u for the fluid phase and 0 for the
solid phase, yields the upper and lower bound on αs, αf . Therefore the upper
and lower bound on αf which is realised for the case of zero and infinite heat
transfer coefficient respectively is consequently given by 1 ≥ αf ≥ Πϕ. While
αs is bounded according 0 ≤ αf ≤ Πϕ, with lower and upper bound holding
for the case of zero and infinite heat transfer coefficient respectively.

(a) Πh = 10−2 (b) Πh = 10−1 (c) Πh = 1

(e) Πh = 101 (f) Πh = 102 (g) Πh = 103

Figure 5.3.: Fluid (left) - solid (right) phase temperature field for fixed well-pair at time
t = 1 with Pe = 102 for heat transfer coefficient Πh as indicated. Both a very high (Πh ' 103)
and a very low (Πh / 10−1) heat transfer coefficient which yielded a sharp thermal boundary
in the case of high Pe is visibly more impacted by lowering Pe, when compared to a moderate
heat transfer coefficient.

Away from the advective limit, the contribution of diffusion compared to
advection increases with reducing Péclet number. Fig. 5.3 shows the temper-
ature field distribution for the base flow across a wide range of heat transfer
coefficients operating under a Péclet number of Pe = 102 at time t = 1. Dif-
fusion aids thermal transport by reducing the existing spatial temperature
gradient within the domain. Consequently very high or very low heat transfer
coefficient which results in a sharp thermal front as observed in Fig. 5.2a,b,g
is most impacted by reducing Péclet numbers due to the large temperature
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gradient existing across the thermal front. For such cases, the thermal front
becomes less sharp with reducing Péclet number due to increased influence of
diffusion, as was the case with the LTE model (Ch. 4). However for moderate
heat transfer coefficients, Péclet number has a visibly lesser impact due to lower
spatial temperature gradient existing across the solid or fluid phase domain.

The remaining study pertaining to investigation of thermal transport charac-
teristics of RPM flows is therefore limited to the heat transfer coefficient range
of 10−1 ≤ Πh ≤ 102, which essentially exhibit non-trivial thermal transport
characteristics which cannot be approximated using the LTE model. Though
for the case of Πh = 10−1 the solid phase appears isolated from the fluid phase
in terms of heat transfer, important to note is that provided a sufficiently long
time frame, a low heat transfer coefficient can still potentially have an influence
on the solid phase temperature field distribution, and is therefore considered for
the purpose of investigation in this study. In addition to the heat transfer coef-
ficient, the role of diffusion in actively homogenising the temperature field and
its impact on thermal transport characteristics of RPM flows is investigated
by considering the range of Péclet number 102 ≤ Pe ≤ 106.

5.2.2. Integral analysis of heat extraction

A global energy balance based analysis on the same lines as that adopted for the
LTE model is employed to investigate heat extraction under the current LTNE
model. The diffusive heat flux into the domain is assumed to be negligible,
thereby implying that the net change in thermal energy of the system is on
account of the net advective heat flux into the domain. Under the LTNE
assumption, this net advective heat flux is shared, depending on the interfacial
heat transfer coefficient, between the solid and the fluid phase. The interfacial
heat transfer rate between the two phases is given by ΠhA(T̄s − T̄f ) where
T̄s, T̄f represents the average solid and fluid phase temperature respectively
according to

T̄s(t) =
1

A

∫
A
Ts(x, t)da, T̄f (t) =

1

A

∫
A
Tf (x, t)da, (5.2)

and A represents the area of the domain. Therefore the global energy balance
for the solid phase reads

ΠspA
dT̄s
dt

= −ΠhA(T̄s − T̄f ) (5.3)

and the corresponding fluid phase energy balance reads

A
dT̄f
dt

= q̇(Tin − Tout) + ΠhA(T̄s − T̄f ) (5.4)
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where Tin and Tout represents the cold inlet fluid temperature and outlet fluid
respectively and q̇ denotes the volumetric flux into the domain (in this case
q̇ = π obtained by integrating the velocity field u1 given by (2.2)).

Recasting the system of energy balance equations (5.3), (5.4), in the state-

space form dT̄
dt = AT̄ + B where T̄ representing the state vector [T̄f T̄s]

′ for a
constant Tin, Tout (which is the case in pre-thermal breakthrough stage) yields

d

dt

[
T̄f
T̄s

]
=

[
−Πh Πh

Πh
Πsp

− Πh
Πsp

][
T̄f
T̄s

]
+

[
q̇(Tin−Tout)

A
0

]
, (5.5)

thereby enabling determination of the analytical solution for temperature evolu-
tion T̄ via the spectral decomposition of matrixA. Identical initial temperature
condition for both phases wherein Tf = Ts = Th at t = 0 yield initial tem-

perature decay rate for fluid and solid phase as
dT̄f
dt = q̇(Tc−Th)

A and dT̄s
dt = 0

respectively as obtained from (5.4), (5.3), by noting that Tin = Tc and in the
pre-thermal breakthrough stage Tout = Th. The generic solution as obtained
from spectral decomposition of the matrix A together with the initial condi-
tion, therefore yields the analytical solution for temperature evolution and the
corresponding decay rate according to

T̄f = −α0

β0
Πsp(1− eβ0t) + (Th + α0t),

dT̄f
dt

= α0(1 + Πspe
β0t) < 0 (5.6)

for the fluid phase and

T̄s =
α0

β0
(1− eβ0t) + (Th + α0t),

dT̄s
dt

= α0(1− eβ0t) < 0 (5.7)

for the solid phase, wherein the coefficients α0 and β0 are given by

α0 = − q̇(Th − Tc)
A(1 + Πsp)

, β0 = −(Πh +
Πh

Πsp
) (5.8)

with α0 < 0 signifying a decay in the average temperature. Important to note
is that the analytical solution for the temperature evolution given by (5.6)
and (5.7) remains valid only for the pre-thermal breakthrough stage wherein
the assumption of Tout = Th holds and is therefore invalidated upon thermal
breakthrough where the outlet temperature dips below the initial reservoir hot
temperature (Tout < Th).

The bounds on the rate of heat extraction from the solid and fluid phase
follows directly from (5.6) and (5.7). This reveals that the rate of temperature
decay for the fluid phase is bounded according to

|Th − Tc
τ∗

| = q̇(Th − Tc)
A(1 + Πsp)

≤ |
dT̄f
dt
| ≤ q̇(Th − Tc)

A
= |Th − Tc

Πϕτ∗
|, (5.9)
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5.2. Thermal transport characteristics of base flow

where τ∗ = A/Πϕq̇ = A(1 + Πsp)/q̇, wherein the lower bound and upper bound
equality holds for the limit of infinite and zero heat transfer coefficient respec-
tively. Similarly the rate of heat extraction from the solid phase is bounded
via

0 ≤ |dT̄s
dt
| ≤ q̇(Th − Tc)

A(1 + Πsp)
= |Th − Tc

τ∗
| (5.10)

with the lower and upper bound prevailing in the limit of zero and infinite heat
transfer coefficient respectively.

The temperature decay for the solid phase given by (5.7), in addition to Πh,
is also dependent on Πsp. Πsp which is a function of the reservoir properties,
is therefore held constant in this study, thereby yielding (5.10) as the limit of
heat extraction in the case of infinite heat transfer coefficient for a fixed Πsp.
However reservoirs characterised by a lower Πsp on account of different specific
heats or porosity can lead to a faster rate of heat extraction, with Πsp = 0
being the limiting case for fastest rate of heat extraction from a reservoir for a
given Πh. Therefore the rate of heat extraction monotonically increases with
increase in Πh or with decrease in Πsp, with the upper bound on the rate of

heat extraction from the solid phase given by |dT̄sdt | =
q̇(Th−Tc)

A in the case of
infinite Πh and zero Πsp.

Combining (5.10) and (5.9) therefore yields

0 ≤ |dT̄s
dt
| ≤ |Th − Tc

τ∗
| ≤ |

dT̄f
dt
| ≤ |Th − Tc

Πϕτ∗
|, (5.11)

indicating that solid phase always lags behind the fluid phase in terms of tem-
perature decay consistent with observations made from isothermals. Further-
more (5.6), (5.7) reveal the monotonic dependence of the rate of temperature
decay on the heat transfer coefficient, wherein for heat transfer coefficients

Πh1,Πh2 such that Πh1 > Πh2, (5.6) and (5.7) yields |dT̄
Πh1
s
dt | > |

dT̄
Πh2
s
dt | and

|dT̄
Πh2
f

dt | > |
dT̄

Πh1
f

dt | respectively. On combining the above inequality with (5.11)
yields

0 ≤ |dT̄
Πh2
s

dt
| < |dT̄

Πh1
s

dt
| ≤ |Th − Tc

τ∗
| ≤ |

dT̄Πh1
f

dt
| < |

dT̄Πh2
f

dt
| ≤ |Th − Tc

Πϕτ∗
|.(5.12)

This monotonic dependence of the rate of temperature decay for both phases
as a function of heat transfer coefficient as given by (5.12) is illustrated in Fig.
5.4. Therefore heat recovery from the solid phase in the case of LTNE model
increases monotonically with increase in heat transfer coefficient Πh and is
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5. LTNE thermal transport analysis

bounded by the limit of heat extraction set by the LTE model (black line in
Fig 5.4). It may be pointed out that this monotonic behaviour need not be
obeyed post thermal breakthrough since (5.12) no longer holds due to inval-
idation of (5.7), (5.6). The temperature field evolution obtained analytically
according to (5.6), (5.7) for the fluid and solid phase as plotted in Fig. 5.4
using dashed lines show good agreement with the simulated data for the pre
thermal breakthrough stage. The thermal breakthrough time depends on the
heat transfer coefficient and ranges from tb = 0.66 in case of zero heat transfer
coefficient and tb = 6.6 for infinite heat transfer coefficients. Therefore the
monotonic dependence with time given by (5.12) and the analytical expression
for temperature decay given by (5.6), (5.7) is valid at least until t = 0.66.
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Figure 5.4.: Effect of Πh on the evolution of average fluid (Tf ) - solid (Ts) phase temper-
ature for base flow with Pe = 106 (the solid and the dash red, blue, green line represent
numerical and analytical solution respectively) reveals the monotonic increase in rate of heat
recovery from the solid phase with increasing heat transfer coefficient (valid up to thermal
breakthrough).

Reducing Péclet number results in progressive homogenization of the temper-
ature field within the fluid domain leading to pre-mature thermal breakthrough
causing the outlet temperature to drop below the initial temperature Tout ≤ Th.
Consequently this results in a drop in the heat extraction rates as obtained
from (5.6), (5.7), indicating that the advective limit sets the upper bound on
the rate of heat extraction. Fig. 5.5 which illustrates the temperature decay for
Péclet numbers (Pe = 106, 102) for heat transfer coefficients (Πh = 1,Πh = 10),
reveals the deteriorating performance of base flow for the purpose of rapid heat
extraction with reducing Péclet number.
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Figure 5.5.: Effect of Pe on the evolution of average fluid (Tf ) - solid (Ts) phase temperature
for base flow for Πh = 1, 10 indicates a reduction in the rate of heat recovery from the solid
phase with reducing Pe due to the advancement in thermal breakthrough aided by increased
diffusion.
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5. LTNE thermal transport analysis

5.3. Thermal transport characteristics of RPM flow

5.3.1. Thermal transport versus heat transfer coefficient

(a) (t = 0.2) (b) (t = 0.4) (c) (t = 0.6)

(e) (t = 0.8) (f) (t = 1.0) (g) (t = 9.6)

(i) (t = 19.2) (j) (t = 28.8) (k) (t = 38.4)

Figure 5.6.: Fluid (left) and solid (right) phase temperature field for the pumping protocol
(Θ = 3π/4, Tstep = 0.2) at time t as indicated for Πh = 0.1 with Pe = 106 reveals the
confinement of heat within a central subregion of the solid phase, the structure of which
differs from that of warmer region which gets established within the fluid phase for a lower
Πh.

The thermal transport characteristics of RPM flows under the LTNE model
is investigated on the same lines as the LTE model by analysing the tempera-
ture field evolution for different pumping protocols, heat transfer coefficients
and Péclet numbers. Fig. 5.6 illustrates the temperature field evolution for
a pumping protocol of (Θ = 3π/4, Tstep = 0.2) representing an 8 well-pair
(even) configuration for a low heat transfer coefficient Πh = 0.1 and a high
(yet finite) Pe = 106. This reveals that the fluid phase temperature field dis-
tribution under low heat transfer coefficient regimes reaches an asymptotic
state within a relatively quick time frame entrapping hot fluid within a central
region, whereas within the solid phase a central warm region gets neverthe-
less established however only gradually with time. Moreover the shape of the
warmer region within both phases considerably differ from each other and is
explored in detail in Sec. 5.3.3.1, which though detrimental for the purpose of
heat extraction, has important practical applications in achieving confinement.
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5.3. Thermal transport characteristics of RPM flow

For a non-zero heat transfer coefficient, RPM flows can always influence the
temperature field distribution within the solid phase, however the time frame
for effectuating change depends on the heat transfer coefficient. The minimum
heat transfer coefficient required to effectuate change within the solid phase
temperature within a desired time frame is investigated in Sec. 5.3.3.1.

(a) (t = 0.5) (b) (t = 1.0) (c) (t = 1.5)

(e) (t = 2.0) (f) (t = 2.5) (g) (t = 24)

(i) (t = 48) (j) (t = 72) (k) (t = 96)

Figure 5.7.: Fluid (left) and solid (right) phase temperature field for the pumping protocol
(Θ = 3π/4, Tstep = 0.5) at time t as indicated for Πh = 0.1 with Pe = 106 reveals the
establishment of a relatively warmer region within the fluid phase but fails to do so in the
solid phase with any significant spatial differential for a low Πh.

The ability of RPM flows to confine heat by establishing a relatively warm
region within the solid phase can only be achieved for an appropriately chosen
pumping protocol based on the reservoir conditions of heat transfer coefficient
and Péclet number. This failure of RPM flows in effectively confining heat
within the solid domain is demonstrated in Fig. 5.7 for a pumping protocol of
(Θ = 3π/4, Tstep = 0.5) representing an 8 well-pair (even) configuration for a
low heat transfer coefficient Πh = 0.1 and Pe = 106. This inability of RPM flow
to produce an isolated warm region within the solid phase, with a significant
spatial temperature differential, and the dependence of the same on pumping
protocols is investigated in detail in Sec. 5.3.3.1. Failure to confine heat within
the domain could on the other hand potentially improve heat extraction from
the domain, and is examined in Sec. 5.3.2 so as to compare its performance
with base flow in relation to enhanced recovery.
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5. LTNE thermal transport analysis

As the heat transfer coefficient increases, so does the resemblance between
the fluid and solid phase temperature field distribution as illustrated in Fig. 5.8
for a heat transfer coefficient Πh = 10 operating under a pumping protocol of
(Θ = 3π

4 , Tstep = 0.2) for a Péclet number (Pe = 106). The temperature field
distribution similar to Fig. 5.6, reveals the establishment of central warmer
region within the solid phase which in this case also bears slight resembles to
the fluid phase due to a higher Πh.

(a) (t = 0.2) (b) (t = 0.4) (c) (t = 0.6)

(e) (t = 0.8) (f) (t = 1.0) (g) (t = 9.6)

(i) (t = 19.2) (j) (t = 28.8) (k) (t = 38.4)

Figure 5.8.: Fluid (left) and solid (right) phase temperature field for the pumping protocol
(Θ = 3π/4, Tstep = 0.2) at time t as indicated for Πh = 10 with Pe = 106 reveals that a warm
region gets established within both phases which resemble each other due to a higher Πh.

Compared to even well-pair configurations, odd well-pair configurations are
less adept at establishing warmer central regions within the solid domain for
a sustained period of time. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.9 for the pumping
protocol (Θ = 2π

3 , Tstep = 0.2) representing a 3 well-pair configuration for a
heat transfer coefficient Πh = 10 and a Péclet number of Pe = 106. The failure
to establish warmer central region therefore makes odd well-pair configurations
unsuitable for the purpose of scalar confinement when compared to even well-
pair configuration.
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5.3. Thermal transport characteristics of RPM flow

(a) (t = 0.2) (b) (t = 0.4) (c) (t = 0.6)

(e) (t = 0.8) (f) (t = 1.0) (g) (t = 9.6)

(i) (t = 19.2) (j) (t = 28.8) (k) (t = 38.4)

Figure 5.9.: Fluid (left) and solid (right) phase temperature field for the pumping protocol
(Θ = 2π/3, Tstep = 0.2) at time t as indicated for Πh = 10 with Pe = 106 reveals the failure
of pumping protocol to confine heat within a central region for a higher Πh.

The LTE based analysis had demonstrated that confinement becomes in-
creasingly difficult with reducing Péclet number due to the increased contribu-
tion of diffusion which deters the formation an isolated warmer central region.
Reducing Péclet number has similar consequences for the LTNE model as
demonstrated in Fig. 5.10 for the pumping protocol (Θ = 3π/4, Tstep = 0.2)
for a lower Péclet number namely Pe = 103 (as compared to Fig. 5.6 for a
high Pe = 106). For lower Péclet numbers as can be observed from the figure,
RPM flow continues to establish warmer central regions. However the size of
established warm region for lower Péclet numbers (Fig. 5.10) is smaller than
compared to that for a higher Péclet number (Fig. 5.6) indicating the reduced
efficiency of entrapping heat within the domain. Consequently confinement
under lower Péclet number conditions becomes increasingly difficult, but yet
can still be achieved though only for a reduced time frame, and is investigated
further in Sec. 5.3.2. Furthermore, diffusion smears out the finer details within
the temperature field distribution which exists under higher Péclet number con-
ditions as observed in Fig. 5.6, thereby yielding a more uniform or homogenous
temperature field distribution with reducing Pe.
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5. LTNE thermal transport analysis

(a) (t = 0.2) (b) (t = 0.4) (c) (t = 0.6)

(e) (t = 0.8) (f) (t = 1.0) (g) (t = 9.6)

(i) (t = 19.2) (j) (t = 28.8) (k) (t = 38.4)

Figure 5.10.: Fluid (left) and solid (right) phase temperature field for the pumping protocol
(Θ = 3π/4, Tstep = 0.2) at time t as indicated for Πh = 0.1 with Pe = 103 indicating a
reduction in the ability of RPM flows to effectively confine heat within a central region with
reducing Pe due to the increased contribution of diffusion.

5.3.2. Thermal transport versus Lagrangian transport

Under lower heat transfer coefficient regimes (Πh ≤ 1), the propagation ve-
locity of thermal front in the fluid phase approaches u with decreasing Πh

in the advective limit. Consequently the temperature field distribution of the
fluid phase with decreasing heat transfer coefficient increasingly resembles the
Poincaré sections computed for the same Tstep as illustrated in Fig. 5.11 for
an 8 well-pair configuration with Tstep = 0.2 for lower heat transfer coefficients
(Πh = 0.1, 1) and high (yet finite) Péclet number of Pe = 106. The solid phase
temperature field distribution for lower heat transfer coefficients, no longer
visibly resembles the fluid phase temperature field distribution or Poincaré
sections, and consequently can no longer trivially be linked to the Lagrangian
transport characteristics. This non-trivial link between the solid phase tem-
perature field distribution and fluid phase temperature field distribution or
Lagrangian transport characteristics of RPM flows is investigated in detail in
Sec. 5.3.3.1.
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5.3. Thermal transport characteristics of RPM flow

(a) Tstep = 0.2 (b) Πh = 10−1, Tstep = 0.2 (c) Πh = 1, Tstep = 0.2

Figure 5.11.: a) Poincaré section and b,c) Fluid phase (left) - Solid phase (right) temperature
field distribution at time t = 19.2 for 8 well-pair configuration with Πh and Tstep as indicated
for Pe = 106. The Poincaré section and the fluid phase temperature field distribution resemble
each other for lower heat transfer coefficient regimes, whereas the link between Poincaré
sections and the solid phase temperature is less trivial.

For higher heat transfer coefficient regimes (Πh ≥ 10), the propagation ve-
locity of thermal front for the fluid phase decreases and tends towards Πϕu,
with increasing heat transfer coefficient Πh. Whereas for the solid phase, the
propagation velocity increases and approaches Πϕu with increasing Πh. Con-
sequently, the fluid phase temperature field distribution in case of RPM flows
with a given Tstep resembles the Poincaré sections computed using a time step
of ΠϕTstep. This correlation between thermal and Lagrangian transport char-
acteristics increases with increasing heat transfer coefficient as illustrated in
Fig. 5.12 for an 8 well-pair configuration with Tstep = 2 for higher heat transfer
coefficients (Πh = 10, 102) and high (yet finite) Péclet number of Pe = 106,
indicating the growing link between thermal and Lagrangian transport charac-
teristics. On account of higher heat transfer coefficient, it may be noted that
the solid phase furthermore resembles the fluid phase (Fig. 5.12), contrary to
the temperature field shown in Fig. 5.11 for lower Πh.

(a) Tstep = 0.2 (b) Πh = 10, Tstep = 2 (c) Πh = 102, Tstep = 2

Figure 5.12.: a) Poincaré section and b,c) Fluid phase (left) - Solid phase (right) temperature
field distribution at time t = 16 for 8 well-pair configuration with Πh and Tstep as indicated
for Pe = 106. There is a close resemblance between the solid and fluid phase temperature
field distribution due to a higher Πh and in turn with the Poincaré sections computed using
the time step ΠϕTstep.

Fig. 5.11, Fig. 5.12 reveal that a central warm region can be established
within the solid domain irrespective of the heat transfer coefficient for a carefully
chosen pumping protocol, which though detrimental for the purpose of rapid
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5. LTNE thermal transport analysis

heat extraction, enables confinement of scalar quantity within the solid phase.
In addition to the heat transfer coefficient, Péclet number too has an impact
on the thermal transport characteristics of RPM flows, wherein the increased
diffusion on account of lower Péclet number makes confinement increasingly
difficult as illustrated in Fig. 5.13 for the case of a 8 well-pair configuration
with Tstep = 0.2 for a heat transfer coefficient of Πh = 1. Confinement as can
be observed from the figure, can yet still be maintained for lower Pe, however
the time scale over which the desired degree of confinement can be sustained
however decreases with reducing Pe as is further investigated in Sec. 5.3.3.

(a) (b) Pe = 104 (c) Pe = 103

Figure 5.13.: a) Poincaré section and b,c) Fluid phase (left) - Solid phase (right) temperature
field distribution with Pe as indicated at time t = 16 and Πh = 1 for an 8 well-pair
configuration with Tstep = 0.2. With reducing Pe, the resemblance between the Lagrangian
and thermal transport characteristics irrespective of the heat transfer coefficient reduces,
and in turn also negatively impact the ability of RPM flows to achieve confinement due to
increased diffusion.

Confinement of a scalar quantity within the solid phase if desired can en-
tirely be avoided by adopting a pumping protocol, based on the heat transfer
coefficient, as illustrated in Fig. 5.14, for the case of an 8 well-pair configura-
tion with Tstep = 0.5 operating under low heat transfer coefficient regime and
Pe = 106. Though heat is no longer confined locally within the solid phase,
the fluid phase manages to do so as can be observed in Fig. 5.14, for low heat
transfer coefficients.

(a) (b) Πh = 10−1 (c) Πh = 1

Figure 5.14.: a) Poincaré section and b,c) Fluid phase (left) - Solid phase (right) temperature
field evolution at time t = 16 with Tstep = 0.5 for 8 well-pair configuration and Πh as indicated
with Pe = 106 reveals the failure of RPM flows to establish a central warm region within the
solid domain for an ill-chosen pumping protocol.
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5.3. Thermal transport characteristics of RPM flow

The success or failure of RPM flows to establish a warm central region within
the solid phase domain is directly dependent on the structure and location of
the central warm island which forms due to entrapment of hot fluid elements
within the fluid phase domain. Therefore by considering Lagrangian transport
within the fluid domain which in turn is dependent on the pumping protocol,
it becomes possible to explain the two evidently differing behaviour related to
confinement, as observed in Fig. 5.11, Fig. 5.14, within the solid domain and
is subsequently discussed in detail in Sec. 5.3.3.

Irrespective of the pumping protocol, heat transfer coefficient and Péclet
number, important to note is that the outlet temperature Tout in RPM flows
continues to be bounded from above by Th. Reorientation additionally could
lead to a (temporary) drop in Tout due to advanced thermal breakthrough
as was discussed in Sec. 4.3.3, thereby yielding TRPMout ≤ TBFout = Th. Energy
balance under the LTNE model therefore yields

|dT̄s
dt

RPM

| ≤ |dT̄s
dt

BF

| ≤ Th − Tc
τ∗

, (5.13)

as was the case with the LTE model, thereby implying the inferior performance
of RPM flows compared to base flow for the purpose of rapid heat extraction.
The evolution of average reservoir temperature in Fig. 5.15, illustrates the
superior performance of base flow compared to RPM flow in achieving faster
homogenization under different pumping protocols for a moderate heat transfer
coefficient Πh = 1.
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(b) Average solid temperature T̄s with time

Figure 5.15.: Decay in average temperature for fluid phase T̄f and solid phase T̄s with time
for the case of base flow and 8 well-pair RPM flow with Tstep = 0.2, 0.5 for Pe = 106, 102

and Πh = 1. The base flow outperforms RPM flows in terms of faster homogenization.
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Pumping protocols such as (Θ = 3π
4 , Tstep = 0.5) which were found not to

establish a central warmer region as may be observed from Fig. 5.15 performs
better in terms of rate of heat extraction. Whereas pumping protocols for
example (Θ = 3π

4 , Tstep = 0.2) which establishes a warmer central region
entrap heat which leads to a slower decay or homogenisation. Consequently
Péclet number is found to have a more significant impact on pumping protocols,
such as (Θ = 3π

4 , Tstep = 0.2), which establish a large central island thereby
improving the rate of heat extraction as can be observed from the figure,
yet continues to be bounded by the base flow. Whereas the impact of Péclet
number on pumping protocols, for example (Θ = 3π

4 , Tstep = 0.5), which fails
to establish a central warmer region on the other hand is found to be limited
due to minimal or near zero spatial temperature gradient.

Therefore irrespective of pumping protocol, heat transfer coefficient and
Péclet number, RPM flow underperforms base flow in terms of rate of heat ex-
traction as established by energy balance analysis and as evident from Fig. 5.15.
RPM flow therefore is investigated henceforth with the objective of achieving
confinement and targeted delivery of scalars, having demonstrated that base
flow outperforms RPM flow for the purpose of heat extraction. For further
investigation of thermal transport characteristics of RPM flows, two regimes
of heat transfer coefficient which results in evidently different behaviour are
considered; namely low and high heat transfer coefficient regimes representing
Πh ≤ 1 and Πh ≥ 10 respectively.

5.3.3. Confinement and targeted delivery using RPM flow

5.3.3.1. Low heat transfer coefficient regime

To better understand the response of the reservoir to RPM flows under low
heat transfer coefficient regimes which leads to non-trivial temperature field
evolution, for example as observed in Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.14, semi-analytical
solution for temperature field evolution for the solid phase is derived. Under the
assumption of negligible diffusion, the energy balance equation can be recast
into

Πsp

Πh

∂Ts
∂t

+ Ts = Tf (x, t) (5.14)

whose solution reads

Ts(x, t) = Ts(x, 0)e−tΠh/Πsp +
Πh

Πsp
e−tΠh/Πsp

∫ t

0
eξΠh/ΠspTf (x, ξ)dξ. (5.15)
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5.3. Thermal transport characteristics of RPM flow

which for sufficiently small heat transfer coefficient and initial condition Ts(x, 0) =
Th reduces to

Ts(x, t) = e−tΠh/Πsp
[
Th +

Πh

Πsp

∫ t

0
Tf (x, ξ)dξ

]
(5.16)

by making use of the approximation that eξΠh/Πsp → 1 as Πh → 0. As was
observed from Fig. 5.6, the fluid temperature reaches an asymptotic state
roughly within the first time period itself for the case of negligible diffusion,
after which the fluid phase temperature field distribution undergoes step-wise
rotation following Tf (x, t + kTstep) = Tf (R−kx, t) for integer k. This implies
that the time averaged fluid phase temperature field distribution for one time
period of RPM flow can therefore be expressed as

1

Tperiod

∫ Tperiod

0
Tf (x, ξ)dξ =

1

N

N∑
k=1

T̂∞f [R1−kx] (5.17)

where T̂∞f represents the time averaged fluid phase temperature field distribu-

tion for the first time step of RPM flow and is given by T̂∞f = 1
Tstep

∫ Tstep
0 Tf (x, ξ)dξ,

where Tf (x, 0) represents the asymptotic fluid phase temperature field distribu-
tion as shown in Fig. 5.11b which corresponds with the Poincaré section for the
same time step as observed in Fig. 5.11a. Substituting (5.17) in (5.16) yields
the semi-analytical expression for the solid phase temperature field evolution
as

Ts(x, t) = e−tΠh/Πsp
[
Th +

t

N

Πh

Πsp

N∑
k=1

T̂∞f [R1−kx]
]
, (5.18)

which reveals a rotational symmetry in the solid phase temperature field dis-
tribution for low (yet non-zero) Πh.

To explain the success or failure of RPM flows in achieving confinement
within the solid phase domain as shown in Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.14 respectively,
consider for example the 3 well-pair configuration with Tstep = 0.5 for Πh =
0.1 and high (yet finite) Pe = 106. The temperature field distribution at
the beginning of each time step for the 3 well-pair configuration is shown
in Fig. 5.16, which reveal the rotational symmetry according to (5.18) akin
to the rotational symmetry demonstrated by the Poincaré sections in the
integrable limit with Tstep → 0. The structure and location of the warmer
island established within the fluid phase domain (marked as A,B,C in Fig. 5.16),
determines the ability of the pumping protocol to establish a well defined
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5. LTNE thermal transport analysis

warmer central region within the solid phase domain. The region within the
solid phase domain which lies along the path of this warmer island, given by the
arrows 1,2,3 as illustrated in Fig. 5.16, is periodically exposed to both hot and
cold fluid when compared to its surroundings which is constantly exposed to
the cold fluid. This consequently results in an elevated temperature within the
solid phase domain which underlies the path traversed by the warmer island.
However due to repeated exposure to both cold and hot fluid, the temperature
differential across the central warmer region and the outer cooler region is
minimal, thereby making effective confinement within the solid phase domain
practicably unfeasible. Targeted delivery of scalars or maintaining a desired
scalar field at a designated subregion of reservoir away from the centre within
the solid phase, therefore cannot be achieved under low heat transfer coefficient
regimes.

(a) Step-1 (t = 24) (b) Step-2 (t = 24.5) (c) Step-3 (t = 25)

Figure 5.16.: Fluid phase (left) - Solid phase (right) temperature field evolution at time t
and at the beginning of time-step as indicated for Πh = 0.1 and Pe = 106 with Tstep = 0.5
for 3 well-pair configuration. During the first time step the warmer island within the fluid
domain located at A traverses along the path denoted by arrow 1, consequently heating the
underlying solid phase domain. While at the same time the solid phase domain lying along
the path demarcated by arrow 2,3 remains exposed to cold fluid during the interval of the
same first time step. Periodic exposure of the solid phase to both warm and cold fluid during
subsequent time steps results in limited spatial temperature differential within the solid phase
domain in the above considered case.

To create a well defined warmer region within the solid phase with a high
enough temperature differential from its surrounding, essential is to expose the
same region within the solid phase to hot fluid indefinitely, implying that the
path traversed by the warm island in the fluid phase demarcated by the arrows
should coincide. By choosing a pumping protocol such that the warmer island
which forms within the fluid phase is located as close as possible to the centre
of the domain, ensures that the path of the warmer island is restricted thereby
exposing the same subregion of the solid phase domain to the warmer fluid.
Such a pumping protocol yields a better temperature differential and therefore
better confinement, which becomes increasingly possibly by reducing Tstep in
the case of even well-pair configurations. This is illustrated for an 8 well-pair
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configuration for Tstep = 0.2 under a low heat transfer coefficient Πh = 0.1 in
Fig. 5.17.

(a) Tstep = 0.1 (b) Tstep = 0.1 (c) Tstep = 0.2 (d) Tstep = 0.2

Figure 5.17.: a,c) Poincaré section and b,d) Fluid phase (left) - Solid phase (right) temper-
ature field evolution at time t = 19.2 for Πh = 0.1 and Pe = 106 with Tstep as indicated for
8 well-pair configuration reveals the establishment of a warm central region within the solid
phase domain. The central warm region within the solid domain is continuously exposed
to warmer island within the fluid domain thereby enabling confinement by establishing a
significant temperature differential across the solid domain.

Irrespective of the pumping protocol, confinement is not indefinite and the
size of the central warm region shrinks with time as illustrated in Fig. 5.18.
The dependence of degree of confinement or the size of the confinement region
(defined as the area bounded by the isothermal T = 0.9) as a function of
time, for the case of an 8 well-pair configuration with Tstep = 0.1, 0.2 is shown
in Fig. 5.21a for Πh = 0.1. It may be pointed out that unlike even well-pair
configurations, odd well-pair configurations fail to produce large central islands
within the fluid phase domain as established by the Lagrangian analysis. As a
result, odd well-pair configurations under low heat transfer coefficient regimes
are not optimal for confining scalar field within a large central island within
the solid phase domain.

(a) t = 19.2 (b) t = 28.8 (c) t = 38.4

Figure 5.18.: Fluid phase (left) - Solid phase (right) temperature field evolution at time t
as indicated for Πh = 0.1 and Pe = 106 with Tstep = 0.2 for 8 well-pair configuration. The
size of the confinement region within the solid phase domain progressively reduces with time.

The ability of RPM flows to sustain a well confined region reduces with
reducing Péclet number due to the increased contribution of diffusion as illus-
trated in Fig. 5.19 for the case of an 8 well-pair configuration for Tstep = 0.2.
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As evident from the temperature field distribution, for Péclet numbers lower
than Pe ≤ 102, confinement can no longer be achieved within the considered
time frame due to the dominating influence of diffusion which essentially yields
a homogenous field as can be observed in Fig. 5.19c. Plotting the degree of
confinement with time as shown in Fig. 5.21a, reveal that under lower Péclet
number conditions, the central island homogenises relatively quickly compared
to higher Péclet number conditions, thereby making confinement increasingly
difficult for lower Pe.

(a) Pe = 104 (b) Pe = 103 (c) Pe = 102

Figure 5.19.: Fluid phase (left) - Solid phase (right) temperature field evolution at time
t = 38.4 for Πh = 0.1 and Pe as indicated with Tstep = 0.2 for 8 well-pair configuration. The
size of the central warm region within the solid phase domain reduces with reducing Pe and
vanishes in the case when Pe < 102.

Within the regime of lower heat transfer coefficient, as Πh is increased the
time required to effectuate change within the solid phase temperature reduces,
as a consequence of which confinement can be established relatively quickly.
However due to increased interfacial heat transfer between phases, heat is
extracted from the solid phase at a faster rate thereby resulting in a reduced
degree of confinement or faster homogenisation as shown in Fig. 5.21b for
Πh = 1, when compared to Fig. 5.21a for Πh = 0.1, in the case of an 8 well-
pair configuration with Tstep = 0.1, 0.2. The corresponding temperature field
distribution shown in Fig. 5.20 reveal the smaller size of the central warm
region (defined by the isothermal T = 0.9) when compared to Fig. 5.17.

(a) Tstep = 0.1 (b) Tstep = 0.1 (c) Tstep = 0.2 (d) Tstep = 0.2

Figure 5.20.: a,c) Poincaré section and b,d) Fluid phase (left) - Solid phase (right) temper-
ature field evolution at time t = 19.2 for Πh = 1 and Pe = 106 with Tstep as indicated for 8
well-pair configuration. The size of the confinement zone reduces with increasing Tstep.
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(a) Πh = 0.1 (b) Πh = 1

Figure 5.21.: Degree of confinement with time for the case of 8 well-pair configuration
Tstep = 0.1, 0.2 and Pe = 106, 103 for Πh as indicated demonstrates the continuous reduction
in the degree of confinement with time. A larger Tstep yields a smaller confinement zone
which results in a reduced degree of confinement. The degree of confinement is also negatively
impacted by reducing Pe.

For low heat transfer coefficient regimes, the solid phase domain according to
(5.18) decays exponentially with decay time constant given by

Πsp
Πh

. Therefore
irrespective of how small the heat transfer coefficient may be, provided the
relation (5.18) remains valid, on a large enough time scale such that t ∼ O(

Πsp
Πh

),
the solid phase is no longer immune to cold fluid injection. This implies that a
heat transfer coefficient of Πh = 10−2 simply takes 10 times longer to influence
the temperature field distribution within the solid phase compared to the
case of heat transfer coefficient with Πh = 10−1. However considering physical
time scale on the reservoir level, for all practical purposes, Πh ≤ 10−2 fails
to produce any significant change, thereby yielding trivial temperature field
evolution which can be approximated using the LTE energy equation.

5.3.3.2. High heat transfer coefficient regime

With increasing heat transfer coefficient the resemblance between the solid and
fluid phase temperature field distribution increases due to increased interfacial
heat transfer. Furthermore the propagation velocity of thermal front in both
phases approaches Πϕu with an increase in Πh. Consequently the temperature
field distribution obtained in case of a given well configuration for a time step
of Tstep, approximately resemble the Poincaré section obtained by choosing a
time step of ΠϕTstep as explained in Sec. 5.3.2. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.22
for the case of an 8 well-pair configuration for the heat transfer coefficient Πh =
10, wherein the temperature field distribution by opting for Tstep = 2 shows
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resemblance to the Poincaré section obtained by using a time step of Tstep = 0.2.
As may be observed from the figure, temperature field distribution no longer
retains rotational symmetry for higher heat transfer coefficient regimes Πh ≥ 10
for a generic pumping protocol.

(a) (b) Πh = 10 (c) Πh = 102

Figure 5.22.: a) Poincaré section and b,c) Fluid phase (left) - Solid phase (right) temperature
field evolution at time t = 16 for Πh as indicated and Pe = 106 with Tstep = 0.2 and Tstep = 2
respectively for 8 well-pair configuration. reveals the close resemblance between the fluid and
solid phase temperature field distribution for the given Tstep, which in turn resemble the
Poincaré sections computed using a time-step of ΠϕTstep.

Lagrangian based analysis of RPM flows had helped establish the increase in
size of the central island with increasing reorientation frequency. The increased
link between Lagrangian and thermal transport characteristics under higher
heat transfer coefficient regime, therefore ensures that the degree of confinement
or the size of the established warm region within the solid phase domain for
even well-pair configurations increases with increasing reorientation frequency
as illustrated in Fig. 5.23 for the case of an 8 well-pair configuration operating
under Πh = 10 and Pe = 106. Odd well configurations due to different limit-
ing behaviour in the integrable limit with increasing reorientation frequency
however is unsuitable for the purpose of confinement due to its inability to
establish a large central island within the domain.

(a) Tstep = 0.1 (b) Tstep = 0.2 (c) Tstep = 0.5

Figure 5.23.: Fluid phase (left) - Solid phase (right) temperature field evolution at time
t = 19.2 for Πh = 10 and Pe = 106 with Tstep as indicated for 8 well-pair configuration. The
degree of confinement improves with increasing reorientation frequency.

Indefinite entrapment of scalar field within the solid phase domain is not
achievable under (finite) high heat transfer coefficient regimes. This is demon-
strated in Fig. 5.24 for the 8 well-pair configuration for Tstep = 0.1 operating
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under Πh = 0.1 and Pe = 106. The size of the established warmer central
region shrinks with time leading to a decrease in degree of confinement, as was
the case under low heat transfer coefficient regimes. Similarly Péclet number
adversely impact confinement irrespective of the heat transfer coefficient, as a
consequence of which confinement under lower Péclet number conditions up to
the required degree can therefore be sustained only over a shorter time frame.

(a) t = 9.6 (b) t = 14.4 (c) t = 19.2

Figure 5.24.: Fluid phase (left) - Solid phase (right) temperature field evolution at time t
as indicated for Πh = 10 and Pe = 106 with Tstep = 0.1 for 8 well-pair configuration reveals
the reduction in the size of the warmer confinement zone with time.

Under high heat transfer coefficient regimes (Πh ≥ 10), the degree of con-
finement increases with increasing heat transfer coefficient as illustrated in
Fig. 5.25b,c. With increasing heat transfer coefficient, the propagation velocity
of thermal front within the fluid phase reduces and approaches Πϕu, resulting
in larger warmer islands within the fluid phase. Consequently, the solid phase
temperature field distribution which resembles the fluid phase, yields larger
confinement zones. As was established from the LTE analysis, an infinite heat
transfer coefficient in the advective limit enables maintaining the degree of
confinement indefinitely, thereby indicating confinement becomes increasingly
effective with increasing heat transfer coefficient. Important to note is that this
behaviour is contrary to as pointed out under the lower heat transfer coefficient
regimes, wherein the degree of confinement was found to decrease with increas-
ing heat transfer coefficient. However the differing behaviour under low heat
transfer coefficient regimes, is primarily due to slower response of the the solid
phase due to limited heat extraction which helps in maintaining confinement
over a longer period of time for a lower value of Πh.
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(a) Πh = 1 (b) Πh = 10 (c) Πh = 102

Figure 5.25.: Fluid phase (left) - Solid phase (right) temperature field evolution at time
t = 19.2 with Tstep = 0.1 for 8 well-pair configuration with Πh as indicated and Pe = 106. The
heat transfer coefficient has a non-trivial impact on the size of the central island. Πh = 1, 100
yields a larger confinement zone when compared to the case with Πh = 10.

(a) Ts (b) α

Figure 5.26.: a) Decay in average temperature for solid phase T̄s and b) the established
degree of confinement with time for the case of 8 well-pair configuration Tstep = 0.1 and
Pe = 106 for different heat transfer coefficients Πh. The degree of confinement reduces with
time irrespective of Πh, for finite Πh. However the degree of confinement shows a non-trivial
dependence on Πh.

The dependence on heat transfer coefficient is illustrated by plotting the aver-
age solid phase temperature and the degree of confinement for the case of 8 well-
pair configuration with Tstep = 0.1 and Pe = 106 as shown in Fig. 5.26. This
reveals the above mentioned dependence on heat transfer coefficient, wherein
the degree of confinement decreases up to Πh = 10, due to faster rate of heat
extraction from the solid phase domain. Beyond Πh = 10, with increasing heat
transfer coefficient, the degree of confinement increases due to formation of
larger sized warmer islands and approaches the limiting case represented by the
LTE model. Important to note is that this behaviour results as a consequence
of confinement which is a characteristic of RPM flows and is essentially different
from that of the case of base flow wherein the solid phase temperature decay
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was found to depend monotonically on the heat transfer coefficient (Fig. 5.4).

Pumping protocols which failed to achieve confinement under low heat trans-
fer coefficient regimes, the degree of confinement however exhibit a monotonic
relationship with the heat transfer coefficient. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5.27
using the case of 8 well-pair configuration with Tstep = 0.5, wherein the size of
the confinement region is found to increase monotonically with increase in heat
transfer coefficient. The propagation velocity of thermal front with increasing
heat transfer coefficient monotonically decreases and approaches Πϕu. As a
result of which pumping protocols which failed to achieve confinement due to
higher Tstep, now under the same Tstep but due to a lower thermal propagation
velocity Πϕu under high heat transfer coefficient regimes manages to establish
a warm central island, the effectiveness of which increases with increasing Πh.

(a) Πh = 1 (b) Πh = 10 (c) Πh = 102

Figure 5.27.: Fluid phase (left) - Solid phase (right) temperature field evolution at time
t = 20 with Tstep = 0.5 for 8 well-pair configuration with Πh as indicated and Pe = 106.
Pumping protocols which fails to produce confinement under low heat transfer coefficient,
however becomes capable of achieving confinement with an increase in heat transfer coefficient.

Targeted delivery of scalar field to different subregions of the solid phase
domain away from the centre was shown to not be achievable for moderate or
low heat transfer coefficients. However the LTE based analysis which represents
the limit of infinite heat transfer coefficient, had demonstrated the possibility
of targeted delivery using either an odd or even well-pair configuration for
moderate Tstep. Temperature field distribution for a 3 well-pair configuration
with Tstep = 5 as illustrated in Fig. 5.28 for increasing heat transfer coefficients,
reveal that a minimum heat transfer coefficient of Πh ≥ 103 is required to facil-
itate targeted delivery. Due to faster homogenisation of a smaller sized island,
reducing Péclet number adversely impacts the performance of RPM flows in
achieving targeted delivery, however the same can yet still be maintained but
over a shorter time frame compared to higher Pe.
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(a) Πh = 102 (b) Πh = 103 (c) Πh = 104

Figure 5.28.: Fluid phase (left) - Solid phase (right) temperature field evolution at time
t = 12 with Tstep = 5 for 3 well-pair configuration with Πh as indicated and Pe = 106 reveals
that a minimum heat transfer coefficient is required to facilitate targeted delivery which in
this case corresponds to Πh = 103. With further increase in heat transfer coefficient, targeted
delivery becomes increasingly easy to achieve, while being capable of maintaining the same
degree of confinement over a longer time duration.

5.4. Conclusions

The study investigates the (scalar) thermal transport characteristics of RPM
flows under the LTNE assumption and its applicability in enhanced recovery,
confinement and targeted delivery of scalars for different heat transfer coefficient
and Péclet numbers regimes. Global energy balance based analysis reveals that
the base flow in the advective limit and infinite heat transfer coefficient sets the
upper bound on the rate of heat extraction, and therefore outperforms RPM
flows in terms of heat extraction. RPM establishes warmer central regions
for a carefully chosen pumping protocol based on reservoir conditions of heat
transfer coefficient and Péclet number thereby enabling its application in areas
of confinement and targeted delivery.

Investigation of temperature field evolution of RPM flow reveals that by
adopting a high reorientation frequency, an even well-pair configuration enables
confinement of scalar field within a large central region of the solid phase for all
heat transfer coefficient regimes. However different limiting behaviour in the
integrable limit for the odd and even well-pair configuration, makes odd well-
pair configurations unsuitable for scalar confinement. Targeted delivery using
moderate sized islands can only be effectively achieved for a very high heat
transfer coefficient (Πh ≥ 103), which can be facilitated using either odd or even
well-pair configurations for a moderate reorientation frequency or Tstep. With
reducing Péclet numbers, the effectiveness of confinement as well as targeted
delivery decreases thereby reducing the time scale over which the desired scalar
field can be maintained.
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6. Spectral analysis of scalar transport
in RPM flows

6.1. Introduction

Analysing the temperature field evolution in Ch. 4 and Ch. 5, had helped to
establish the applicability of RPM flows in accomplishing confinement and
targeted delivery of scalars under different subsurface reservoir conditions,
thereby enabling its usage in in situ groundwater remediation and mining
related applications. The (scalar) thermal transport characteristics of RPM
flows are investigated in further detail using Dynamic mode decomposition
(DMD) which enable extraction of spatially coherent structures within the
temperature field called DMD modes and the corresponding decay time derived
from the eigenvalue associated with the DMD mode [90–92]. DMD modes reveal
the structure and shape of the confinement or targeted delivery zone which
can be established using RPM for a given pumping protocol and reservoir
conditions. And the corresponding eigenvalue associated with the DMD mode,
help quantify the time scale over which the identified mode or structure persists.
The extraction of DMD mode and the corresponding eigenvalue from the
temperature field evolution has great practical relevance which enable design of
pumping schemes, under different reservoir conditions, for the stated transport
goals of targeted delivery and confinement. DMD though employed in this
study to investigate thermal transport characteristics of RPM flows under the
assumption of LTE model, can on similar lines be adopted to study temperature
field evolution under the LTNE model.

The study is organised as follows.1 Sec. 6.2 introduces dynamic mode decom-
position, as applied to the base flow and RPM flow in order to extract DMD
modes and the corresponding eigenvalues. The link between Lagrangian and
thermal transport characteristics is investigated in Sec. 6.3 using DMD, based
on which a parametric study characterising thermal transport for different
system parameters is carried out to determine the suitability of RPM flows

1Parts of this chapter has been accepted for publication by Journal of Contaminant Hydrol-
ogy: M.F.M. Speetjens, S. Varghese, R.R. Trieling, Lagrangian approach to analysis and
engineering of two generic transport problems in enhanced subsurface flows.
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in accomplishing the stated transport goals. Conclusions are then drawn in
Sec. 6.4.

6.2. Spectral decomposition of base flow and RPM flow

6.2.1. Dynamic mode decomposition

The thermal transport characteristics of RPM flow is investigated by consider-
ing the spectral decomposition of temperature evolution, governed by the LTE
energy equation (2.20), which can be expressed as

T (x, t) = U(t)T (x, 0) =
∞∑
k=0

αkψk(x)eµkt, T (x, 0) =
∞∑
k=0

αkψk(x), (6.1)

with U(t) the Perron-Frobenius (PF) operator and (µk, ψk) the eigenvalue-
eigenfunction pairs of the advection-diffusion transport operator L = −Πϕu ·
∇ + 1

Pe∇
2, i.e. Lψk = µψk, with αk the expansion coefficients determined by

the initial conditions [90–92]. The temperature evolution given by (6.1) can
alternately be represented in the state space using the matrix operator U (the
discrete representation of the PF operator [93–95]) as used in industrial mixing
studies [96, 97] according to

Tn = UTn−1 = UnT0, (6.2)

with Tn the state vector containing the temperature at discrete positions
Z0 at time level tn = n∆t. Dynamic mode decomposition [90–92] seeks to
recover the actual eigenvalue-eigenfunction pairs (µk, ψk) in (6.1), through the
spectral decomposition of the mapping matrix U = V ΛV −1 with eigenvalue
matrix Λ = diag(ν1, . . . , νP ) and eigenvector matrix V = [v1, · · ·vP ] from
data, which then help approximate (µk, ψk) via

νk ≈ eµk∆t, vk ≈ ψk, (6.3)

with ψk the values of eigenfunction ψk at discrete positions Z0.
The eigenvalue spectrum is generically complex: µk = σk +iωk and therefore

permit ordering as · · · < <(µ1) < <(µ0) ≤ 0, implying an exponential decay
for each mode with typical time scale τk = −1/<(µk). The modes generally
decay at different time scales permitting a reduced order approximation of
(6.1) according to

T (x, t) ≈ α0ψ0(x) +
N∑
k=1

αkψk(x)eµkt (6.4)
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where ψ0 denotes the non-trivial steady state and ψk with k = 1, 2, 3, ...N rep-
resent the so-called “dominant eigenmode(s)” or the slowest-decaying mode(s).
These “dominant eigenmode(s)” dictate the long term behaviour of the system
due to their slower decay rates (with time scale τk = −1/<(µk)) and forms the
basis for investigating the thermal transport characteristics of RPM flows.

6.2.2. DMD of base flow temperature evolution

As a first step towards investigating RPM flows which is composed of reorienta-
tions of the base flow, consider the spectral decomposition of the temperature
evolution for the base flow on the same lines as (6.1) given by

TB(x, t) = UB(t)

∞∑
k=0

γkφk(x)eλkt, TB(x, 0) =

∞∑
k=0

γkφk(x), (6.5)

with (λk, φk) the eigenvalue-eigenfunction pairs of L = −Πϕu1 ·∇ + 1
Pe∇

2

and γk the expansion coefficients. Eq. (6.5) alternatively admit representation
in state space form via

TB(x, t) = φT (x) · γ(t), γ(t) = ΦB(t)γ, (6.6)

with ΦB(t) = diag(eλkt) the spectral counterpart to operator UB and γ the
expansion coefficient.

(a) φ1, λ1 = −0.459 (b) φ2, λ2 = −0.459 + 0.314i (c) φ3, λ3 = −0.459− 0.314i

Figure 6.1.: DMD modes for base flow temperature evolution for Pe = 106. Using a sampling
interval of ∆t = 1 for the base flow temperature evolution from t = 0 to t = 20, yields 20
DMD modes (real and complex) from P = 21 snapshots of temperature field distributions.

Dynamic mode decomposition helps approximate (6.5) from temperature
field data collected at discrete time intervals. By noting that the temperature
field under the base flow reaches a final homogenous state at time th = 19.6,
and by setting a discrete sampling interval of ∆t = 1, effectively yields P =
21 distinct snapshots of temperature field distribution as input to the DMD
algorithm. Note that the first and the last snapshot captures the initial and
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the final homogenous state of the system respectively. The DMD algorithm as
applied to the above mentioned temperature field snapshots yield P − 1 = 20
modes, three of which are shown in Fig. 6.1 for the case of base flow temperature
evolution for a high (yet finite) Péclet number of Pe = 106.

The corresponding eigenvalue spectrum as obtained from DMD is illustrated
in Fig. 6.2a, which reveal the real part of the eigenvalues <(λk) to be approx-
imately equal. The real part of the eigenvalue <(λk) essentially captures the
decay rate of the system from the initial state T = Th = 1 to the final homoge-
nous state T = Tc = c within the time th ≈ 20.2 Plotting the real part of the
eigenvalue <(λk) as a function of log c as shown in Fig. 6.2b, reveals the linear
relationship between the two wherein the slope is given by m = 1

th
= 0.05,

thereby yielding <(λk) = log c
th

= log c
(P−1)∆t . Furthermore plotting λk∆t in the

polar form (Fig. 6.2c), for different sampling intervals ∆t and consequently the
number of samples P such that (P −1)∆t = th, reveals that the eigenvalues lie
equidistant on a circle thereby indicating the imaginary part of the eigenvalues
=(λk) to be of the form 2πk

(P−1)∆t .

(a) λk (b) <(λk) vs log c (c) eλk∆t vs P

Figure 6.2.: a) Eigenvalue spectrum for base flow temperature evolution with Pe = 106

using P = 21 snapshots, b) Dependence on <(λk) on final homogenous temperature T = c
and c) Dependence of λk on P or ∆t demonstrating that the eigenvalues for the base flow in
the advective limit follows the relation (6.7).

For a generic number of snapshots P corresponding to a data collection
interval of ∆t such that th = (P − 1)∆t, where th is the homogenization time,
the eigenvalues for the case of base flow in the advective limit is therefore found

2Discrete sampling of the temperature field with ∆t = 1, imply that the final homogenous
state of the system is attained at t = 20.
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to be of the form

λk = (log c+ 2πik)/(P − 1)∆t. (6.7)

Since the real part of eigenvalues are equal, all modes obtained from DMD for
the case of base flow in the advective limit are therefore essential to capture
the full temperature evolution under the base flow, due to the equal rate of
decay, thereby indicating the absence of a singular dominant mode.

Pe = 104

(a) φ1, λ1 = −0.457 (b) φ2, λ2 = −0.458 + 0.312i (c) φ2, λ3 = −0.458− 0.312i

Pe = 103

(d) φ1, λ1 = −0.426 (e) φ2, λ2 = −0.432 + 0.290i (f) φ3, λ3 = −0.432− 0.290i

Pe = 102

(g) φ1, λ1 = −0.170 (h) φ2, λ2 = −0.378 + 0.117i (i) φ2, λ3 = −0.378− 0.117i

Figure 6.3.: DMD modes φ1, φ2, φ3 for base flow temperature evolution for Pe = 104 (a-c),
Pe = 103 (d-f) and Pe = 102 (g-i) as obtained by considering the temperature field evolution
from t = 0 to t = 20 using a sampling interval of ∆t = 1.

The introduction of diffusion changes the spectral decomposition as illus-
trated in Fig 6.3 for the case of Pe = 104, 103, 102. With reducing Péclet
number, the modes appear increasingly diffused. Additionally the correspond-
ing eigenvalue spectrum as illustrated in Fig 6.4, reveals that the real parts
of eigenvalues are no longer equal for cases with significant diffusion. It may
be pointed out that the slowest decaying mode as evident from Fig 6.3 has
an eigenvalue whose real part follows |<(λ1)| < | log c|

(P−1)∆t , thereby indicating
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the reduced rate of heat extraction on account of a larger decay time in the
advective-diffusive case compared to the advective limit, consistent with the
energy balance study performed in Ch. 4.

As may be observed from Fig. 6.3, the DMD modes obtained for Pe ≥ 103

essentially retains the approximate same structure as the DMD modes obtained
for the case of Pe = 106, thereby enabling approximation of the modes for Péclet
number up to Pe = 103 using DMD of base flow evolution in the advective case.
By considering the real part of the eigenvalues of the slowest decaying mode as
a function of Pe further reveal that for all practical purposes, the eigenvalues
of a generic advective-diffusive problem with Pe > 104 and Pe > 103 can be
approximated using a purely advective problem while incurring an error of
0.5% and 7.1% respectively.

(a) Pe = 104 (b) Pe = 103 (c) Pe = 102

Figure 6.4.: Eigenvalue spectrum for base flow temperature evolution with Péclet number
as indicated. Eigenvalues for Pe = 104, 103 can be approximated using a purely advective
problem for practical purposes where the eigenvalues are given by (6.7).

6.2.3. DMD of RPM flow temperature evolution

In order to link the spectral decomposition of RPM flow with the base flow,
introduce the rotation operator R : (r, θ) → (r, θ −Θ), which meets RN = I,
R−1 = RT . The action of the rotation operator R upon a function f(x) via
g(x) = f [Rn(x)], enables expression in terms of the original and reoriented
bases φ(x) and φ[Rn(x)] respectively according to

f(x) = φT (x) ·α = φT [Rn(x)] · β, ⇒ β = Snα. (6.8)

with α and β the corresponding expansion coefficients and S the “spectral
rotation operator” associated with R. Note that the reoriented eigenfunction
basis φ[Rn(x)] identifies with the original eigenfunction basis relative to the
reoriented reference frame xn = R−n(x), co-rotating with the active well pair.
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6.2. Spectral decomposition of base flow and RPM flow

Representation of base flow temperature evolution (6.6) in spectral space in
combination with (6.8) enables expression of the step-wise evolution in terms
of the base-flow decomposition via

T (x, nTstep) = φT
[
Rn−1(x)

]
· ΦBγ̃

(n−1) = φT [Rn(x)] · γ̃(n), (6.9)

with corresponding spectral-space evolution

γ̃(n) = Φγ̃(n−1) = Φnγ, Φ = SΦB, (6.10)

where ΦB = ΦB(Tstep) and γ̃(n) = γ̃(nTstep) (argument Tstep omitted for brevity)

with γ̃(0) = γ. The operator Φ = SΦB incorporates the step-wise flow and
reorientation explicitly via ΦB and S, respectively and therefore the step-
wise evolution (6.9) becomes a periodic evolution in spectral space according
to (6.10). Note that the composition of operator Φ in (6.10) from base-flow
operator ΦB and reorientation S is generic for any evolution operator in a
time-periodic flow constructed by reorientation of a base flow [24, 25, 81, 98].

(a) t = 0 (b) t = 2 (c) t = 4 (d) t = 6 (e) t = 8

Figure 6.5.: Co-rotating step-wise temperature snapshots at time t as indicated for a pumping
protocol with Tstep = 2 and Θ = 3π

4
(8-well pairs) for Pe = 104.

Employing (6.9) and (6.10) to determine the temperature at time t =
pNTstep yields

T (x, pNTstep) = φT
[
RpN (x)

]
· γ̃(pN) = φT (x) · ΦpNγ, (6.11)

as expression of the period-wise evolution in terms of the reoriented base-flow
evolution utilising the property RN = I. Recasting the step-wise evolution
(6.9) using the coordinate transformation x′ = Rn(x) as

T
(
R−n(x′), nTstep

)
= φT (x′) · γ̃(n) = φT (x′) · Φnγ, (6.12)

describes the temperature evolution in the co-rotating reference frame xn =
R−n(x).3 Comparison with (6.11) reveals that the spectral decomposition of

3Primes indicating co-rotating reference frame are omitted hereafter for brevity and shall
be explicitly mentioned when required.
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6. Spectral analysis of thermal transport

temperature evolution in the co-rotating reference frame identifies with that of
the period-wise evolution. This has the important (practical) consequence that
the corresponding spectral decomposition can be obtained from DMD of both
the co-rotating step-wise and period-wise temperature evolutions as illustrated
in Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6 respectively. This becomes particularly relevant in
systems with faster homogenization times, wherein step-wise sampling yields
N times the number of temperature snapshots when compared to period-wise
sampling. A limited number of snapshots can affect the reliability of the DMD
algorithm, and therefore, in this study, step-wise temperature field distribution
in the co-rotating frame is used as an input to the DMD algorithm to extract
modes and their corresponding eigenvalues.

(a) t = 0 (b) t = 16 (c) t = 32 (d) t = 48 (e) t = 64

Figure 6.6.: Period-wise temperature snapshots at time t as indicated for a pumping protocol
with Tstep = 2 and Θ = 3π

4
(8-well pairs) for Pe = 104.

The equivalence of (6.11) and (6.12) implies an identical spectral decom-
position for the period-wise and co-rotating step-wise evolutions according
to

∞∑
k=0

αkψk(x)enµk = ψT (x) ·α(n), α(n) = Ωnα. (6.13)

where the set of eigenfunction-eigenvalue pairs (ψk, µk) and expansion coeffi-
cients αk follow from substitution of spectral decomposition Φ = V ΩV −1 of
the evolution operator (6.12). This gives

ψT (x) = φT (x) · V, diag(eµk) = Ω, α = V −1γ, (6.14)

and ψk(x) = φT (x) · vk, with vk the k-th eigenvector of U , for the individual
eigenfunctions. Thus (6.14) links the spectral decomposition of the RPM with
that of the base flow.

Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8 illustrates the leading DMD modes ψk along with the cor-
responding eigenvalues µk as obtained from co-rotating step-wise temperature
evolution data for the case of an (even) 8-well pair configuration with Tstep = 2
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6.2. Spectral decomposition of base flow and RPM flow

and (odd) 3-well pair configuration with Tstep = 4 respectively for a high Péclet
number (Pe = 104). For both the considered pumping protocols, the eigenvalue
µ1 associated with the mode ψ1 differs from the eigenvalues µk associated with
the modes ψk for k > 1, by an order of magnitude (µ1/µk � O(1)), therefore
putting forth ψ1 as the slowest decaying or the singular dominant DMD mode.
The dominant mode help identify the structure within which heat or the scalar
quantity of interest is confined for the longest time and the corresponding
eigenvalue helps quantify the characteristic decay time over which confinement
can essentially be maintained according to τd = −1/<(µ1) thereby enabling
design of well configurations and pumping schemes.

(a) ψ1, µ1 = −0.0022 (b) ψ2, µ2 = −0.0098 (c) ψ3, µ3 = −0.0236 (d) ψ6, µ6 = −0.0088

(e) ψ4, µ4 = −0.0066 + 0.04517i (f) ψ5, µ5 = −0.0066− 0.04517i

Figure 6.7.: Leading DMD modes and corresponding eigenvalues for a 8-well pair configura-
tion with Tstep = 2 and Pe = 104. ψ1 emerges as slowest decaying or the singular dominant
DMD mode on comparison of the corresponding eigenvalue µ1 = −0.0022 with that of other
DMD modes. ψ1 indicates the structure within which heat is confined for the longest time
whose characteristics decay time is given by τd = −1/<(µ1).

Important to note is that a smaller sized island homogenises relatively quickly
compared to a larger sized island as pointed out in Ch. 4, thereby yielding lesser
number of snapshots of intermediate temperature field distribution before ho-
mogenisation. Therefore, it becomes essential to consider step-wise temperature
evolution in such cases so that sufficient number of snapshots of temperature
field distribution are available to guarantee the performance of DMD. DMD
throughout the chapter is hence performed for co-rotating step-wise tempera-
ture field evolution to maintain consistency, and the equivalence (6.11), (6.12)
then ensures the modes obtained from co-rotating step-wise temperature evo-
lution to be identical to the modes obtained from period-wise evolution.
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6. Spectral analysis of thermal transport

(a) ψ1, µ1 = −0.0066 (b) ψ4, µ4 = −0.0282 (c) ψ2, µ2 = −0.0156 + 0.2205i

(d) ψ3, µ3 = −0.0156− 0.2205i (e) ψ5, µ5 = −0.0301 + 0.1872i

Figure 6.8.: Leading DMD modes and corresponding eigenvalues for a 3-well pair configura-
tion with Tstep = 4 and Pe = 104, similarly indicates the existence of a well defined singular
dominant DMD mode ψ1 and the corresponding eigenvalue µ1.

The link between Lagrangian and thermal transport characteristics in the
advective limit as discussed in Ch. 4 was shown to yield temperature field
distribution in the current time frame t which shared a one-to-one correlation
with the Poincaré section computed in the rescaled time frame t̃ = Πϕt. Con-
sequently the dominant mode ψ1 extracted using the DMD algorithm, which
captures the shape and structure of the entrapped central island within the
temperature field distribution in the current time frame, therefore demonstrates
a close resemblance with the central island captured by the Poincaré section
in the rescaled time frame t̃. The close resemblance between the central island
as captured by the dominant DMD mode and Poincaré section is illustrated in
Fig. 6.9 for the case of an 8 well-pair and 3 well-pair configuration for a high
(yet finite) Pe = 104.

It may be pointed out that the large central island in the Poincaré and the
temperature field distribution which is formed due to indefinite entrapment
of material elements within the domain is captured by the dominant mode
which reveals the structure within which heat or scalar is confined. However
the surrounding satellite islands in the Poincaré sections which are formed as
a result of tracer re-injection are no longer observed in the temperature field
distribution, and therefore not captured by the dominant mode.
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(a) 8 well-pair T̃step = 0.2, Tstep = 2 (b) 3 well-pair T̃step = 0.4, Tstep = 4

Figure 6.9.: Poincaré section and the dominant DMD mode for a pumping protocol as
indicated for Pe = 104. The leading dominant mode ψ1 computed from temperature field
evolution in the current time frame t shows a one-to-one correlation with the central island
of the Poincaré sections computed in the rescaled time frame t̃ = Πϕt.

6.3. Analysis of RPM flows using DMD

6.3.1. Thermal versus Lagrangian transport characteristics

Lagrangian dynamics is governed solely by the pumping protocol (Θ, Tstep)
whereas thermal transport is dependent on both the pumping protocol as well
the Péclet number. In the advective limit, the dominant DMD resembles the
Poincaré section as illustrated in Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.11 for the case 8-well
pair and 3-well pair configuration respectively for a high (yet finite) Pe = 106,
due to the link between Lagrangian and thermal transport characteristics.

Under high Peclet number conditions, for the case of even 8-well pair con-
figuration, the size of the confinement zone as reflected in the dominant mode
is largest in the integrable limit Tstep → 0, the size of which reduces progres-
sively with a reduction in reorientation frequency as illustrated in Fig. 6.10.
However, due to different limiting behaviour between odd and even well-pair
configurations with decreasing Tstep as pointed out in Ch. 3, the 3 well-pair
configuration for lower Tstep, shown in Fig. 6.11, yields smaller islands as cap-
tured in the Poincaré section and the dominant DMD mode. This makes odd
well-pair configurations relatively unsuitable for the purpose of confinement
as compared to the case of even well-pair configurations for establishing large
scalar confinement zones, particularly for higher Péclet numbers. Targeted de-
livery using moderate sized islands can however still be achieving using either
even or odd well-pair configurations with a moderate reorientation frequency.
This is illustrated in Fig. 6.11f and Fig. 6.10f, for the case of 3 well-pair and 8
well-pair configuration respectively for Tstep = 4.
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6. Spectral analysis of thermal transport

(a) T̃step = 0.1 (b) T̃step = 0.2 (c) T̃step = 0.4

(d) Tstep = 1, P e = 106 (e) Tstep = 2, P e = 106 (f) Tstep = 4, P e = 106

(g) Tstep = 1, P e = 104 (h) Tstep = 2, P e = 104 (i) Tstep = 4, P e = 104

(j) Tstep = 1, P e = 103 (k) Tstep = 2, P e = 103 (l) Tstep = 4, P e = 103

(m) Tstep = 1, P e = 102 (n) Tstep = 2, P e = 102 (o) Tstep = 4, P e = 102

Figure 6.10.: Poincaré sections and DMD modes for a pumping protocol with Tstep and Pe
as indicated for Θ = 3π

4
(8-well pairs). Dominant DMD mode resembles the Poincaré sections

in the advective limit, however the resemblance reduces with reducing Pe. With reducing Pe,
the resulting dominant modes becomes increasingly spatially homogenous, thereby indicating
the reduced ability to entrap heat.
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6.3. Analysis of RPM flows using DMD

(a) T̃step = 0.1 (b) T̃step = 0.2 (c) T̃step = 0.4

(d) Tstep = 1, P e = 106 (e) Tstep = 2, P e = 106 (f) Tstep = 4, P e = 106

(g) Tstep = 1, P e = 104 (h) Tstep = 2, P e = 104 (i) Tstep = 4, P e = 104

(j) Tstep = 1, P e = 103 (k) Tstep = 2, P e = 103 (l) Tstep = 4, P e = 103

(m) Tstep = 1, P e = 102 (n) Tstep = 2, P e = 102 (o) Tstep = 4, P e = 102

Figure 6.11.: Poincaré sections and DMD modes for a pumping protocol with Tstep and
Pe as indicated for Θ = 2π

3
(3-well pairs). The dominant DMD modes obtained for the 3

well-pair configuration reveal confinement zones which are significantly smaller than those
obtained for the 8 well-pair configuration, particularly for high Pe, therefore making them
unsuitable for the purpose of confinement within large islands. With reducing Pe, both odd
and even well-pair configurations increasingly yield islands of similar size as captured by the
dominant DMD mode.
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6. Spectral analysis of thermal transport

For lower Péclet numbers, thermal energy no longer behaves as a passive
scalar and thus the link between thermal transport characteristics and La-
grangian dynamics is weakened thereby reducing the correlation between the
dominant DMD mode and Poincaré section. The increased contribution of
diffusion with reducing Péclet number yields dominant modes which reveal
that heat or scalar is no longer effectively confined within a central region but
appears increasingly spatially homogenous, a behaviour which is exhibited by
both odd and even well pair configurations. However confinement within the
structure captured by the dominant mode can still be accomplished for lower
Péclet number, but the time scale over which the scalar quantity of interest can
be effectively confined within a desired degree reduces which is further investi-
gated in terms of the corresponding eigenvalues associated with the dominant
mode in Sec. 6.3.2.

6.3.2. Confinement and targeted delivery
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(b) 3 well-pair

Figure 6.12.: Size of dominant mode ψ1 (defined as the area bounded by the iso-contour
ψIso = 0.9) as a function of Tstep for Pe = 104, 103, 102 for well configuration as indicated.
Even well configurations are better suited to achieve confinement within a larger central
island when compared to the odd well configurations for a higher Pe. With reducing Pe, both
even and odd well pair configurations yield confinement zones of comparable size thereby
enabling the use of either for confinement (provided the decay time associated with the mode
is within with an acceptable range).

The effectiveness of RPM flows in enabling confinement and targeted delivery
is investigated in terms of the size of the dominant mode (ψ1) which represents
the established confinement zone and the characteristic decay time obtained
from the corresponding eigenvalue via τd = 1/|<(µ1)|. The size of the confine-
ment zone, defined as the area bounded by the iso-contour ψIso = 0.9 for the
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6.3. Analysis of RPM flows using DMD

dominant mode, is illustrated in Fig. 6.12 for 8 and 3 well-pair configurations
as a function of Pe for Tstep = 1, 2, 4. In the advective limit, for (even) 8
well-pair configuration, Tstep is found to have a significant impact on the area
of the confinement zone, wherein lowering Tstep yields an increasingly larger
confinement zone. Whereas the size of the confinement zone established for
the case of 3 well-pair configuration is relatively smaller with less dependence
on Tstep thereby making 3 well-pair configurations less ideal for the purpose
of confinement. With reducing Péclet number, the dependency of the size of
the confinement zone on the pumping protocol continually decreases, yield-
ing relatively homogenous field as observed in the dominant modes for the 8
and 3 well-pair configurations (Fig. 6.10, 6.11), making RPM ineffective for
confinement for reduced Péclet numbers of Pe ≤ 102.
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Figure 6.13.: Characteristic decay time τd = 1/|<(µ1)| as a function of Tstep for Pe =
104, 103, 102 for well configuration as indicated. The characteristics decay time τd decreases
with increasing Tstep for 8-well pair configuration, while for 3-well pair configuration Tstep
has a visibly reduced impact. Additionally τd reduces with decreasing Pe irrespective of the
well configuration.

To determine the time scale over which confinement or targeted delivery
can be sustained within the structure captured by the dominant mode, the
characteristic decay time (τd = 1/|<(µ1)|) for the case of 8 and 3 well-pair
configurations as a function of Tstep is plotted in Fig. 6.13. For higher Péclet
numbers, the even and odd well pair configurations differ significantly with
each other in terms of the impact of Tstep on decay time τd due to the differ-
ing influence of Tstep on the size of the central island. For the (even) 8-well
pair configuration, reducing Tstep reduces the size of the confinement zone
significantly. Since a larger island takes a relatively longer time compared to
a smaller island to decay, τd for the case of 8 well-pair configurations show
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6. Spectral analysis of thermal transport

a similar trend and therefore reduces with increasing Tstep. However for the
(odd) 3 well-pair configurations, Tstep has a lesser impact on the size of the
central island and therefore consequently on the decay time τd. Furthermore,
the monotonic behaviour exhibited by decay time in case of 8 well-pair configu-
rations with Tstep is not found to exist for the case of 3 well-pair configurations,
wherein the size of the central island is found to be the largest for the case
when Tstep = 5 (approximately) which results in the largest decay time τd as
illustrated in Fig. 6.13b for 3 well-pair configurations. A smaller sized island
can therefore only be sustained for a shorter time duration compared to a large
island which makes targeted delivery using a smaller sized island relatively
difficult to achieve compared to confinement using a larger sized island. With
reducing Péclet number as can be observed from the figure, the decay time
reduces for all well configurations and Tstep, thereby making confinement or
targeted delivery increasingly difficult. Furthermore the sensitivity of decay
time τd on Tstep continues to decrease with decreasing Péclet number up to
Pe ≤ 102, below which the decay time is found to no longer significantly de-
pend on the pumping protocol. Therefore a minimum Péclet number of the
order of Pe ≥ 103 is required to be able to effectively achieve confinement or
targeted delivery.

6.4. Conclusions

The study establishes dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) as a useful tool in
characterising thermal transport in RPM flows for different pumping protocols
and Péclet number. The dominant DMD mode captures the structure and
shape of the confinement or targeted delivery zone and the corresponding
eigenvalue associated with the DMD mode, help quantify the time scale over
which the identified mode or structure persists, thereby enabling design of
well configurations and pumping scheme. Effective confinement within a large
central island can be achieved using an even well pair configuration for lower
Tstep, whereas targeted delivery using a moderate size island can be achieved
using either odd or well pair configuration for a moderate Tstep. The decay time
as obtained from DMD is found to correlate with the size of the central island
captured in the Poincaré section or the dominant DMD mode, thereby implying
the increased difficulty in achieving targeted delivery using a smaller sized island
compared to confinement using a larger sized island. With reducing Péclet
number the decay time irrespective of the pumping protocol reduces, due to
the increased contribution of diffusion seeking to homogenise the temperature
field, thereby making confinement and targeted delivery increasingly difficult
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to sustain under low Péclet number conditions.
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Enhanced subsurface transport using RPM flows

Traditionally methods for subsurface transport employ a static system of
injector-extractor well pair(s). However deployment of such a static array of
wells in geothermal reservoirs for example results in limited access of the
reservoir volume by the production fluids thereby leading to suboptimal heat
recovery. Heat recovery can in principle be improved by facilitating an efficient
distribution of production fluids throughout the entire reservoir domain. The
depletion of easily accessible conventional mining resources, have resulted in
the industry’s focus to shift to in situ mining, wherein leaching solutions are
pumped subsurface into ore-rich zones to treat and extract minerals. Critical
for the success of in situ mining is effective or targeted delivery of leaching
solution to the localised ore-rich zone. Additionally in situ schemes are also
actively being considered for groundwater remediation, wherein the contami-
nated groundwater is treated subsurface by pumping in treatment solutions.
The performance efficiency of in situ groundwater remediation can vastly be
improved by securing a confined reaction zone for the effective treatment of
contaminants, while also preventing the wastage or leakage of the treatment
solution.

The study motivated by the aim of improving the performance of above men-
tioned applications, investigates scalar transport in subsurface flows for three
generic transport problems namely (i) rapid scalar extraction; (ii) confinement
of a scalar quantity for in situ processing; (iii) targeted delivery of a scalar
quantity to a designated subsurface region. Recent studies in literature have
shown that Rotated Potential Mixing (RPM) flows, composed of time-periodic
reorientations of the base flow or steady flow produced by a static injector-
extractor well-pair, can in principle help achieve the above stated transport
goals. The study expands on the existing studies by first analysing the La-
grangian transport characteristics of RPM flows, which is then complemented
by a scalar transport analysis, with the aim of designing effective pumping
schemes under different reservoir conditions.
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Lagrangian and scalar transport analysis of RPM flows

The Lagrangian transport analysis is facilitated by means of Poincaré sections
to visualize the distribution of production fluid. Poincaré sections help to
identify regions of chaotic seas indicative of efficient distribution of production
fluid, as well as help reveal the Lagrangian Coherent Structures (LCS) which
entrap production fluids thereby facilitating confinement and targeted delivery.
Current studies in literature on RPM flow concern isotropic reservoir conditions,
while reservoirs in general tend to be anisotropic. This study expands on
said RPM flow studies and investigates the impact of anisotropy on chaotic
advection and LCSs.

The scalar transport in RPM flow is investigated using the Local Thermal
Equilibrium (LTE) model as a first step, which assumes thermal equilibrium
between both the solid and fluid phase locally. The LTE assumption remains
valid in case of reservoirs with high interfacial heat transfer rate between the
two phases. The scalar (thermal) transport characteristics in addition to the
pumping protocol is also dependent on the Péclet number, the impact of which
is investigated to determine the performance of RPM flows under different
reservoir conditions. The LTE assumption need not necessarily hold and might
be invalidated in case of reservoirs wherein a highly conducting fluid flows over
a poorly conducting porous solid matrix, in which case the solid and the fluid
phase need not necessarily exist locally in thermal equilibrium. The thermal
transport characteristics of RPM flows under different pumping protocols is
therefore examined using the more generic Local Thermal Non Equilibrium
(LTNE) model, wherein both the impact of interfacial heat transfer coefficient
(HTC) along with the Péclet number is assessed. Important to note is that the
investigation of scalar transport characteristics in this study readily generalises
to advective-diffusive transport of any scalar quantity, for example heat in case
of geothermal applications or species concentration in case of in situ mining
or groundwater remediation. Further investigation of scalar thermal transport
characteristics of RPM flows using Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD),
enable extraction of spatially coherent structures within the temperature field
called DMD modes. The DMD modes reveal the structure and shape of the
confinement or targeted delivery zone which can be established using RPM
for a given pumping protocol and reservoir conditions. And the corresponding
eigenvalue associated with the DMD mode, help quantify the time scale over
which the identified mode or structure persists.
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7.1. Conclusions

The Lagrangian transport analysis facilitated by Poincaré sections and scalar
(thermal) transport analysis under the assumption of both LTE and LTNE
model, help to determine the applicability of RPM flows for the purpose of en-
hanced extraction, confinement and targeted delivery of scalars, the conclusions
pertaining to which are presented below.

Efficient distribution of production fluid and enhanced extraction

The Lagrangian based analysis of distribution of production fluid under RPM
flows reveal that chaotic advection emanates from the breakdown of an es-
sentially non-chaotic state (denoted “integrable state”). The integrable state
which sets in for the limit Tstep = 0+ (signifying a very high reorientation
frequency) results in Poincaré sections which are completely devoid of chaotic
regions. RPM flow therefore takes a generic “route to chaos” upon lowering
the reorientation frequency, indicating that pumping schemes with reorienta-
tion frequency below a certain upper bound is therefore necessary for global
chaotic advection. This in principle enable efficient distribution of production
fluid throughout the entire reservoir volume thereby potentially enhancing
heat recovery. Introduction of anisotropy further improves the performance of
RPM flows in achieving efficient distribution of production fluid. The perfor-
mance improvement is found to be on account of destruction of several existing
symmetries in case of isotropic media which are found to impose order and co-
herence on distribution of production fluid as captured by the Poincaré sections.
Though some symmetries existing for the isotropic media can be preserved by
aligning the wells with the permeability orientation, anisotropy in general is
found to have a positive impact on distribution of production fluid.

Further investigation of the above claims using thermal transport analysis
under the LTE and LTNE assumption, however reveal that base flow outper-
forms RPM flows in terms of rate of heat extraction. Though RPM flow enables
an efficient distribution of production fluid, this inadvertently also leads to
advanced thermal breakthrough in the process due to reorientations, resulting
in a drop in outlet temperature. Investigation facilitated by an energy bal-
ance based approach reveals that the dip in outlet temperature consequently
results in a slower decay of reservoir temperature, thereby resulting in infe-
rior performance of RPM flows compared to the base flow for heat extraction.
Furthermore the establishment of a central warmer region within the reservoir
domain under RPM flows, leads to a reduction in the overall heat recovery
factor by rendering the entrapped heat inaccessible.
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Confinement

The established warm region though detrimental for enhanced recovery, is found
to be of practical relevance in the field of in situ ground water remediation
and mining by enabling confinement and targeted delivery of a desired scalar
quantity. The integrable state which sets in for very high reorientation frequen-
cies as demonstrated by the Lagrangian analysis enable confining production
fluid within a designated subregion of the reservoir. Odd and even well pair
configurations however exhibit different behaviour in the integrable limit. Even
well pair configurations results in the formation of a circulating central region
thereby enabling confinement, whereas odd well configurations are found to
favour transport between wells. Though anisotropy in general promotes chaotic
advection, lowering Tstep can still help achieve confinement of the production
fluid within a large central island (though the shape and structure of the island
now depends on the pumping protocol and anisotropic parameters).

Further investigation of thermal transport characteristics of RPM flows con-
firms the above conclusions from Lagrangian analysis. Confinement of a scalar
quantity within a large central island can be achieved, under both LTE and
LTNE assumption, using even well pair configurations with a high reorientation
frequency. Entrapment of the contaminated water enables its effective treat-
ment within the established central island, which represents the reaction zone,
as well as along its boundary, which may act as reaction front. Furthermore
the ability to create islands in various shapes and arrangement along with the
reduction in island size with Tstep, offers a way to control both the reaction zone
and front. However as was established by the Lagrangian analysis, odd well
configuration fails to produce large central island and therefore is unsuitable
for the purpose of confinement.

Investigation of a wide range of HTCs, reveal that confinement can essentially
be achieved irrespective of the HTC using an even well pair configuration with
a high reorientation frequency. However, the time scale over which confinement
can be sustained depends non-trivially on the HTC. The degree of confinement
initially decreases with an increase in HTC up to a point, due to increased
heat extraction from the solid phase domain, beyond which it improves with
any further increase in HTC, due to increased ability to entrap heat within the
established central island. Investigation of the impact of the Péclet number
on the degree of confinement, reveals the deteriorating performance of RPM
flows with reducing Péclet numbers due to increased contribution of diffusion,
thereby leading to a reduction in degree of confinement progressively with
time.
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Targeted delivery

Lagrangian based analysis had revealed that away from the integrable limit,
both odd and even well pair configurations establish moderately sized island.
Establishment of a moderately sized island can be applied in in situ mining
related applications, if the path of the moderate sized island dictated by the
underlying flow has sufficient overlap with spatially dispersed ore-rich zones.
Targeted delivery using a moderately sized island can in such cases facilitate
enhanced mineral recovery, without the need for providing direct physical access
to the mineral rich zones via wells, from multiple localised ore-rich zones while
at the same conserving the usage of leaching solution. Furthermore, islands
can be created in various shapes and arrangements depending on the pumping
protocol thereby offering a means to treat local designated subregions of the
reservoir.

Investigation of thermal transport characteristics of RPM flows, reveal that
the LTE model (valid in the case of reservoirs with high HTC) enable the
establishment of a moderately sized island within the reservoir domain for
a moderate reorientation frequency and thereby facilitate targeted delivery.
However investigation using the LTNE model (valid in the case of reservoirs
with a generic HTC), reveal that a certain minimum HTC is necessary to
facilitate targeted delivery. An essential requirement to establish a moderately
sized island within the solid phase for low HTC, is that that the path traversed
by the established island within the fluid phase during successive time steps
have sufficient overlap. However considering the fact that moderate sized islands
are established away from the center and therefore does not yield sufficient
overlap, makes targeted delivery unfeasible under low HTCs. With increasing
HTC, due to faster response of the solid phase domain to the fluid phase
domain, establishment of a moderately sized island within the solid phase
domain corresponding to the island within the fluid phase domain, becomes
increasingly possible thereby enabling targeted delivery. Decreasing Péclet
number continues to detrimentally impact the performance of targeted delivery
as was the case with confinement, wherein the degree of confinement reduces
with time due to increased contribution of diffusion. However considering the
greater impact of diffusion on a smaller sized island, maintaining targeted
delivery using a moderately sized island becomes relatively more difficult to
achieve when compared to confinement within a larger sized island.
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7. Conclusions and recommendations

7.2. Recommendations for future work

The conclusions drawn from the Lagrangian and scalar transport analysis of
RPM flows regarding enhanced recovery, confinement and targeted delivery are
applicable to reservoirs with spatially homogenous flow and thermal properties.
These conclusions need not necessarily hold for reservoirs with spatially varying
properties such as heterogenous anisotropy or thermal properties. Heteroge-
nous anisotropy could potentially lead to short circuiting between the injector
and extractor well pair thereby reducing the performance of base flow in rapid
heat extraction or enhanced heat recovery. RPM flows can potentially help
alleviate the problem of short circuiting by better distributing the production
fluid within the reservoir domain so as to enhance scalar recovery from the
reservoir. However the pumping scheme will need to be chosen specifically
for the reservoir based on reservoir properties in order to achieve the target
objective. Heterogeneity can further potentially have an impact on scalar con-
finement and targeted delivery. The shape and size of the established island(s)
will depend on the reservoir heterogeneity and therefore pumping schemes with
incorporated bias must be employed to achieve the desired goal of confinement
and targeted delivery.

The material and reservoir properties considered in the study were assumed
to be constant. However, material properties such as specific heat capacity,
HTC, density, viscosity can be a function of various thermo-physical condi-
tions which can result in more complicated behaviour. Furthermore reservoir
properties such as porosity and permeability can potentially be influenced over
time by leaching and treatment solutions used in in situ mining and ground-
water remediation related applications. Studies incorporating the transient
change in the material and reservoir properties are therefore essential to de-
sign effective pumping schemes for enhanced recovery, targeted delivery and
confinement. Additionally the conclusions drawn above remain valid in case
of geothermal reservoirs which can be modeled using adiabatic boundary con-
ditions. Reservoirs with convective or diffusive heat flux into the domain for
example, would need incorporation of complex boundary conditions.

This study investigated periodic reorientations of the injector extractor well
pair system and its impact on Lagrangian and thermal transport characteris-
tics. DMD enables approximation of the transient evolution of the system as
captured solely by a compact set consisting of the leading DMD modes. This
reduced order approximation enables application of control theory to reser-
voir management. For example a more pro-active approach by implementing
a continuous rather than a periodic activation in the injector-extractor well
pair system, which adapts to the change in the state of the reservoir, can be
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undertaken for real-time reservoir management, thereby potentially improving
the system performance. In principle such a scheme can be used for exam-
ple in in situ ground water remediation to actively control the reaction zone
and/or reaction front based on the current state of the reservoir, for the effec-
tive treatment of contaminant species. Or, for example, in geothermal systems
which require a more uniform outlet temperature to be sustained over a longer
time duration, a closed-loop reservoir management scheme can potentially help
maintain a uniform rate of heat extraction.
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A. Impact of well radius on
Lagrangian transport

Injector-producer wells used in subsurface transport applications have radii
several order of magnitudes smaller than the reservoir dimensions (r0 � R).
However modelling flow field using Fluent can result in increased computa-
tional instabilities with reducing well radius due to local high velocity zones
near the wells which can adversely effect the accuracy of numerical simulations.
The well radius thus needs to be carefully chosen so as to preclude any nu-
merical instability or inaccuracy in Fluent while minimising any significant
departure from the realistic situation. Fig. A.1 illustrates the impact of well
radius r0 on the Poincaré sections, which reveal that well radius has no ef-
fect on the topology of the Poincaré sections and thereby on the qualitative
Lagrangian transport characteristics.

(a) r0 = 0 (b) r0 = 0.025 (c) r0 = 0.1 (d) r0 = 0.25

Figure A.1.: Poincaré sections with pumping protocol (Θ, Tstep) = (3π/4, 0.2) for varying
disk radius a) r0 = 0 representing analytical solution, b) r0 = 0.025, c) r0 = 0.1 and d)
r0 = 0.25

The disc radius does not effect the stability of fixed points and the transport
characteristics are similar on a global scale. However the Lagrangian coherent
structures undergo a small distortion and the dynamics are changed locally.
The effect of a finite sized discs is similar to the case of negative delay in
injection described in [24]. A well radius of r0 = 0.1 (Fig. A.1c) is therefore
chosen which is sufficiently small enough to capture the finer details of the
Poincaré section obtained analytically (Fig. A.1a) using potential flow equation
by [24], while at the same time maintaining stability of Fluent simulations.
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B. Symmetry within sampling levels:
Additional set of symmetries

Symmetry of the flow u1 about the x-axis Ix : θ = 0 established the time
reversal symmetries for the step-wise maps Φk (3.5),(3.6). Alternately defining
the axis Ix(p) : θ = (p− 1)Θ demonstrates that the step-wise maps Φp relate
in a time-reversal way similar to (3.5) following

Φp = Sx(p)Φ
−1
p Sx(p), (B.1)

with Sx(p) the reflection about the axis Ix(p). Note that Ix(p) for p = 1 yields
the x-axis Ix. Similarly other step-wise maps similar to (B.1) yields

Φp+k = Sx(p)Φ
−1
p−kSx(p),Φp+k+1 = Sx(p)Φ

−1
p−k−1Sx(p), . . . ,Φp−k = Sx(p)Φ

−1
p+kSx(p),
(B.2)

thereby exposing time-reversal reflectional symmetry of the step-wise maps
about the axis Ix(p) on the same lines as (3.6). Substitution of (B.1) and (B.2)
into (2.9) and employing S2

x(p) = I and Sx(p) = Sx(p)−1 yields

Φ = S1(p)Φ
−1S−1

1(p), (B.3)

with S1(p) given by

S1(p) = Sx(p)Φ2p−1Φ2p−2 . . .Φ1. (B.4)

Symmetry (B.1,B.2) implies S2
1(p) = I, thereby exposing S1(p) as a global time-

reversal reflectional symmetry with I1(p) as corresponding symmetry curve [81]
given by

I1(p) = S1(p)I1(p) = Sx(p)(Φ2p−1Φ2p−2 . . .Φ1)1/2Ix(p). (B.5)

Therefore S1(p) given by (B.4) forms a broader family of time-reversal reflec-
tional symmetries of which the symmetry S1 = SxΦ1 given by (3.10) forms
a specific case by setting p = 1. Furthermore the existence of time-reversal
reflectional symmetry S2, implies an additional set of time-reversal symmetries
S′1(p) conjugate to S1(p) on the same lines as (3.12) given by Φ = S′1(p)Φ

−1S′1(p)
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B. Appendix 2

with S′1(p) = S2S1(p)S2 where the corresponding symmetry axis I ′1(p) may be ob-

tained by reflection of I1(p) about I2. symmetries (S1, S
′
1, S2) for the Poincaré

sections at Θ = 3π/4 and Tstep = 0.2.
Anisotropy eliminates the symmetry S2 which consequently results in the

breakdown of the conjugate set of symmetries S′1(p). However the time-reversal
reflection symmetries S1(p) given by B.3 is preserved in cases wherein the axis
Ix(p) is aligned with the permeability orientation. Therefore for an 8-well pair
configuration (Θ = 3π/4) in an anisotropic media with permeability direction
α = 0, the set of symmetries S1(p) where p is odd gets preserved due to the
alignment of the axis Ix(p) with the principle permeability direction.
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C. Integrable limit

The integrable state of system (3.1) can be shown to correspond with limit
Tstep = 0+. Express to this end stroboscopic map (2.13) as the flow by a steady
velocity field v̄ following

x1 = Φ(x0) = x0 + T v̄(x0), v̄(x0) =
1

T

∫ T

0
v [Φt(x0), t] dt, (C.1)

with v̄(x0) the period-wise Lagrangian average of the velocity field along tra-
jectories x(t) = Φt(x0). This Lagrangian average, through composite form
(2.9), admits expression in terms of the step-wise flows vk and base flow v1 via

v̄(x0) =
1

T

N∑
k=1

∫ Tstep

0
vk [Φt(x̃k)] dt =

1

T

N∑
k=1

∫ Tstep

0
v1

[
R1−kΦt(x̃k)

]
dt,

(C.2)
with x̃k the step-wise initial tracer position (i.e. x̃1 = x0 and x̃k+1 = x̃k +
εvk(x̃k)). Important in the present context is that the Lagrangian-averaged
field v̄, though generically non-solenoidal (i.e. ∇ · v̄ 6= 0), tends toward a
solenoidal field for diminishing Tstep. This follows from exploiting the fact that
map Φ is volume-preserving, implying∣∣∣∣ ∂Φ

∂x0

∣∣∣∣ = 1 =

∣∣∣∣I + T
∂v̄

∂x0

∣∣∣∣ = 1 + T∇0 · v̄ + T 2

∣∣∣∣ ∂v̄∂x0

∣∣∣∣ , (C.3)

where ∇0 = ∂/∂x0, and thus yielding

∇0 · v̄ = −T
∣∣∣∣ ∂v̄∂x0

∣∣∣∣ = −NTstep
∣∣∣∣ ∂v̄∂x0

∣∣∣∣ ∼ O(Tstep), (C.4)

revealing that ∇0 · v̄ scales with Tstep. This implies convergence on a solenoidal
averaged velocity – and thus a Hamiltonian structure – for diminishing Tstep,
i.e.

lim
Tstep→ε

∇0 · v̄ = ε ⇒ lim
Tstep→ε

v̄ =

(
∂H̄

∂y
,−∂H̄

∂x

)
+O(ε), (C.5)

with ε very close to (yet essentially different from) zero.
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C. Appendix 4

Hamiltonian H̄ emanates from the Hamiltonians Hk associated with the
step-wise flows vk as follows. Average velocity (C.2) simplifies in the limit case
to

lim
Tstep→ε

v̄(x0) = lim
Tstep→ε

1

NTstep

N∑
k=1

∫ Tstep

0
vk [Φt(x̃k)] dt

=
1

N

N∑
k=1

vk(x̃k) =
1

N

N∑
k=1

v1(R1−kx̃k), (C.6)

due to limTstep→ε
∫ Tstep

0 f(t)dt = f(0)Tstep. This readily yields

H̄(x0) =

∫
[−v̄ydx+ v̄xdy] =

1

N

N∑
k=1

Hk(x̃k) =
1

N

N∑
k=1

H1

[
R1−kx̃k

]
, (C.7)

as corresponding Hamiltonian.
Important in the above is that the Lagrangian average for essentially non-

zero ε = 0+ constitutes the integrable state and not the strict limit ε = 0. The
latter causes the Lagrangian-averaged velocity to coincide with the Eulerian
average

v̄E(x0) =
1

N

N∑
k=1

vk(x0) =
1

N

N∑
k=1

v1(R1−kx0), (C.8)

which closely agrees with the Lagrangian counterpart for odd N yet vanishes
identically for even N on account of mutual cancellation of source-sink pairs.
Hence, ε = 0 strictly is a singular limit. For odd N this is inconsequential in
that the Eulerian average is non-trivial and thus closely approximates the true
limit case ε = 0+ (explaining validity of this ansatz in [25, 81]). However, for
even N the Eulerian average is trivial and fails to capture the integrable state.
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Summary

The study investigates scalar transport in enhanced subsurface flows driven by
injection and production wells for three generic transport problems of great
practical relevance: (i) rapid scalar extraction; (ii) confinement of a scalar
quantity for in situ processing; (iii) targeted delivery of a scalar quantity
to a designated subsurface region. Efficient distribution of the production
fluid in enhanced geothermal reservoirs can boost the heat extraction. In situ
groundwater remediation, on the other hand, requires confinement of the fluid
so as to enable effective subsurface treatment of the contaminant. Targeted
delivery of leaching solutions by production fluids enables in situ minerals
mining from designated regions of a subsurface reservoir. However, determining
exactly which subsurface flow gives optimal scalar transport (particularly in
case of significant diffusion) and how to achieve this by flow manipulation
via the wells remains a big challenge. The generic transport problems are
investigated by theoretical and computational analyses of the thermal transport
in a two-dimensional (2D) circular subsurface reservoir with a Darcy-type
flow driven by injection and production wells positioned on its perimeter.
Considered are steady flow due to a static injector-producer pair (“base flow”)
and time-periodic flows due to systematic reorientation of the base flow by
reoriented well pairs (“RPM flow”).

Lagrangian fluid transport by the subsurface flow is crucial to the scalar
transport and is investigated in terms of Lagrangian coherent structures (LCSs).
LCSs may e.g. promote efficient fluid distribution by chaotic advection or act
as transport barriers for confinement or targeted delivery. In-depth analyses
reveal that (for given well configurations) appropriate pumping schemes enable
robust creation of various Lagrangian transport conditions. An important
aspect is the impact of anisotropy in the porous matrix. Such anisotropy
generically eliminates key organizing mechanisms, viz. symmetries, and thus
tends to promote chaotic advection at the expense of transport barriers and
confinement. However, symmetries are partially preserved – and thus order
and confinement partially restored – for certain pumping schemes and well
configurations aligned with the anisotropy. Symmetry associated with well
alignment in fact gives rise to an intriguing “order within chaos” observed only
in such cases: prolonged confinement of fluid to subregions of chaotic seas.
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Summary

The (scalar) thermal transport by the subsurface flow is (under isotropic
conditions) studied using both the Local Thermal equilibrium (LTE) and
the Local Thermal Non-Equilibrium (LTNE) models for Darcy-type flows.
The former is valid for reservoirs with a high heat transfer coefficient (HTC)
between fluid and porous matrix; the latter holds for generic reservoirs. The
LT(N)E models enable investigation of the impact of diffusion and internal heat
exchange between fluid and porous matrix on the subsurface scalar transport.
Analyses with the LTE model reveal that scalar extraction is slower in RPM
flows compared to the base flow due to the entrapment of heat in certain
LCSs. This implies that (for Darcy-type flow in isotropic reservoirs) the base
flow outperforms RPM flows for e.g. heat recovery in geothermal systems.
Diffusion mitigates the adverse effect by entrapment yet RPM flows continue
to underperform for this transport goal. The scalar entrapment by certain
LCSs is, on the other hand, very effective for the other two transport goals.
This namely enables well-controlled confinement and/or targeted delivery of
a scalar quantity by a carefully chosen pumping scheme. Thus RPM flows
are well-suited for e.g. in situ groundwater remediation and minerals mining.
Diffusion tends to restrict this ability by limiting the lifetime of processing
zones. Analyses with the LTNE model reveal that confinement is in principle
achievable for any HTC yet targeted delivery is realisable only in reservoirs
with a sufficiently high HTC.

The ability of RPM flows for confinement and targeted delivery is further
characterised by so-called Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD) of the evolu-
tion of the temperature field. DMD extracts the fundamental dynamic states
that govern the scalar evolution and thus enables accurate determination of
the extent of the actual confinement zone and associated lifetime for basically
any degree of diffusion or HTC. DMD furthermore enables identification of
the relevant LCSs that correspond with a processing zone. This allows for
systematic and effective design of well configurations and pumping schemes for
a wide range of conditions.
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